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Preface

This book is the outcome of some thirty years teaching phonetics, mainly
articulatory phonetics to undergraduate and postgraduate students with a
variety of interests, though their core has always been students on a linguistics
programme. As an introduction to phonetics, it will take a somewhat different
stance from a traditional approach on the presentation of basic phonetic skills
for students of linguistics and others (e.g., speech and language therapists).
It assumes that

(i) natural, everyday speech is the true reflection of the linguistic system (the phonology

in particular);

(ii) speech is not a concatenation of discrete segments (whatever sort of phonology we

may wish to establish);

(iii) universal characteristics of phonetic realization of the linguistic system are at best

poorly understood; and

(iv) ear-training, production and acoustic analysis should be taught in equal measure, since

all three should be used hand-in-hand, as they are complementary rather than superior

to one another.

In this book, however, my main focus is on articulation and ear-training with
a final chapter on how spectrograms can help us interpret what is going on in
speech and sharpen our observations of it.

Assumption (i) means that linguists should always consider connected
speech as well as or even in preference to the phonetic characteristics of
individual words, in particular their citation forms, that is the sound of the
word spoken in isolation. After all, in most circumstances we do not commu-
nicate with one another in single-word utterances, and even if we do, we do
not necessarily pronounce the words we use as though we were reading them
out of a dictionary. Assumption (ii) means that, whereas as an introductory
platform to phonetics the description and transcription of individual sounds
may make sense, this alone cannot achieve a full appreciation of the nature of
continuous speech, which requires a non-segmental approach to the contribu-
tory roles of the various parameters of articulation, that is, vocal cord activity,
manner of constriction, nasality, and so on.
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Assumption (iii) relates to a large extent to the assumptions made by pho-
nologists about the most appropriate way of representing a native speaker 's
knowledge of phonological structure. Of course, phonologists are often pho-
neticians, too, and they wear different hats on different occasions. So, it is not
impossible for one and the same researcher to stress the continuous nature of
the articulation and the acoustics of speech from a phonetic point of view, and
then to opt for a purely segmental kind of phonological analysis. The problem
is that all too often there is no discussion of how the two different kinds of
interpretation are connected. My contention is that, if we are to understand the
nature of the relationship between the two, phonetic detail and phonological
structure, then we need as much information as possible about the nature of
spoken language from a physical point of view, as well as the continuing inves-
tigations into the psycholinguistic aspects of phonological knowledge. This
book is an introduction to the complexity of the physical characteristics of
speech. In this task it tries to avoid presenting the phonetics in such a way as to
make mainstream phonological theory seem obvious; for instance, it rejects
the notion that if phonological structure is based on strings of segments, then
let's present phonetics in the same way.

Assumption (iv) reflects my belief that a good ear is as important as a
good eye and good analytical and observational skills. Ear-training and an
ability to transcribe as accurately as possible what is heard (impressionistic
transcription) is the starting point for a phonetician, despite the many excel-
lent advances in instrumental support for the observation of speech that have
occurred since the Second World War. And if the phonetician is also a phono-
logist, no amount of equipment and software will give her/him answers of
an analytical nature. What it will do, of course, is provide even more detail for
consideration.

During the very long gestation period of this book I have been grateful to
have had the opportunity to try out my approach in teaching phonetics to sev-
eral cohorts of students, without whom none of this would have been necessary.
I am also grateful to the many colleagues over the years with whom I have dis-
cussed the issues laid out above. I have appreciated the opportunity to argue
my case over the years, even if sometimes I have failed to convince and at other
times I have been preaching to the converted. There are too many to mention
or even remember, but I would particularly like to acknowledge my indebtness
to the following friends and colleagues. They are in no particular order, and
have contributed a variety of input from information about languages of which
I am not a speaker to offering technical facilities for the preparation
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of the material that supports the text of the book. So, thanks to: Dan Silverman,
whose sister book to this on phonology convinced me I should finally put pen
to paper (and fingers to keyboard!), Zoe Butterfint, Lela Banakas, John Local
(one of the converted), Richard Ogden (another of them), Peter Trudgill, John
Gray; Francis Nolan and Geoff Potter, who kindly offered their laboratory
facilities at Cambridge; and Janette Taylor for her illustrations of the human
speech organs. As regards getting all this into print, I have to acknowledge the
help, encouragement and, in particular, patience from Jenny Lovel, who initi-
ated the project, Gurdeep Mattu, who took over halfway through, and Colleen
Coalter, all of Continuum Books.

I hope that in the end at least some people feel that it has been worth all the
effort.

Ken Lodge
Norwich

March, 2008
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The reasons for the study of phonetics should be made clear at the outset.
This chapter is intended to set out the reasons why linguists (and any other
people interested in spoken language of any kind) need phonetics as a tool
of investigation.

1.1 How do we describe speech?
Traditional education largely ignores spoken language; even in drama and
foreign language learning, little attention is paid to the details of speech in an

objective way. We, therefore, need a method of describing speech in objective,

verifiable terms, as opposed to the lay approaches which typically describe

sounds as 'hard', 'soft', 'sharp' and so on, which can only be properly understood

by the person using such descriptions. Such an approach to any subject of

study is totally subjective: since only the person carrying out the descriptions
can understand them, other people are expected to be on the same wavelength'
and clever enough to follow them. So, if we are to observe and describe speech

1
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in any meaningful way, we need some kind of objectively verifiable way of
doing so. In fact, there are three ways of approaching the task.

What is speech exactly? The expression ca lot of hot air' is rather a good
starting point. Speech is made by modulating air in various ways inside our
bodies. The organs of speech - the lungs, throat, tongue, nose, lips and so on,
which we shall discuss in detail in Chapter Two - can be moved into many
different configurations to produce the different sounds we perceive when
listening to spoken language. A study of the ways in which these articulators
of speech behave is called articulatory phonetics. In this book the detailed
investigation of articulation will take up in eight out of the nine chapters.

Basically, air is pushed out of the body and disturbs the outside air between
the speaker and anyone in the vicinity who can hear him/her. These distur-
bances are known as pressure fluctuations, which in turn cause the hearers
eardrum to move. The molecules of the air move together and then apart in
various ways, producing a sound wave. The study of the physical nature of
sound waves is acoustic phonetics. We shall look at this aspect of speech and
the relationship of articulation to acoustic effects in Chapter Nine.

The third way of considering speech, auditory phonetics, deals with the
ways in which speech affects and is interpreted by the hearer (s). This aspect of
the investigation of speech will not be considered in this book.

To simplify, the three separate but interacting aspects of speech relate to
the speaker (articulation), the hearer (audition) and what happens between
the speaker and the hearer (acoustics).

1.2 Speech versus writing
Another way in which untrained people describe and discuss speech is by
means of seeing it as a (funny) version of writing. Of course, it is equally possi-
ble to see writing as another form of speech, but writing tends to be given cen-
tral, superior status as a means of linguistic expression. In such a view,
letters represent the sounds that people utter, in some unspecified way, and so
spelling must be a reliable guide to pronunciation. This view of speech took
hold of all forms of linguistic description in particular during the eighteenth
century (for a fascinating discussion of this period in England, see Beal, 1999).
Indeed for many people, written language has come to represent the Veal' lan-
guage, a basis on which one is in a position to determine all other aspects of
a language. As a consequence many people believe that a language can be cap-
tured and set in stone in an authoritative dictionary, for example, the Oxford
English Dictionary. What belongs to English is what is in the dictionary; what
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is not in the dictionary is not worth bothering with in serious studies. This
is an untenable position. Not only do we find considerable variation across
different written languages, but even within one language we find variability in
the representation of sounds in the orthographic (i.e., writing) system;
consider, for example, the different sounds represented by ch in English, French
and German, and consider the different values of the letter c in receive, conduct,
indict and cappucino. It is also the case that in two important senses, speech
is prior to writing. First, when children acquire language naturally, it is the
spoken language that is acquired. Writing is artificial and has to be taught, as is
noted in Table 1.1. Children will not acquire the ability to write with the Roman
alphabet (or any other kind) naturally with no adult intervention in the form
of teaching. Second, in the development of human beings, speech evolved and
then writing was invented much later when the social need arose. So, to under-
stand all the facets of language, we need to study both speech and writing.

The differences between speech and writing should be considered in
some detail here: for example, speech is transient, while writing is permanent;

Table 1.1 Some characteristics of speech and writing

WRITTEN SPOKEN

1. Occurs in space

2. Permanent inscription on material

3. Source can be absent

4. Is transcribed by definition

5. Skills: writing, reading - literacy

6. Acquired by formal education

7. Must be taught

8. Must be acquired second

9. Allows detailed planning

10. Allows complex interpretative procedures,

which may not relate to speaker's intentions

11. Based on sentences

12. Space between words

13. Sentence construction according

to conventions of writing

14. Standardized spelling

15. Enables all practices involving writing -

administration, business, bureaucracy,

literature, history, note-taking,

letter-wrting, etc.

16. Segmental mode of transcription

1. Occurs in time

2. Evanescent occurrence in behaviour

3. Sources of speech often conversational, face to face

4. Can be transcribed from recordings

5. Skills: speaking, listening - oracy

6. Naturally acquired by about age 5

7. Not taught, appears innate

8. Acquired first naturally

9. Spontaneous

10. Usually comprehended in terms of speaker's

communicative intentions (speaker has authority)

11. Based on intonational groups

12. Continuous stream of speech

13. Performances include semi-sentences, repeti-

tions, re-statements, corrections, false starts and

hesitations

14. Accent variation

15. Constitutes conversational and all other spoken

uses of language - telling narratives, jokes, etc

16. Continuous articulation
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speech is usually carried out face-to-face, whereas writing is designed for
communication at a distance in space or time. There have also been changes to
the traditional types of medium brought about by recent technology. In the
first instance, both speech and writing should be considered completely sepa-
rate media; one is then in a position to consider what the relationship between
the two might be, a topic that will not be elaborated in this book, which focusses
on the nature of speech.

As a starting point, Table 1.1 gives a simplified list of several features of
speech and writing in a contrastive way.

I will take a few of these to exemplify the differences in more detail.

1.3 Intonation
Given that writing is relatively permanent (we can still read original Shake-
spearean manuscripts, consult the Dead Sea scrolls or ancient Egyptian inscri-
ptions), whereas speech is transient (although we have been able to record
and replay speech for a little over a century, we do not do so as a general rule),
this difference has certain consequences. By its very nature, speech has to
be processed virtually instantaneously by the hearer(s), so a lot of cues as to
the speakers meaning have to be reliably identified. Writing has the luxury
of being able to be returned to for numerous re-readings to determine the
meaning, if need be. One of the most important cues (in English, at least)
in spoken language in determining interpersonal meaning is what is called
intonation. By 'interpersonal meaning' I mean those aspects of communica-
tion that are not determined by the lexical meaning of words nor by some
aspects of the syntax. Intonation patterns can convey a speakers attitude to the
content of what (s)he is saying to the hearer(s); in interaction with the order of
syntactic phrases they can also indicate what the speaker believes to be new
information for the hearer(s).

We shall be looking at the physical characteristics of intonation further
below (see Chapters Six and Nine), but the term refers to the rise and fall of the
pitch of the voice, brought about by the change in rate of vibration of the vocal
cords. (Many non-specialists call this 'inflection of the voice'; this is not the
usage of linguists, because the term 'inflection is reserved for quite a different
linguistic phenomenon, namely, the system of endings on words of the same
grammatical category that give them different functions in a sentence, e.g.,
live, live+s, liv+ing, live+d.) For now let us take a number of examples of how
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intonation works in English to indicate differences of meaning. Example (1.1),

in its written form, is an ambiguous sentence.

(1.1) They are sailing ships.

In fact, not only does this sentence have (at least) two different meanings, it

has two different syntactic structures.

(1.2) They are |\|p[vsailing ships].

On the one hand, (1.2) means that sailing ships is a complex NP with a high

falling tone starting on the syllable sail and continuing to fall through to the

end of the utterance. This is indicated by [v] in front of the NP.

(1.3) They \/[are Bailing] f\jp[vships].

In (1.3), on the other hand, ships is the simple object NP of the verb are sailing,

indicated by a low tone [,] on the syllable sail and a high fall on ships.
In speech no native speaker could be confused about the meaning of either

one of them. (1.4) represents yet another instance of written ambiguity versus

spoken clarity.

(1.4) You might have told me.

With a high fall on might and a low rise on told, the sentence means 'It is

possible that you told me'.

(1.5) Youv might have xtold me.

With a high sliding fall over might have and a fall+rise ["] on told the mean-
ing is 'You didn't tell me', implying that you should have done, so the sentence
is clearly a reproach to the hearer(s).

(1.6) Youv might havevtold me.

In Chapter Nine, we will discuss the acoustic characteristics of intonation

(and they are mentioned briefly in section 6.1), but basically it can be pre-
sented as a plot of the changes in the fundamental frequency of the utterance,
which clearly shows the ups and downs of the speaker's intonation pattern

(basically changes in the frequency of the signal caused by change of rate of

vibration of the vocal cords). I give the two versions of You might have told me
as Figure 1.1 (= (1.5)) and Figure 1.2 (= (1.6)).
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Figure 1.2 Fundamental frequency (FO) plot of example (1.6).

Figure 1.1 Fundamental frequency (FO) plot of example (1.5).
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In the written form of a language there are usually ways of indicating a very
limited number of the effects of intonation on the interpretation of an utter-
ance, for example,!,?,..., or by using lexical descriptions, for example, 'he said
in a high-pitched, whining voice', but these hardly reflect the nuances that the
human voice can bring to speech.

Another way in which speech is organized differently from writing relates
to the fact that speech is usually carried out in a face-to-face context where
the interlocutors can see one another and often share the same cultural back-
ground. Consequently, a lot of the conventions of speech are known to each
interlocutor and so at least part of the meaning of utterances can be left unspo-
ken. For example, a hearer will understand the second part of the example
(1.7) as the reason for the first part, though no explicit connection has been
made.

(1.7) I'm sorry I'm late. I missed the bus.

In writing it is not so easy to rely on implicit meanings in this way, as the reader
may be very distant in space and time. Connections between parts of a written
text tend to be more explicit than in speech, in particular by means of syntactic
connectives such as pronouns or conjunctions. Here again, speech often uses
intonational devices to indicate connections, and, equally importantly, points
in conversational interchanges where other speakers can join in. This is a vast
area for detailed investigation, and we cannot include it in this book, but it is
mentioned here to give an idea of the importance of being able to study the
fine detail of phonetic performance to help us to understand how language
works in its many forms.

None of this is intended to argue that one of the linguistic media is superior
to the other, merely that they are very different from one another. Each has its
own characteristics and its own strengths. It should also be pointed out that it
is not really a matter of a simple choice between speech and writing. There are
instances where language is written down to be spoken out loud, for example,
news bulletins, plays; or even spoken to be written down, for example, dicta-
tion, lectures. Modern technology has blurred the distinction even further and
there are several mixed media varieties of language today, for example, text
messaging, which incorporates aspects of speech in a written format, largely
because of limitations of space and the transitory nature of such messages, or
computer programs which convert, with varying degrees of success, speech
into writing or writing into speech.

The point of this brief comparison of the characteristics of speech and writ-
ing is to demonstrate that since the two are so different, we need very different
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ways of treating them. Writing, as relatively permanent marks on a page, is
already captured for us to analyze and comment on. Most educated people
have had some training in looking at writing from an analytical point of view
of some kind (even if it is not informed by linguistic analysis), but by its very
nature, speech is not captured for us to analyse in the same way. Before we
carry out any form of higher analysis, that is, phonological analysis, we have to
understand its nature, and capture something that is essentially transient. This
is what we need phonetics for.

1.4 Phonology
This is not a book about phonology. There is an excellent companion to this
book in the same series about phonology (Silverman [2006]). However, it
would be odd to say nothing about it at all and not to explain a little why it is
different from phonetics, especially as most linguists would assume that the
main reason for studying phonetics is to enable us to talk about the phonologi-
cal systems of the world s languages. Furthermore, the relationship between
the two, phonetics and phonology, is coming under ever-increasing scrutiny,
and an assumption that the relationship between the two is obvious and
straightforward can no longer be accepted. In very general terms, phonetics
is about the physical nature of human speech sounds, irrespective of which
language is being spoken, and phonology is the study of the way native speak-
ers organize and store the knowledge of the sounds of their own language that
enables them to use it appropriately on all occasions.

Phonology, then, is the study of linguistic systems, specifically the way in
which sound represents differences of meaning in a language. In English,
native speakers know that the words pin and bin mean something different
and that the difference resides in the two different initial sounds. For the time
being I am using a standard, segmental view of the situation whereby each
word is made up of three segments, andp and b can be isolated from the other
two. We shall discuss the phonetic details of such articulations in due course,
but even without that information we can see the phonological point that is
being made: these two words have meaningfully different sounds in English.
We could go through the whole language in a similar vein, establishing the
distinctive consonants and vowels, stating the ways in which they can be
put together to form legitimate words, for example, pin, biny nip and nib are
legitimate English words, but *ipn, *ibn, *pni and *nbi are not. (The asterisk
indicates an impossible form for a particular language.) This knowledge of
English phonological structure has nothing to do directly with the phonetic
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detail of how actual words are pronounced; it has to do with more abstract

organizational principles.
In most forms of phonological theory it is assumed that each language

or language variety (see Chapter Eight) has a single system of contrasts

which may vary slightly depending on position in the syllable, for example,

the beginning (onset) or the end (coda). So each language has a system of

consonants and vowels to distinguish each of its lexical items from each other.
(This does not rule out homophony, that is two or more words sounding the
same, but that issue need not concern us in this simple explanation.) So in

English, for example, the words in (1.8) give the meaningfully distinct onset
consonants. I have given a simple phonetic transcription in each case, espe-
cially as the orthographic form can be misleading or ambiguous. I put the IPA
alphabet symbols in square brackets; consult the chart on p. x for the time

being. The basic principle is that each different symbol represents a different

sound with no ambiguity.

(1.8) pin [pm]

bin [bin]

tin [tin]

din [dm]

kin [km]

chin [tfm]

gin [dyn]

mit [mit]

fin [fin]

thin [0m]

sin [sin]

shin [fin]

Lynn [1m]

win [win]

rest [icst]

knit [nit]

get [get]

let [let]

yet [jet]

van [vaen]

than [daen]

Jeanne [saen]

zest [zest]

hit [hit]

It is not possible to find words for all the onset consonants that have the
same sounds in the rhyme, that is the vowel + its coda, for example, there is no
English word *[gm] or *[zm], and some sounds are clearly less common than
others in this position (e.g., feaen] is a loanword from French.). But these are
historical, chance implementations of the system.

Irrespective of the phonetic details of the pronunciation of these conso-

nants it is possible to appreciate the system of contrasts and to see which the
important consonants at the beginning of English words are. In most versions

of phonology the distinctive phonological units are called phonemes (see, for

example, Davenport and Hannahs [2005]). In phonemic transcriptions each

phoneme is represented by a different symbol, usually one which approximates

some of the phonetic detail, and is placed between slant lines, for example, /pm/,

rather than [pm]. I deal with various kinds of transcription in Chapter Four.
The constraints on English phonological forms, of the kind referred to

above in connection with pin, bin, *ipn, *nbi and so on, are not necessarily the
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same in all languages. In other words, the constraints are not a result of some
universal phonetic inability on the part of humans to pronounce certain
sequences of sounds. Byway of exemplification, let us take the sounds [h] and
[q]; the latter is the final sound in standard English king and song. In English
[h] can only occur in initial position of a stressed syllable, as in hat, hoop,
ahead, behind', [q] can only occur at the end of a syllable or followed by an
unstressed syllable, as in king, hang, singer, hanger. So a form such as *ngah
[qaeh] could not be a word of English. From a phonetic point of view this is
not unpronounceable, and there are languages which do allow [h] and [q] to
occur in such syllabic positions; for example, Comaltepec Chinantec, an Oto-
manguean language spoken in Mexico, has words such as [loh] "cactus", [qi]
"salt" and even [qih] "chayote" (a kind of tropical fruit). (I have ignored, and
therefore not indicated, the inherent tones associated with these words; for
more details of the language, see Silverman [2006: pp. 144-152].) So, it is
a matter of linguistic structure, not pronounceability that determines what
combinations of sounds are allowed in any particular language system. In
other words, it is a matter for phonology to deal with, not phonetics. We
may note here that a speaker's native knowledge of their phonology may lead
them to believe that what does not occur in their language is indeed unpro-
nounceable, and would remain so for them without special training, as in
learning a foreign language.

It is at the interface between phonetics and phonology that we find tradi-
tionally assumed interconnections between the two areas, not all of which
have been investigated thoroughly enough to determine their usefulness in
understanding the nature of language. It is at this point where the notion of
sound slips back and forth between the two areas. Speakers make sounds that
are linguistic in nature, as part of their system of meaning, but, as we have just
seen, there are two separate aspects to these 'sounds'. They are physical entities,
which can be described in objective ways, for example, [p] in pin is a voiceless,
oral, bilabial plosive with a delay in the onset of vocal cord vibration (voicing)
in the following vowel; but they are also abstract elements in a system, which
are used by native speakers to store information about how the individual
words of their language behave, including how to utter them. The question
that has to be asked (but which we will not attempt to answer in this book)
is: is it legitimate, and, more to the point, helpful to call both these entities
'sounds'? It is also at this point where the notion of a segment in the phonology
(which may or may not be legitimate) can determine our view of speech as
being made up of phonetic segments (phones), because it makes life much
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easier if both levels, phonology and phonetics, work on roughly the same
principles. This alignment of views of structure is what is referred to as
isomorphism, which has become more of a dogma over the years since the
Second World War, during which time great advances have been made in
our understanding of acoustic phonetics, than a helpful tool to give us greater
insight into the nature and functioning of language. This takes us to a funda-
mental question as to what a sound is. The answer is complicated and I hope
by the end of the book, you will have a clearer idea of what the answer (or may
be answers) might be.

Linguists are interested in generalizable features of all kinds, so a concern
with universal characteristics of language, including phonological systems,
is central to many peoples research interests. In this research programme the
relationship between phonological universals and phonetic universals is of
central importance.

1.5 Segmentation of
the speech chain

One very important issue involving the assumed relationship between speech
and writing concerns the nature of the vehicle of writing itself. Many languages,
and certainly the world-dominant European ones, use an alphabet to represent
the spoken form, for example, Roman, Cyrillic, Greek, Cufic. In such alphabets
it is assumed and claimed that each letter represents 'a sound'. In other words,
speech is represented as a sequence of discrete segments (letters) strung
together like beads on a thread, with gaps between clusters of them (words).
On this model the International Phonetic Association (IPA) alphabet was
established in the late 19th century and is still with us today, having undergone
a number of fairly minor modifications in more recent times. Indeed,
it will be used in this book, and it is important to learn how to use it to tran-
scribe speech. However, it is one thing to have a convenient notation for
indicating details of speech that are ignored by conventional orthographies,
but quite another to assume that somehow speech can be segmented in the
same way that writing can be. In this respect we will need to consider some
of the possible answers to the question we raised at the end of the previous
section: 'What is a sound?' We should note in passing that not all writing
systems are alphabetic, for example, the standard Chinese writing system, and
the earliest Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs. Because this is such a central issue
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to the understanding of the nature of speech, I intend to devote Chapter Five
to a more detailed consideration of it, after the basics of articulation have
been presented. It will reappear as an issue at various points in the book, as
appropriate.

1.6 Other applications
I pointed out in the previous section that most linguists consider that the
main reason for studying phonetics is to enable us to understand the sound
systems of the world s languages. There are, however, other reasons for the
study of speech, which apply our knowledge of language to other specific
areas. Language learning and teaching, speech processing (synthesis and reco-
gnition), speech therapy, forensic linguistics, drama and singing all benefit
from an understanding of how speech works. One might even wish to argue
that for any area of investigation relating to language, even syntactic theory,
a thorough knowledge of what spoken language is like is a basic prerequisite.
After all, we don't want the standard written language to masquerade as
speech.

1.7 Further reading
There are a number of introductory textbooks on phonetics and phonology.
Sometimes they are incorporated into the same book, sometimes not. Person-
ally, I prefer the latter, even though it is necessary to talk about phonology in
general terms in a book about phonetics, as we shall see in later chapters. Some
introductions to phonology include brief introductions to phonetics, but these
are intended to be resumes rather than basic training in the subject. The list of
phonetics books below is not intended to be exhaustive, and it is often instruc-
tive to go back to earlier treatments of phonetics, such as Pike (1943). It is
always worthwhile following up some of the references in the introductory
books for more detailed treatments of particular aspects of phonetics: Ball
and Rahilly (1999); Clark and Yallop (1995); Davenport and Hannahs (2005);
Ladefoged (2006).

For a discussion of some fundamental issues in phonology that are often
taken for granted, see Kelly and Local (1989), Docherty and Foulkes (2000),
Silverman (2006). For a useful discussion of the issue of isomorphism between
phonetics and phonology, see Appelbaum (1999). A useful survey of views of
the interface between phonetics and phonology is provided by Scobbie (2005).
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I have introduced a few technical terms in the previous chapter. It is now
time to present articulation and the technicalities we need to describe it in a

much more organized way. I shall take each of the contributory mechanisms

of speech in turn and consider what role each has to play. By way of organizing

this survey, I shall start with general descriptions at the furthest point of the

vocal apparatus, the lungs, and follow the direction of the airflow. The opera-

tion of the vocal cords and the velum are particularly important, and are
discussed en route. However, in order to introduce the details of the mecha-
nisms used in the mouth in sections 2.8 and 2.9,1 shall start at the lips and go

2
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Figure 2.1 Cross-section of the vocal apparatus.

backwards into the mouth to enable you in the initial stages to appreciate the
more obvious and manipulable aspects of the articulations you use.

Figure 2.1 is a cross-section of the head and neck along their median line,
showing the major mechanisms that we shall deal with in turn.

The major areas of articulation are the larynx, velum, mouth and lips. We
shall look at the details of each in its contribution to speech. In addition we shall
consider the role of the lungs, the pharynx and the epiglottis, as well as the way
in which air is used generally in articulation. I will put technical terms in bold
on their first occurrence; they are also listed in the glossary (pp. 230-239).

In working through all the possibilities of human articulation it is impor-
tant both to hear examples of them and to try to produce them yourself. This
is best done with the aid of the phonetician teaching you.

2.1 The lungs and airstream
mechanisms

Speech is produced by moulding and moving the articulators of all kinds
around an airstream. In most cases this air comes from the lungs. During
speech the volume of air in the lungs has to be greater than is used in ordinary
breathing (try speaking with just normal breath and little will happen). Humans
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are capable of a special breathing pattern which can take in a large amount of
air and release it in a controlled way over a period of time, usually more than
enough time to utter a sentence or two. Such air, when it is expelled from the
lungs for linguistic purposes, is called egressive pulmonic air. This is by far
the easiest method of producing speech, especially as it can continue over quite
a period, but it is not the only way in which air can be used.

There are two ways in which air can be trapped in the oral cavity:

(i) by closing the glottis and making some other closure in the mouth; and

(ii) by closing the velum and making a velar closure with the back of the tongue, and

making some other closure in advance of this.

(i) produces a glottalic airstream, (ii) a velaric airstream. The glottalic air-
stream is used to produce two types of sound, implosives and ejectives; the
velaric airstream is used to produce clicks.

I shall deal first with the egressive pulmonic airstream and the modulating
mechanisms, and then consider the more restricted types of airstream at the
end of the chapter.

2.2 The vocal cords and the glottis
Within the larynx are the vocal cords (also called vocal folds), two muscular
flaps which can be moved into various positions to interfere with the airflow.
The part of the windpipe that goes through the larynx is called the glottis. We
need to consider the ways in which the vocal cords operate in more detail in
relation to egressive pulmonic air.

The larynx is a casing made of cartilage and muscle around the windpipe
(trachea), containing the vocal cords stretched across the glottis. At the front
of the larynx the thyroid cartilage is seen from the outside of the throat as the
'Adams apple' in men and 'Eves wedding ring' in women; the protusion of the
thyroid cartilage is usually greater in men than in women. The vocal cords can
be moved into different positions by the operation of the arytnoid cartilages to
which they are attached. The arytenoid cartilages are generally thicker in men
than in women, and the cords themselves are generally longer in men than
in women. (Note that since the vocal cords are primarily intended to stop for-
eign substances entering the lungs, tar from smoking cigarettes becomes
lodged on them; this means that heavy smokers often develop deep voices
because they cannot vibrate their cords quickly enough to produce the usual
higher pitch ranges.)
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Figure 2.2 The larynx.

There are basically five different ways in which the vocal cords can be placed
in relation to one another across the glottis. The resultant effects these differ-
ent positions of the cords have on speech are referred to as phonation.

2.2.1 Closed glottis
As we saw in section 2.1, the vocal cords can be shut tight together, completely
obstructing the flow of air through the glottis. This simple mechanism is
known as the glottal stop.

The glottal stop is used in many languages and can be heard as an interrup-
tion of sound when it occurs between vowels. It is symbolized [?]. Many accents
of British English have it between vowels in words and phrases like [be?s]
better, [bA?a] butter, [gv?3]got a, [bo?s] bought a. (Notice that for the moment
I have not separated the words in the phonetic transcription in the way we do
in standard orthography.) Try saying a simple vowel interrupted by the glottal
stop at regular intervals, for example, [a?a?a?a?a?a?a]. (Note that an utterance
of this kind is used by adults to young children as a warning.)

Although this simple glottal closure can be interpreted as a 'sound' in lin-
guistic terms, as demonstrated for English above, it can also be used in con-
junction with a supraglottal closure, that is, a closure above the glottis in the
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Figure 2.3 Closed glottis.

oral cavity. If the airstream is trapped and released in a particular way that
we will look at later in section 2.10.2, such combined articulations result in
ejectives. If the two closures are unreleased, symbolized by [""], before another
closure or the general relaxation of the articulators at the end of an utterance,
we are dealing with glottal reinforcement, as in English [ka^p"1] cap, [kaeV],
cat, [kit1] kick, which have unreleased oral closures (see section 2.9.1).
Glottally reinforced sounds do not have the upward movement of the larynx
to compress the supralaryngeal air that we find in ejectives; glottal reinforce-
ment is produced by stopping the egressive pulmonic air. In some accents
of British English such glottal reinforcement can occur intervocalically
(= between vowels); for instance in Norwich and Norfolk we find forms such
as [ae^pi] happy, [si^ti] city, [puu^ks] poker, and in many parts of Lancashire
and Yorkshire, where the definite article is pronounced [?], we find glottal
reinforcement in syllable-initial position, as in [^pub] the pub, [^tiein] the train,
[?kuks] the cooker. We even find oral stops in which the phonation changes to
voicing before the stop is released, as in [?bus] the bus, [?diein] the drain,
[*ge:m] the game (see section 8.4.2).

2.2.2 Open glottis
The opposite extreme position for the vocal cords to complete closure is to
have them wide apart.

In this position the air flows freely through the glottis, giving an effect to the
speech chain known as voicelessness. This feature is a component in some
of the English stops and fricatives: [p t k tj f 6 s J], which are all labelled
[voiceless]. (Note that from this chapter onwards I will put phonetic feature
labels in square brackets, e.g., [voiced].)
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Figure 2.4 Open glottis.

We should note here some of the contradictory classifications of some
sounds in the IPA chart. The glottal stop [?] is placed to the left of its cell,
thereby indicating that it is voiceless. But this cannot be the case; [voiceless], as
we have just defined it, means 'with an open glottis5, whereas the glottal stop is
produced with closed vocal cords. The vocal cords cannot be both open and
closed at the same time. Of course, a phonologist might argue that [voiceless]
actually means cnot having any vibration of the vocal cords', which would cover
the glottal stop production, but such an interpretation does not distinguish
between any of the phonation types (other than [voiced]) that we are discuss-
ing, and so is not very specific from a phonetic point of view. In other words,
such an interpretation would need further features to distinguish the other
phonatory types.

2.2.3 Vibrating vocal cords
It is possible to hold the vocal cords loosely together so that they impede the
flow of air without stopping it completely. If the cords are in this position
across an egressive airflow, they produce a build-up of pressure beneath them
until it becomes too great for them to hold it back. The pressure beneath
the cords (subglottal) becomes greater than the air pressure above them
(supraglottal) so the subglottal air pushes the cords apart and equalizes the
air pressure for a fraction of a second. But with the drop in pressure and
the muscular tension used to hold the vocal cords in this position, they snap
back together again, and the whole process starts again. The banging together
of the vocal cords in this way produces vibration, which is what produces the
feature [voiced].
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Figure 2.5 Vibrating cords.

In many languages we find that pairs of sounds are distinguished by being
either voiceless or voiced; the voiceless English stops and fricatives listed above
have voiced partners: [b d g d3 v 6 z 3]. To appreciate the difference between
voicelessness and voice, try saying an alveolar fricative (because it is continu-
ous, unlike the stops) and alternate between the voiceless one and the voiced
one without interrupting the friction: [szszszszszszszsz]. While doing this,
place your hand on your larynx or close your ears with your fingers, and you
will be able to feel the vibration as it is switched on and off.

Vibration of the vocal cords has another major function in linguistic
terms: it enables the speaker to change the pitch of his/her speech by varying
the rate of vibration. The quicker the rate of vibration, the higher the pitch
will be. Pitch changes are a vital part of language production, both in terms
of an intonation system, as we saw in English in section 1.3, and as a marker of
lexical contrast in what are called tone languages (see section 6.1). Another
test whereby you can appreciate voicing is to try to sing the sounds: voiced
ones are singable, voiceless ones are not. This means that when we are listening
to singing we 'think' the melody through the voiceless sounds; its just as
well for singers that voiced sounds outnumber voiceless ones in the worlds
languages.

2.2.4 Murmur
The vocal cords can be kept apart, but closer together than for voicelessness.
The force of the airflow causes vibration of a different type from voicing. This
phonation type is called murmur or breathy voice.
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Figure 2.6 Murmur.

Some English speakers use breathy voice at the beginning of the second
syllable in ahead, between the two vowels. Some Indian languages, such as
Hindi, use it in contrast to voicelessness and voicing, giving three types of
stop, voiceless, voiced and murmured.

Whereas voiceless and voiced stops and fricatives have their own distinctive
symbols: [p,b t,d s,z] and so on (though this is not the case for the most part
for other types of sound; see Chapter Three), murmur is represented by [..]
beneath the symbol for a voiced sound: [b d u].

2.2.5 Creak
If the vocal cords are only open at one end and are vibrated very slowly, the
result is creak or creaky voice.

Figure 2.7 Creaky voice.
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This is a feature of some speakers of English; the creak can be heard, some-
times sporadically, through the speech chain. It is also a feature of anyone who
is suffering from a cold, where there is a build-up of mucous on the cords
themselves, making them difficult to operate properly; the same applies to
habitual smokers, who often have creaky voices as well as deep ones.

We will consider an example of creak further in our discussion of Chong in
section 5.3; it is represented by [ J under the appropriate symbol for a voiced
sound: [b d u].

2.2.6 Whisper
We can whisper in one of two ways: a very quiet whisper, which is only audible
in very close proximity to the speaker, and a more energetic one, that can be
heard further away. In the first case the normal position for voicelessness is
used; in the second the cords are shut except for a small aperture near the ary-
tenoid cartilages at the back of the larynx, through which air can escape, but
without any vibration of the vocal cords. In either case all changes in pitch
available to the speaker during voicing are excluded.

2.3 The pharynx
If we move up the vocal apparatus in the direction of egressive air, immediately
above the larynx is the pharynx. Part of it can be seen in a mirror looking
through the opening at the back of the oral cavity (faucal opening) and
is referred to by non-specialists as well as specialists as the throat. Typically,
phoneticians do not use this more general term.

The size of the pharynx can be altered either by tightening the muscles
surrounding it or by moving the tongue back into it, or both. Any such change
in the size of the pharynx causes a change in the quality of the sounds being
produced. The root (radix) of the tongue can be moved from its position of
rest either forwards slightly or backwards slightly. The former movement
will expand the size of the pharynx, the latter will reduce it. We will return
to the effects of this when we consider the role of the tongue in section 2.6.
Tightening the pharynx is often a correlate of certain vowel articulation, but
it can also be a general feature of individual speakers' speech. Mimics who
caricature(d) John Major, the most recent Conservative Prime Minister of
Great Britain, use pharyngeal tightening in an exaggerated way to replicate his
voice quality.
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When we come to consider places of articulation in section 2.8, we will
find that the back wall of the pharynx has a limited role to play as a passive
articulator.

2.4 The epiglottis
The epiglottis is a small upward-pointing flap at the extreme base of the tongue
(see Figure 2.9). A few languages use it as an alternative to the root of the
tongue in pharyngeal articulations, and a few Caucasian languages use both
articulations for phonological contrast (see Ladefoged [2006]: pp. 166-167).

2.5 The velum
We have referred to the soft palate or velum on a number of occasions so far. If
you run your tongue along the roof of your mouth starting at the teeth, you
will find that the hard, boney part gives way to a softer section towards the
back. This is the velum. (It is customary in phonetics to use the term Velum' for
the soft palate, and 'palate' to refer to the hard palate.)

Again, we will return to the role of the velum as a passive articulator in
section 2.8, but for the moment we need to see it as an on/off switch for chan-
nelling the airflow. At the top of the pharynx the air passages divide into
two: one route goes into the mouth, the other into the nose. The velum, which
hangs down during normal (non-linguistic) breathing to allow the air to
escape through the nose, can be moved up against the back wall of the pharynx
near to the start of the nasal cavities (nasopharynx). This closes off the nasal
cavities and sends the egressive air into the mouth alone. When the velum
is open (=is hanging down), the air flows into both the mouth and the nose.
The two positions of the velum give the features [oral], when it is closed, and
[nasal], when it is open. (Although there can be individuals who do not close
off the nasal cavities completely and so produce 'nasal leakage' in that the air
leaks into the nose to some extent, the idea of a two-way mechanism is suffi-
cient for most purposes.)

This two-way mechanism also gives us pairs of sounds, oral versus nasal.
In English we can hear the following: [b,m d,n g,rj]. This pairing means that
the sounds are produced in the same way, except for the position of the velum.
It is difficult to be aware of the movement of the velum. This is because there
are fewer nerve endings in this part of the mouth in comparison with areas
nearer the front, so direct awareness of feelings and movement are less obvious.
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Figure 2.8 Open and closed velum.

If I tell you to touch your lips with your finger, or touch the alveolar ridge
with the tip of your tongue, you can do it without difficulty and in full aware-
ness of what you are doing. (This is referred to technically as proprioceptive
observation, a very useful technique in learning phonetics.) On the other hand,
if I tell you to move your velum, you will not know what to do (even though
you now know what the velum is). If you are a native speaker of English, you
can practice using words of your own language that involve just the movement
of the velum one way or the other. For instance, say the word hand. The coda
of this word has voicing and alveolar contact, [-nd]. The transition from [n] to
[d] is achieved simply by closing the velum. So, say the word again and try
to feel the movement of the velum from the open to the closed position. This
may take several attempts before you appreciate what is happening, but it is
well worth the effort to understand and feel what is going on when you speak.

Now try to perceive the movement from closed to open. This can be achieved
by saying the word hidden with no vowel in the final syllable: [hidn]. (This is
normal and natural to someone of my age, but may not be to younger native
speakers of English.) In this case the transition from [d] to [n] is achieved
solely by the change in position of the velum from closed to open.

2.6 The tongue
The tongue is a piece of flexible, non-compressible muscle, which is anchored
to the floor of the mouth. Flexible means it is mobile and can change its shape,
especially outside the mouth. For example, if you stick your tongue out, you
can make it long and thin, roll it up at the sides or touch the end of your nose
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with it - in varying degrees according to the individual. Non-compressible
muscle means that its volume cannot be reduced or enlarged, despite its
flexibility. So any movement in one part of the tongue will be compensated for
in another. If you stick your tongue out of your mouth the root of your tongue
and the whole of the back portion will have to move forwards too. In most lan-
guages the tongue is not used in articulation beyond the teeth, that is, it
is contained within the oral cavity. There is one language known to have a
labio-lingual articulation (Piraha, spoken in the Brazilian Amazonian jungle
by a few hundred speakers, has a sound produced by the flick of the tongue
tip against the top lip, in which the tongue is projected out of the mouth.
Otherwise, labio-lingual articulations are restricted to abnormal speech, as
in the case of some speakers with Downs syndrome.

With regard to the movements involved in normal speech, roughly speak-
ing, a bunching of the tongue at the front of the mouth will involve an advance-
ment of the root of the tongue; a bunching at the back of the mouth will
involve a retraction of the root of the tongue. This particular phenomenon has
been much discussed in phonology over recent years with arguments revolv-
ing round the features [ATR] (= advanced tongue root) and [RTR] (= retracted
tongue root), but early investigations indicated that movement of the tongue

Figure 2.9 Areas of the tongue + epiglottis.
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in most cases was a direct correlate of moving the bunching of the tongue
on the front-back axis of the mouth (see, e.g., Lindau et al. [1973]). This is
not the place to debate the pros and cons of such a feature in phonology, but
a hint at the complexity of the articulations involved can be found in Local
and Lodge (2004).

In physical terms the tongue is one entity, but for linguistic purposes it is
divided up into particular zones that are used in articulation. Note that these
zones have no physical boundaries, unlike, say, the boundary between the
alveolar ridge, the palate and the velum, but are designations of specific areas
that are relevant for articulation of various kinds.

The main areas of the tongue used in articulation (with their Latinate
equivalent in brackets) are: tip (apex), blade (lamina), front, back (dorsum),
root (radix). Some phoneticians distinguish three areas of the surface of the
main body of the tongue: front, centre and back. Each of these areas is used in
combination with an area of the oral cavity above the tongue, as we shall see in
more detail in section 2.8. Whereas the tip and blade can be moved quite freely
to make contact with an area from the teeth to the front of the hard palate
(further back such a posture becomes uncomfortable and awkward), the front
and back are only approximated in varying degrees to the part of the roof
of the mouth immediately above them. It is also important to remember that
the surface of the tongue is continuous, and that it will vary from speaker to
speaker how much of the tip, blade or tip and blade together are used in any
particular articulation. In English, for example, it makes little difference to
communication whether a speaker uses the tip, the blade, or a bit of each when
articulating alveolar stops and fricatives.

2.7 The lips
The lips are elastic and are operated by the musculature surrounding the mouth.
From the position of rest, which we can term neutral, they can be spread, by
pulling the sides away from one another, or they can be rounded, by pushing
the sides towards one another. This gives the features [spread] and [rounded],
respectively. Rounding can be achieved in either of two ways: by pursing the
lips, which involves pushing them forwards at the same time as pulling the
sides in, or without the pursing. Different languages use different degrees of
rounding and spreading, and speakers themselves vary. French speakers have
to differentiate clearly between rounded and spread vowels, as in [ly] luy 'read'
(past participle) versus [li] lit, 'bed', whereas English speakers may or may not
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Figure 2.10 Front and side pursed lips.

Figure 2.11 Front and side spread lips.

use rounded lips in words like food, put, got, caught (see Chapters Four and
Eight).

2.8
Once the egressive air is in the mouth, there are many articulators that can
help to modify the airstream. Generally speaking, the oral articulators can
be divided into two types: the active and the passive ones. They are listed in
Table 2.1. Note that the velum belongs to both groups.

The way in which air is modulated in the mouth is by putting together an
active and a passive articulator (in ways that we will discuss in more detail in
section 2.9). For example, the tip of the tongue can be put against the alveolar
ridge to produce sounds that we label [alveolar].

The different combinations of the oral articulators are dealt with under
the general heading of place of articulation. There is a set of features that
are used to describe which articulators are being used. I shall take each of the
possibilities in turn, and symbolize a number of relevant examples of each.

Active\/passive articulators
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Table 2.1 Active and passive articulators

Active Passive

Lips

Tongue

Velum

Teeth

Alveolar ridge

Palate

Velum

Further details of possible combinations of articulation are given in Chapter
Three.

2.8.1 Bilabial
When both lips are used in the articulation of a sound, such a sound is labelled
[bilabial], [p b m] are all bilabial.

2.8.2 Labiodental
The top teeth can be placed just inside the bottom lip to produce labiodental
sounds, [f v] are both labiodental. Note that the combination of the bottom
teeth and the top lip is not a normal combination; only people with a progna-
thous jaw, such as many members of the royal house of Habsburg, use such
articulations.
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2.8.3 Dental

The tip or blade of the tongue can be placed on the back surface of the top
teeth or between the teeth to produce dental sounds. If one wants to give even
more detail that is inherent in [dental], one can specify [interdental], if the
sound is produced with the tongue tip between the teeth, and specify which
part of the tongue is being used to make contact, as in [apico-dental] or
[lamino-dental]. Dental sounds include [0 6], the initial sounds in English
think and this, respectively. (Don't be misled by the English spelling system
which represents both the voiceless and the voiced versions with the same two
letters; also note that these are single, simplex sounds. Don't let the spelling
lead you to think there are two sounds stuck together.) Say [0] and [6], and see
what kind of dental contact you use.

It is important to note that all obstruents involving the tongue tip, blade or
front as an articulator have a concomitant side contact with the upper molars.
This is to prevent air escaping round the sides of the tongue, something we will
return to in section 2.9.

2.8.4 Alveolar
The alveolar ridge is the boney protuberance at the start of the roof of the
mouth into which the teeth are set. Again, either the tip or the blade can be put
into contact with it. [t d s z n] are all alveolar. (This word is pronounced in any
one of three ways in standard British English, depending on which syllable is
given the main stress, indicated by the acute accent on the orthographic form:
['aelvpta] alveolar, [ael'viiab] alveolar, [aelvi'oub] alveolar. Try pronouncing
each of these transcriptions with the help of the IPA chart or my adaptations
of it below.) Note that alveolar stops and fricatives have lateral contact with the
upper molars.
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2.8.5 Retroflex
The tongue tip can be flexed backwards so that the under surface is towards
the roof of the mouth. Contact is made with the area just behind the alveolar
ridge or just in front of the (hard) palate to produce retroflex sounds. Notice
that, unlike the other features described in this section, the term refers to the
position of the tongue tip rather than designating the passive articulator. An
alternative method of producing retroflex sounds is to pull the tip back from
the alveolar ridge to make contact with the same part of the roof of the mouth,
without flexing it backwards. (To describe these sounds, we could equally well
refer to them as post-alveolar or pre-palatal by using the point of contact, but
[retroflex] is the customary usage.) There are accents of English that use retro-
flex articulations, such as parts of urban Lancashire and the West Country, and
many of the Indian languages have retroflex articulation, which many speakers
of English from the subcontinent use in their variety of English. Retroflex
sounds include [t^Ul?zj. Notice that all the symbols have a tail curved to the
right.
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2.8.6 Palatoalveolar
Since the tongue surface and the roof of the mouth are, in fact, continuous
surfaces, the amount of each that is used to make contact in articulation
can vary considerably. We can put the tip of the tongue on the back of the alve-
olar ridge and the blade on the front of the palate and produce palatoalveolar
sounds. (The more recent editions of the IPA chart label these sounds 'post-
alveolar'. The reason for this change is unclear to me; I persist in using [palato-
alveolar] along with many others, e.g., Davenport and Hannahs [2005].) We
shall see in section 2.9.1 that such sounds are restricted in their manner
of articulation. English has [J 3 tj 63] as in [juu] shoe, [pless] pleasure,
[t$3t$]church, [d^Ad^] judge.

2.8.7 Alveolo-palatal
An equally restricted type of articulation involving a different relationship
between tongue, alveolar ridge and palate from that used in palatoalveolar
sounds is referred to as alveolo-palatal. More of the front of the tongue is
placed against the palate in these fricatives: [Q ?]. Polish, for example, has both
types of fricative: [f 3 Q ?].

2.8.8 Palatal
Instead of using the tip or blade of the tongue, the part immediately adjoining
the blade, the front, can be used to articulate sounds by raising it into contact
with the area of the roof of the mouth immediately above it in the rest position,
the palate. The sides make contact with the upper molars, as with all the previ-
ous sounds using the tongue. Palatal sounds include [c j 9 ji]. The first two are
oral stops, the third a voiceless fricative and the fourth a nasal stop. The frica-
tive is found in German, as in [19] ich T, and is used by many English speakers
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at the beginning of human or huge. The nasal stop is found in French, as in
[motaji] montagne 'mountain.

2.8.9 Velar
By raising the back of the tongue to make contact with the velum, velar sounds
are produced. These include [k g x rj]. The third one is a voiceless fricative,
which occurs in German, as in [dax] Dach Voof'; the fourth one is a nasal stop,
as in English [sirj] sing and [0irjk] think. Velar articulations only involve side
contact between the tongue and the upper molars in the area of the velar
contact.

As we have emphasized already, the roof of the mouth is a continuous
surface, so the exact point of contact can vary considerably for both palatal
and velar sounds. In a sense the two-term system of dividing up the surface
based on the edge of the bone above the hard palate is misleading. If we take
English as an example, the point of contact for the stops [k g] varies slightly
according to the following vowel. (We shall consider the articulation of vowels
in detail in section 2.9.4.) Basically, vowels can be distinguished on a front-back
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dimension below the roof of the mouth: words such as keep, king, kept have
front vowels, come, curl have central vowels, and coot, could, caught, calm have
back vowels. (Note that words such as coot, food, groom are usually described
as having a back vowel, but many young speakers, in fact, have a central or even
front vowel in these words, so my description here may not equate with your
own pronunciation; for various accents of English, see Chapter Eight.) Each
word will have a slightly different point of contact for the initial [k]. It is possi-
ble to transcribe king as [cirj], keep as [ciip], and curl as [ksi], in an attempt
to indicate these differences. (The plus sign underneath the [k] indicates that
the tongue is slightly further forward than for a canonical velar [k].) However,
such transcriptions for English are rare, because the focus of many transcrip-
tions is not this kind of phonetic detail; we shall return to different types of
transcription in Chapter Four.

Note that there are three adjectives derived from Velum', each with a differ-
ent meaning: velar refers to the use of the velum as a passive articulator against
which the back of the tongue can be placed, as described in this section; velic
refers to the closure of the nasal cavities by the raising of the velum, as described
in section 2.5; velaric refers to the airstream mechanism described in section
2.10.3.

2.8.10 Uvular
At the back end of the roof of the mouth, as a continuation of the velum, there
is a small soft part that hangs down into the faucal opening to the pharynx.
This is the uvula. It can be brought into contact with the extreme back part of
the tongue to produce uvular sounds. (Note the difference in spelling between
the noun uvula, with no r, and the adjective uvular, with one. Both are pro-
nounced the same in standard British English: ['juuvpb].)
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2.8.11 Pharyngeal
As mentioned above, the back wall of the pharynx can be used as a point of
contact by retracting the root of the tongue to enable the extreme back of it to
touch the pharynx wall. It appears that this is quite a difficult movement to
carry out, as there are only a limited number of sounds produced in this way.
No stop can be produced (at least not with the ease necessary for connected
speech), but fricatives and approximants (see sections 2.9.2 and 2.9.3) can be:
[h ? ?]. The first two are fricatives and the last one is an approximant. The
mark beneath the symbol indicates that the articulators are approximated to
one another in such a way that no local friction is produced (see section 2.9.3).
(The marks situated above, below or to the side of a main symbol, e.g., [,.. _ ~]
are called diacritics.)

2.9 Degree of occlusion
We have now surveyed the possible points of contact that can be used in
speech. What we need to consider now are the different ways in which the
articulators are put together or near one another to modify the airstream. We
have already referred to some of these in the course of our discussions so far:
[stop], [fricative], [approximant], [lateral], but we now need to present a full
picture of what is involved. We shall see in what follows that at some places of
articulation the full range of modifications is possible, whereas at others only
a limited number occur. This aspect of articulation is referred to as degrees of
occlusion or manner of articulation.

2.9.1 Stops
The most extreme occlusion of the airstream is a complete stoppage of it. We
saw this above in the case of the glottal stop, but, of course, this is made in the
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larynx, not in the mouth, so should be classified as a type of phonation. (Note
that this is not how the IPA classifies [?].) The same principle applies in the
mouth, however, though in most cases the mechanism is more complicated
than for the glottal stop. If the tongue tip is used as the main point of contact,
the rest of the airstream has to be closed off as well, by means of contact
between the sides of the tongue and the upper molars, as we noted above in
section 2.8. Try saying [n] and holding it for a long time; you should be able to
become aware of the side contact as well as the contact on the alveolar ridge.

The term [stop] is a general label for a number of different but similar
mechanisms all of which have a complete closure of the vocal tract in the
mouth. First of all let us consider the movements involved in creating a stop-
page. In a sequence like [aba] the articulators are brought together, held together
and then drawn apart. These three phases can be termed closure: hold: release.
The crucial phase for any stop is the hold. With all three phases such an articu-
lation can be called a plosive. Note that the IPA uses [plosive] as a generic term
in the chart; this is misleading and the usage should be avoided. Use [stop] as
the generic term for reasons that will be explained in what follows. The illustra-
tions in section 2.8, except the last one, represent the hold phase of a stop.

However, provided there is a hold phase, the other phases need not occur.
As we saw in section 2.2.1, English utterance-final stops are often unreleased:
[kae'p"1] cap, [kaen], cat, [ki%n] kick. These are stops but not plosives. We also
saw in section 2.5 that the [d] in hand did not have a closure phase because the
closure was already in place for the [n]. In the case of hidden with no vowel
phase between the [d] and the [n], which we also discussed above, the oral stop
has no release phase, since it remains in place for the [n], but the air is released
through the nose. This is sometimes referred to as a nasal release, but note that
it is the air that is released, not the oral closure. If we are to be consistent in our
descriptions, then we must be very clear about the details of the mechanisms
involved and our definitions of those mechanisms. Either we talk about the
release of the air or we talk about the release of the stop mechanism; we should
not mix up the two, which is easy to do, if we use the term 'release' for both. Is
there any reason why one is better, or more general, than the other? If we return
to utterance-final stops (in English, but in other languages, too), we have noted
that these too can be released or unreleased. So, [kae^p"1] or [kae^p] cap, [kaebn]
or [kaeb] cab, where the unmarked [b] represents a released plosive, are all
equally possible. However, the release of such final stops is very weak and vir-
tually no air is expelled (unlike in initial or intervocalic position), so using the
term 'release' to refer to the release of the oral closure seems to be the more
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appropriate of the two possible usages. As regards the airstream, we can talk of
the escape of the egressive air, which is a consequence of the release of a stop
or some other mechanical intervention such as lowering the velum. For a dis-
cussion of the interplay between stop release and vocal cord activity, see sec-
tions 3.3 and 5.3.

We shall now consider other types of release. The assumption in the descrip-
tion of plosive release given above is that it is sudden, the articulators parting
cleanly and swiftly. However, it is possible to part the articulators relatively
slowly causing a short phase of local audible friction (see next section) follow-
ing the release of the stop. This is usually referred to as affrication or delayed
release; it is indicated in transcription by a small raised symbol for the fricative
made at the same place of articulation: [p^ ts dz kx]. Such articulations are
found in Liverpool accents, and [ts] is common in many accents of British
English, especially in the South East.

We noted above that palatoalveolars are restricted in their manner of
articulation. Because quite a large area of the tongue is used, it is difficult to
release a stop mechanism cleanly. For this reason palatoalveolars are usually
fricatives or affricates, as in English [J 3 tj d3]. If a nasal stop precedes one
of these sounds, it, too, will be palatoalveolar. In the conventions of the IPA
there are no separate symbols or diacritic for palatoalveolar sounds except
[J 3]. If we need one in a transcription (see Chapter Seven), we can adapt an
existing one.

It was emphasized above that all articulations involving the front parts of
the tongue (dental to palatal) have an accompanying side contact with the
upper molars to prevent air escaping along the sides of the tongue in stops and
fricatives. However, it is possible to produce a stop and then release it by lower-
ing the sides of the tongue away from the upper teeth; this is lateral release.
We can find it in many accents of English in words like bottle, hospital, middle,
model, when there is no vowel phase in the second, unstressed syllable: [-ti],
[-di]. For more detail of lateral articulations, see section 2.9.5.

Finally, we must note that stops can be oral or nasal. An oral stop is pro-
duced with the velum shutting off the nasal passages; a nasal stop has air going
through the nose as well as into the mouth behind the stoppage. We should
note that the IPA chart is misleading in this respect: it gives the impression that
nasality is a manner of articulation just like stops, fricatives, and so on, as listed
down the left-hand side of the chart. But in fact, as we shall discuss in more
detail in the next chapter, any sound which is oral can also be nasal, except for
the sounds that do not use an egressive pulmonic airstream, the implosives,
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ejectives and clicks. Otherwise we can produce nasal fricatives, nasal laterals,
nasal vowels, and so on.

2.9.2 Fricatives
Instead of making a complete, firm contact between the articulators, we
can put them almost together but leave a very small gap between them to
allow the airstream to escape. When the air passes through a narrow gap, it is
subject to turbulence, which produces local audible friction. This is similar
to wind passing noisily through a small gap between a window and its frame.
The resultant sounds are called fricatives. (A somewhat older term for them
is spirants, which is used by some American and European phoneticians
and phonologists.) Some of the fricatives are higher pitched than others, as we
shall see in more detail when we consider their acoustic characteristics in
Chapter Nine; those with the highest pitch are sometimes called sibilants:
[s z J 3]. Non-sibilant fricatives include: [f 0 x v 6 K]. Both stops and frica-
tives can be classed together as obstruents, that is, they are produced with a
major obstruction in the mouth.

2.9.3 Approximants
Rather than making contact between the articulators as in stops and fricatives,
it is possible to narrow the opening through which the airstream is passing by
putting them together (approximating them) without any contact, at least at

Figure 2.12 [s/z] + [x/y]
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the point of narrowing. (Some tongue approximants have side contact with the
upper molars as in the obstruents.) In English [j j w] are approximants. (An
old-fashioned word for approximants that seems to have dropped out of use is
frictionless continuants; this refers to the fact that the articulators are too far
apart to produce local friction.)

Yet another term is sometimes used for some of the approximants: semi-
vowel (see, e.g., Ladefoged [2006], pp. 227-229). This term is really a phono-
logical one and is inappropriate (and unnecessary) in phonetic terminology. It
is used to refer to those approximants which overlap with vowel articulations
(see vocoids in the section 2.9.4), but which are used in the syllable margins
(onset and coda), where consonants occur, like English [j w] in [jet] yet and
[wet] wet, respectively. However, 'semi-vowel' is not a phonetic definition and
its use often begs the question as to whether the sounds so designated are con-
sonants or vowels. If we look at French, the definition of consonants and vow-
els has to be made on a functional, phonological basis, not on phonetic
characteristics, [j q w] all occur in word-initial position in French; they are all
short versions of the vowel (vocoid) articulations [i y u], respectively. Before a
word like [wazo] oiseau 'bird', the definite article has no vowel: Ibiseau, before
a word like [wat] ouate cotton wool', the definite article has a vowel: la ouate\
similarly we find [lewiski] le whiskey. In all these and similar cases we find the
article with or without a vowel, and this is the defining criterion for consonants
and vowels in French: le/la + consonant, /' + vowel. We have just presented
a phonological analysis for this bit of French, not a phonetic description. The
term glide is also used in such cases. I shall not use the terms 'semi-vowel' or
glide' as technical, phonetic terms in this book; see section 2.11.

Figure 2.13 [j]
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To keep phonetic and phonological terms completely apart, it is possible to
retain the terms contoid/vocoid for phonetic descriptions and consonant/
vowel for phonological classifications of the kind we looked at in French above, but
not many linguists subscribe to this practice. (See, however, Lodge [to appear].)

2.9.4 Vocoids
So far I have used the term Vowel' when describing this set of sounds, but now
I want to introduce a phonetically more specific term: vocoid. This is a term
which includes the approximants that we have just been discussung as well as
what are typically referred to as vowels. None of the members of this set have
any contact between the articulators, and most of the vowels do not even have
lateral contact. Those articulations which depend on some contact between
the articulators can be termed contoids.

The vocoids I want to discuss here are the subset produced by moving
the body of the tongue into various positions beneath the roof of the mouth.
If we consider the shape of this area, it is somewhat ovoid, as indicated in
Figure 2.14.

In the tradition of the IPA this area is regularized to a trapezoid shape rep-
resenting the extremes of the area beyond which contact with some articulator
would be made, as in Figure 2.15. The vertical axis represents the height of the
main bulk of the tongue from the floor of the mouth up towards the roof, and
the horizontal axis the front-back dimension. The four corners of the diagram
thus represent (1) the highest point, furthest to the front that a vocoid can be
produced; (8) the highest, furthest back; (4) the lowest, furthest front; and

Figure 2.14 Vocoid area in the oral cavity.
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(5) the lowest, furthest back. (The reason for these particular numbers will
become clear shortly.)

Note that the lowest vowels are produced by lowering the lower jaw, which
pulls the body of the tongue further away from the roof of the mouth. These
represent ideals of vocoid articulation, whereas actual vocoids can be pro-
duced anywhere within this area. We shall come back to this point later, but for
now we should concentrate on this idealized schema as a starting point. The
vocoid articulations of this idealized set are known as the cardinal vowels,
proposed by the British phonetician, Daniel Jones, in the early 20th century
and incorporated into the Principles of the IPA (IPA [1949]). They are refer-
ence points from which one can plot actual vocoid occurrences, in rather the
same way as one can plot directions and points on maps using the points of the
compass, north, south, east, west, and so on. Since four reference points are
insufficient to measure from, further intermediate points of articulation have
been included, as in Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16 The vowel diagram with intermediate positions.

Figure 2.15 the vowel diagram
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Note that the IPA uses the labels close rather than [high] and open rather
than [low]. Whichever you choose to use, be consistent.

One further distinguishing feature of vocoid articulations is the position of
the lips (see section 2.7). It must be emphasized that lip-rounding or spreading
is not just a feature of vocoid articulations; it applies equally to contoids,
and is often a feature of whole syllables. We shall return to this matter in
Chapter Seven. For now we shall follow the conventions of the IPA and focus
on the role of the lips in vocoid articulation.

As we noted in section 2.7, the lips can be spread or rounded from the
position of rest (neutral). If we position the tongue for a high, front vocoid, we
can have the lips in any of the three positions. In fact, since positions of the lips
are not circumscribed as discrete areas, rounding and spreading are better
thought of as extreme points of a continuum of possible lip positions, for
which there are diacritics on the IPA chart. For our present purposes we just
need the features [rounded] and [spread]. So, with the tongue in the high front
position we can produce two vocoids which sound very different: [i y]. (When
presenting such pairs, it is the normal convention to put the spread one on the
left.) We can do this at each of the cardinal positions in Figure 2.16, and the
result is the pairs given in Figure 2.17.

[GE] is included to complete the full set of reference vowels, but it is a very
awkward articulation to produce (and don t forget, speech is not intended to
be awkward). Many speakers find it virtually impossible to lower the lower jaw
to its full extent and to round the lips around the aperture of the mouth.

Each separate cardinal vowel is numbered by IPA convention, as follows:
1 [i]; 2 [e]; 3 [e]; 4 [a]; 5 [a]; 6 [o]; 7 [o]; 8 [u], so each can be referred to in
a short-hand way, for example, Cardinal Vowel (CV) 4. Note that these eight,
called the primary set, do not all have the same lip-position. The other eight,
with the opposite lip-position, are numbered 9 to 16, respectively, so [y] is 9
and [Y] is 15.

Figure 2.17
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There is an original recording of the cardinal vowels by Daniel Jones that is
available from the IPA (or you can search for it using Google). It is important
to hear them, memorize them as auditory reference points, and, if possible,
learn to produce them.

The IPA vowel chart has more points of articulation and symbols on it, and
is reproduced here as Figure 2.18.

In the middle of the chart is the symbol [9], which represents the sound
made with the tongue in the position of rest. It is often referred to as schwa
[Jwa]. In most native varieties of English it is used in unstressed syllables, but
never in stressed ones; consider the following British English examples: [fcute]
father, [sbaut] about, [famssi] pharmacy, [fetogjsfe] photographer. In English
the lip-position is usually neutral; on the other hand, in French, where it occurs
less often, but is likewise always unstressed, the lips are often rounded: [lepeKJ
lepere 'the father', [sepas] jepense 'I think', [bwale] bois-le 'drink it'.

Notice in one of the French examples there is a tilde [~] above one of the
vowel symbols: [a]. This represents a nasal version of the vowel symbolized
[a] above. It is important to remember that although we are focusing on the
position of the tongue and lips in this section, the rest of the speech produc-
tion mechanism that we looked at in the previous sections is not doing
nothing. What we have presented so far in this section has assumed articula-
tions that are voiced and oral. This does not mean that other combinations are
not possible. We can have voiced nasal vocoids: [a e 6 ra]; voiceless oral
vocoids: [a 8 o uu]; or voiceless nasal vocoids: [a e o ra]. We shall return to

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one
to the right represents a rounded vowel.

Figure 2.18 The IPA vowel chart.
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these when we consider the possible combinations of the different parameters
in the Chapter Three. Note that to symbolize them we need to use diacritics.

We shall see in Chapter Nine that acoustic analysis gives us an alternative
to the articulation-based system of description discussed above. From an
acoustic point of view it can be argued that the neat idealized set of articula-
tions, especially in relation to the back vocoids is rather too far away from
what actually goes on in speech. Ladefoged ([2006], p. 189) gives a pertinent
quotation from G. O. Russell, who studied x-rays of vowel positions: 'Phoneti-
cians are thinking in terms of acoustic fact, and using physiological fantasy to
express the idea.' (See also Ladefoged s treatment of the cardinal vowels, [2006],
pp. 211-218.) As long as we bear this caution in mind, the traditional, less
accurate articulation-based labels work well enough, and are used extensively
in both phonetics and phonology.

2.9.4.7 Moving vocoids
Another assumption that is made in relation to the vocoids that have been dis-
cussed so far in this section is that they are produced with the tongue in one
position. Such steady-state vocoids are called monophthongs [monsfBogz].
(We shall need to return to the notion of a steady state in articulation when
we consider acoustic displays of continuous speech.)

However, since the tongue is not crucially in contact with another articula-
tor, as in the case of obstruents, for example, it can move around the vowel
space while the airstream is being expelled. In theory it is possible to make as
many movements as can be produced in one expulsion of breath, but in actual
languages there seems to be an upper limit of two movements in any one sylla-
ble. Consecutive movements beyond this limit would be viewed as a sequence
of (vowel-only) syllables. If a vocoid involves one movement, it is called a
diphthong [difBog] (literally 'two sounds'); if two movements are involved, it
is referred to as a triphthong [tiifBoq] ('three sounds'). These traditional
names for the moving vocoid articulations come from the segmental tradition,
and the two or three symbols used to represent them are counted as segments.
But it is important to think of them as movements, so on a vowel diagram it is
usual to indicate diphthongs with an arrow joining the starting point and the
finishing point, as in Figure 2.19; triphthongs are indicated by two straight
lines or a curved one, as in Figure 2.20.

When there is movement in a vocoid articulation, it is usual for part of
the articulation to be more prominent and longer than the rest. If the first
part is more prominent, as in English [ai] and [ou], then we speak of falling
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Figure 2.19 Diphthongs.

Figure 2.20 Triphthongs.

diphthongs; if the second part is more prominent, as in French [ua] and [ie],
they are called rising diphthongs. It is possible for there to be no particular
greater prominence or duration throughout the movement. How these vocoid
movements are interpreted in particular phonologies varies from one pro-
posed analysis to the next, and we need not be concerned with the details here,
but we discussed one such possible analysis of French above in section 2.9.3.
When there is equal prominence in a vocoid movement, this is usually inter-
preted as two syllables in most languages, for example, French [pei] pays
country'; compare this with monosyllabic English [pei] pay with a falling
diphthong. It should be pointed out here that the term syllable is an abstract,
phonological notion with no reliable phonetic markers. I shall return to the
issue in section 6.4.

Languages vary in the number of moving vowels they use. Some, such as
Japanese and Turkish, do not use any; others, such as English, use quite a large
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number along with monophthongs. So, all languages have monophthongal
vocoid articulations, only some use diphthongs and triphthongs.

For the most part we have so far been dealing with the identification and
description of a set of idealized articulations and have said nothing about how
we describe and transcribe actually occurring vocoid articulations in various
languages, including English, though note that in some of the transcriptions of
English used so far symbols not included in the vowel diagrams presented in
this section have been used. We will return to this in Chapter Four.

2.9.4.2 Resonance
One final aspect of vocoid articulation needs separate consideration, as it
relates to the majority of contoid articulations as well. The positioning of the
body of the tongue on the front-back dimension, which involves the bulk of
the tongue being positioned under the palate or the velum produces a features
that is sometimes referred to as resonance. Not only is it a major feature of
vocoids, but in any articulation that allows parts of the tongue to move about
while the obstruction to airflow is maintained, the position of the rest of the
tongue makes an acoustic and auditory difference. One of the most commonly
described instances of this is the variation found in English lateral articula-
tions. In standard British English laterals at the onset of a syllable have front
resonance, while in the coda of a syllable they have back resonance: [V] and
[1Y], respectively, as in [!JA!Y] lull. There is, in fact, considerable variation across
different accents of English, and so you may not follow this pattern in your
own speech. Many American and Scottish speakers have [!YA!Y], for example;
[ljAlj] is also possible, though less common, for example, in rural Norfolk
amongst old speakers. (See further section 8.4.3.) The back resonance is often
referred to as velarization, as the back of the tongue is raised towards the
velum; there is even an alternative symbol for the velarized lateral: [}]. If the
back resonance is produced by a back tongue position and further pharyngeal
narrowing, it is referred to as pharyngealization, for which [9] is placed after
the appropriate letter-symbol. (See Chapter Three for a discussion of the so-
called emphatics of Arabic.)

However, it is important to remember that other contoid articulations can
vary according to tongue position besides the English laterals. Try alternating
the tongue position of [1] in a continuous stream: [HYHYHYHY]. Once you
can do this in a controlled way, do the same tongue movements with [m]:
[mimYirfmYmjmYmimY]. Variation of resonance of [m], for example, occurs
in Scots Gaelic. Another point to remember that we will take up again later is
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that resonance is very often a feature of a number of sounds at a time, for
example, a whole syllable (see Kelly and Local [1989]).

2.9.5 Laterals
We now move on to a number of manners of articulation which are restricted
to only some of the places of articulation. The first has already been men-
tioned in our discussions so far: laterals. Such sounds are produced by letting
the egressive air flow out of the mouth round the sides of the tongue. (Laterals
may be released down only one side of the tongue, or down both sides.) As
mentioned in section 2.9.1, English stops in words like bottle, hospital, middle,
model, when there is no vowel phase in the second, unstressed syllable, have
a lateral release phase: [-ti], [-dt]. Say these words in this way and try to feel
the sides of the tongue move away from the upper molars. The complete
contact at the alveolar ridge is maintained.

There are two types of lateral: one in which the distance between the sides
of the tongue and the side teeth is great enough to allow the air to pass freely,
as in English [1]; these are called lateral approximants. The other type has
close, but not complete contact with the teeth, resulting in lateral fricatives:
[i lj], both of which are found in Zulu, and the first one (voiceless) in Welsh:
[ten] llan church'. This manner of articulation is restricted to points of contact
from the teeth to the palate, though the fricatives are even more restricted to
dental and alveolar places of contact. (The IPA chart also gives a velar lateral
approximant, but I have never heard one and find it extremely difficult to pro-
duce because of the relatively small amount of the back of the tongue to lower
at the sides.)

2.9.6 Taps and trills
Taps (sometimes called flaps) are produced by a rapid gesture of the tip of the
tongue against the teeth, alveolar ridge or front of the palate (for retroflex
sounds). The contact is like that for a stop, but very short. (Ladefoged [2006],
pp. 170-172, prefers to distinguish between taps and flaps in terms of direction
of tongue-tip movement.) Many American speakers use taps (oral and nasal)
between vowels, as in [bed] Betty, [benrj] bedding, [peri] penny. English speakers
from the West Midlands also use it between vowels and after onset consonants,
as in [veri] very, [frii] free, but not in the words the Americans use it in.

From an auditory point of view, trills are made up of a series of taps, but the
articulatory mechanism is different. In alveolar trills the tongue-tip is put in a
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position behind the teeth-ridge so that it bangs repeatedly against it in the
egressive airstream. The tension of the tongue is such that it moves back and
forth in the expelled air at the right rate to produce the trilling effect. In theory
trills can be extended for as long as the breath can be exhaled, but in practice
languages with trills restrict the number of individual taps of the tongue tip to
no more than three in normal conversational speech. Besides the alveolar trill,
[r], it is possible to produce trills with both lips or with the uvular on the back
of the tongue. The bilabial trill, symbolized [B], is used by English speakers to
indicate that they are feeling cold. Uvular trills are used by some German
speakers in onsets, for example, [Rain] rein 'pure', and intervocalically taps are
often used rather than a trill, for example, [CIRQ] Ehre 'honour'. (Note that
there is no separate symbol in the IPA chart for a uvular tap, so I have put the
shortness diacritic [J underneath the trill symbol.)

Two even more restricted articulatory possibilities are, firstly, trills accom-
panied by friction, as in Czech [rek] "rek 'rivers', [prst] prst Tor'. Again, as there
is no separate symbol for this, the diacritic for closer articulation (in this case
causing friction) [ J is used. The second sound is the labiodental flap used in
the Nigerian language, Margi, in which the lower lip is flicked across the lower
surface of the top teeth. There was no IPA symbol for this sound until 2005
because of its very restricted occurrence; again, we could invent a representa-
tion by using the brevity diacritic: [y]. (See Ladefoged [2006], pp. 171-173.)

2.10 Non-pulmonic airstreams
We must now consider the more restricted sets of sounds produced with air
that is not simply breathed out from the lungs.

2.10.1 Implosives
As we have already seen, the vocal cords can be closed completely across the
airflow, thereby stopping the pulmonic air from escaping. If a closure is also
made at some point above the glottis in the oral cavity, then the air between
the two closures is trapped. Note that for this to happen the nasal passages
must be closed off, too, so the velum is closed; otherwise the air would escape
through the nose. This means that the option [nasal]/[oral] (see section 2.5)
is not available for these sounds. The larynx can be moved slightly up or down
in the throat; if it is moved downwards while the air is trapped in the way that
has just been described, then the air pressure in the oral cavity is reduced.
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Under these circumstances the release of the supraglottal closure will draw air
from outside into the mouth, producing what are referred to as implosives.

In speech, during the lowering of the larynx, the glottal closure is slightly
relaxed, allowing vibration of the vocal cords in the air being pushed up from
the lungs in readiness for the following sound (usually a vowel). For this rea-
son the implosives are labelled [voiced] on the IPA chart, but a few voiceless
implosives have been recorded.

The supraglottal closure can be made in a number of places: at the lips, at
the alveolar ridge, at the velum, and so on. These all have a separate symbol on
the chart: [6 rf J* cf tf ]. Voiceless versions would be represented by the egres-
sive stop symbol plus a hook on top, e.g. [£ f £ ].

2.10.2 Ejectives
With the same starting point as for implosives it is possible to raise the
larynx, in which case the trapped air is compressed. The build-up of pressure
behind the supraglottal closure leads to its release, propelling the trapped air
out of the mouth. Sounds produced in this way are called ejectives. Once
again we must note that ejectives are neither voiced nor voiceless, and cannot
be nasal. Although such sounds are usually stops, it is possible to release
the complete closure slowly by removing the articulator only slightly so that
local friction is produced, so we can have ejective stops and ejective fricatives.
These are all indicated with the symbol for an egressive pulmonic voiceless
sound for the appropriate place of articulation followed by an apostrophe:
[p' t' c' k' q' f s']. (Note that many British English speakers, when they
want to swear, stop themselves, and produce a labiodental ejective fricative
[f ] instead.)

2.10.3 Clicks
The other way of trapping air in the mouth is called velaric. With the back of
the tongue against the velum and a closure made somewhere in advance of
this obstruction the air from outside can be drawn into the intervening space
by first depressing the centre of the tongue to reduce the air-pressure in the
remaining cavity and then removing the outer closure, producing a click
sound. (It is also possible to expel the air out of the oral cavity with the click
mechanism by raising the centre of the tongue to compress the air, but this
does not seem to be used linguistically; see Ladefoged [2006], p. 139.) In this
case the closure can be made at a number of points in advance of the front of
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the hard palate. So they can be produced at the lips, the teeth, the alveolar
ridge, or on the alveolar ridge and the front part of the hard palate together; it
is also possible to close the airstream centrally at the alveolar ridge and allow
the air to be sucked in at the side of the tongue (laterally, either on one side
only or on both sides). The symbols are: [O I ! + II ]. (These are the latest recom-
mended symbols (2005) for the clicks; they look very little like letters and two
of them could be confused with the symbols some linguists use for stress-
group and tone-group divisions that we discuss briefly in Chapter Six. The
older versions for [I ! II] are [j C i], respectively.)

For British English speakers most of these clicks, or something very like
them, are used for paralinguistic purposes, that is, they represent a conven-
tional meaning but are not considered (parts of) words. The bilabial click
is used to indicate a kiss; the dental and alveolar ones are used to indicate
disapproval ('tut-tut'); the palatoalveolar one may be used to mimic knocking
on a hard surface; the lateral one is used to encourage horses to go faster
(gee up').

The release of the clicks described above assumes that the velum remains
closed, shutting off the nasal cavities. However, it is possible to release the velic
closure as well, giving nasality to the release phase. This type of click is usually
represented by a combination of the click symbol and the velar nasal stop
symbol: [On], [Crj], [in]. Furthermore, the release of the velar closure may
be accompanied by voiceless or voiced egressive pulmonic air, depending on
the position of the vocal cords. These should be written with joint symbols as
with the nasal ones above: [Ok], [Cg], [Jg]. (Ladefoged [2006], pp. 139-141,
puts the symbols the other way round.)

It is very difficult to speak with ingressive air for very long; consider trying
to talk after you have run quickly and are out of breath, breathing in and out
in rapid succession. Therefore, speakers of languages that use implosives, for
instance, only use ingressive air for a single syllable place, and the rest of the
syllable uses egressive air. The Indian language, Sindhi, has [6 rfc[ Jcf ], as in the
words [Bani] Yield; [cf^u] 'bull' (see Ladefoged [2006], p. 138).

2.11
Some terms that look like phonetic descriptive labels are used frequently by
phonologists, but have no real articulatory equivalent. For the most part they

Some pseudo-phonetic terms
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have developed as a result of the mismatch between phonetics and phonology.
We have already come across advanced/retracted tongue root (section 2.6)
and semivowel/glide (section 2.9.3). Other common terms are as follows.
Liquid, ca cover term for the [English - KRL] consonants /I, r/' (Ladefoged
[2006], p. 73). (We can tell this is a phonological statement because of the pho-
nemic slant lines round the IPA symbols.)
Guttural, a term that refers to the range of consonants produced at the uvular,
the pharynx, the larynx, and those with pharyngeal back resonance in particu-
lar in Semitic languages (see, e.g., Zawaydeh [2003]). Just like [ATR], this is not
a description of a simple phonetic phenomenon. (It is also used by (English)
non-specialists to refer, often disparagingly, to any language that has non-
English consonants from the velum backwards.)
Tense/lax, two terms used by phonologists for various purposes, but specifi-
cally in relation to the English vowel system. Latinate vocabulary, in particular,
has pairs of related words with different vowels, as underlined in the ortho-
graphic examples: sane/sanity, serene/serenity, divine/divinity, which are sup-
posedly tense and lax respectively. This is not the place to go further into this
bogus phonetic feature, but there is an excellent critique of what he calls 'the
Emperors New Feature' in Lass (1976).

None of these terms will be used in this book to refer to phonetic character-
istics of sounds.

There is one other pair that deserves mention: fortis/lenis, which are also
used by phonologists to describe contrasts. These terms refer to a complex of
phonetic features, which may vary from language to language, but typically
include degree of articulatory energy, muscular tension of the articulators,
duration and phonation type. The phonetic attributes and distribution of what
are sometimes called the fortis and lenis stops of, say, English, German and
Icelandic are not the same. I will not use these terms in the book.

2.12 Further reading and advice
A more detailed account of the physiology of the vocal apparatus is given in
Clark and Yallop (1995), and they give follow-up references, too. An extensive
treatment of articulation is presented in Laver (1994).

Web searches can supply useful moving images for some of the articulators,
for example, the vocal cords or an x-ray film of an utterance. There is a range
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of technological aids to help phoneticians examine human articulation; these
include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound images, palatography
and laryngeoscopy. Such topics go beyond the scope of this book, but there
is an excellent introduction to some of the techniques used in Hewlett and
Beck (2006).
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In Chapter Two all the articulatory parameters were presented separately.
We now need to consider how they are combined in various ways when we
speak. In looking at the range of combinations it is important to distinguish
between those that are possible and those that are found commonly in the
world s languages. We have already seen in Chapter Two that some combina-

tions and types are really quite rare, for example, the Margi labiodental flap

or the Piraha labio-lingual flick, whereas others such as voiceless stops appear
to occur in all languages. But, however interesting and important the relative

frequencies may be, not just for the phonetician but for the phonologist, too,
this chapter is intended to consider all sounds equally, though we will note

where aerodynamic considerations and audibility seem to affect frequency of
occurrence. It is important to emphasize that my starting point is: what lin-
guistic sounds can human beings make? It is not, for instance, what sounds do
we need to describe standard British English phonological contrasts? In any

3
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case, if we look carefully at actual spoken language, we can find all kinds of
interesting articulations used in all languages. Furthermore, if we are phoneti-
cians interested in language pathology, then even more possibilities open up.
(We shall not be dealing with commonly occurring abnormalities of speech
production in this book, but see, for example, Ball [1993], which contains the
specially extended IPA chart on page x and Ball and Lowry [2001].)

3.1 A descriptive framework
We need to provide a descriptive framework to reflect the contribution each
articulatory mechanism makes in the production of a sound. The resultant
description should be capable of defining the sound intended in an objective
way. However, we must note that at this stage of phonetic description we are
dealing with small segments of sound, not anything like continuous speech.
Despite my misgivings about segmentation, which are presented in Chapter
Five in particular, when learning about how to apply the descriptive labels it is
necessary to start with small articulatory events and then move on to larger
time spans (Chapter Seven). Provided we are aware of the limitations of the
application of these somewhat idealized and phonologically orientated des-
criptions of individual sounds to describing actual speech events, then no
harm has been done.

The starting point of such combined descriptions is the IPA chart repro-
duced on page x. But I have already mentioned some problems with the way
in which the classifications are presented, for example, the use of the feature
[plosive] rather than [stop] as a generic label for the mechanism, and the
pretence that nasality is a manner of articulation rather than a completely
separate mechanism relating to velic activity. So in what follows I intend to
revise and re-present parts of the chart, so that a clearer, more consistent set of
classificatory labels can be displayed.

Let us start with four independent mechanisms: phonation, velic activity,
place of articulation and manner of articulation. These are the four categories
most commonly used in describing articulation. We shall have to expand on
the basic four quite considerably, but they are a generally agreed basic set.
Each mechanism has a number of subsumed labels, which represent positions
of the articulators within that mechanism, as indicated in Table 3.1. (Note that
the labels are not in any particular order.)

We must note that the manner [lateral] can be combined with [approxi-
mant] or [fricative], and under place combinations are possible, such as
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Table 3.1 Basic descriptors

Phonation: [closed glottis], [voiceless], [voiced], [murmur], [creak]

Velic activity: [oral], [nasal]

Place: [bilabial], [labiodental], [alveolar], [retroflex], [palatoalveolar], [alveolo-palatal], [palatal],

[velar], [uvular], [pharyngeal]

Manner: [stop], [fricative], [lateral], [tap], [trill], [approximant], [vocoid]

Table 3.2 Sample descriptions

[b]: voiced, oral, bilabial stop

[$]: voiceless, oral, bilabial fricative

[n]: voiceless, nasal, alveolar stop

[N]: voiced, nasal, uvular stop

M: voiced, oral, retroflex approximant

[i]: voiceless, oral, alveolar, lateral fricative

[1]: voiced, oral, velarized, alveolar, lateral approximant

[?]: voiceless, oral, palatal fricative

[u]: voiced, oral, labiodental approximant

0]: voiced, nasal, palatal approximant

[h]: voiceless, oral, pharyngeal fricative

[fl: voiceless, oral, palatoalveolar fricative

[bilabial] + [velar] to give [labiovelar] articulations such as [w] or [gb], where
the liaison diacritic ["] indicates simultaneous contact involving two separate
places of articulation.

If we combine (usually) one of each of the label sets, we can provide a
good basic phonetic description of the articulation involved. Table 3.2 gives
a number of possibilities with an appropriate symbol. I have omitted the square
brackets round the labels, as these are really only necessary in the main text;
the order of the labels is conventional.

It is important to realize that these descriptions say nothing specific about
any of the other features of articulation that we discussed in Chapter Two. All
the above are assumed to be made with an egressive pulmonic airstream.
Because it is the major source of air in speech, it is treated as the default mecha-
nism and not referred to explicitly. When a non-pulmonic airstream is used, it
is referred to in the appropriate labels, as we shall see below. Another implicit
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feature in most of the above descriptions is in the non-lateral sounds; central
articulations are those made with side contact in place. Since, again, this applies
to the majority of contoids, it is left implicit, whereas [lateral] is used explicitly.
Also, there is no reference to lip-position. In section 3.5 I shall present vocoid
descriptions, which will involve expanding on the descriptive labels used in
Table 3.2.

32 Aof the IPAtatoon of the IPA chartfd
On the basis of the descriptions so far, I want to revise the IPA chart on the fol-
lowing lines: the manner of articulation is given at the top of each set of cells;
the place is given along the top of each subset of cells; of the four symbols the
top left is [voiceless, oral], top right [voiced, oral], bottom left [voiceless, nasal],
and bottom right [voiced, nasal]. I have given four places of articulation; try to
provide symbols for all the other places of articulation.

Table 3.3 Extended IPA chart (i)

Manner: st

Place:

Manner:

DP

Dilabial

P

m

b

m

fricative

*

*

P

P

abiodental

P

"3

b

nj

f

f

v

V

dental

t

n

4

n

e

0

6

6

alveolar

t

n

d

n

s

s

z

z

Some of these combinations are less common than others; this is to some
extent reflected in the use of diacritics for the less common ones, rather than
having separate letter-symbols for them. Both voiceless nasal stops and any
nasal fricatives, especially voiceless ones, lack audibility. There are aerody-
namic reasons for this. If the air is passing out through the nose, it is reducing
the amount of air that can be directed through or around any kind of oral
obstruction, so, for instance the amount of friction in [s] or [z] is much lower
than in their oral counterparts. Voiceless nasals are used as distinctive sounds
in some languages, for example, Burmese, where they combine with voiced
sounds in syllables, which helps their audibility, and most English children use
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Table 3.4 Extended IPA chart (ii)

Manner: stc

Place:

Manner:

3P
bilabial

b

m

b

m

fricative

?

P

?

!

(alveolar

d

n

d

a

z

z

z

z

etroflex

4.

a

4

a

z.

&

?u

I.

jvular

G

N

G

N

K

K

¥

f

them in the early stages of acquisition for the adult sequences [sm-] and [sn-],
as in [moo] for adult [smoi] small. (The significance of the two dots over [o]
will be explained in section 3.5.) Nasal fricatives can be heard variably in con-
versational English, where in other circumstances a nasal stop would occur, for
example, [tezz] alternating with [tenz] (see section 7.2.1).

Table 3.3 only covers two phonation types, voiceless and voiced. For each of
the others we will need further charts of symbols with the appropriate diacrit-
ics or combination of symbols. In Table 3.4 I give similar sets of symbols for
the phonation types, murmur and creak. I give four places of articulation; you
produce symbols for the others. (Note that hand-writing the symbols enables
you to put multiple diacritics under a letter-symbol, something that is difficult
on a computer.)

If a glottal closure is used in combination with a supraglottal one, the glottal
stop symbol is used, raised and in front of the equivalent voiceless symbol:
[^p ?c ?q]. Whereas it is possible to hand-write these symbols one on top of
the other: [?£], it would require the creation of new symbols to do this in print.
Note that the timing of the two releases is crucial to distinguish glottally rein-
forced articulations from ejectives: if the oral closure is released in a glottally
reinforced stop, then the glottal closure is released first; an ejective releases the
two closures simultaneously. Furthermore, glottally reinforced stops use egres-
sive pulmonic air, whereas ejectives use an egressive glottalic airstream.

3.3 Oversimplification - a warning
At this point it would be useful to consider the issue of oversimplification even
in the descriptions of these small speech events, and recapitulate some of the
aspects of stop poduction discussed in section 2.9.1. The stop symbols in
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Tables 3.3 and 3.4 give no information about the interplay of the stop mecha-
nism and the vocal cord activity, nor the type of release involved, if any. I give
below the possible timing relationships between the onset and cessation of
voice with reference to the closure and release of a bilabial stop mechanism.
The vocal cords can start to vibrate at any time after the start of the utterance.
If we take bilabial closure and release followed by a vocoid, this gives (at least)
the following possibilities:

Onset of voicing
(i) [pa] = no vibration at all;

(ii) [pha] = vibration starts after the lips are opened;

(iii) [pa] = vibration starts as the lips are opened;

(iv) [ba] = vibration starts after the lips are closed, but before they are opened;

(v) [ba] = vibration starts as the lips are closed.

At the end of a syllable a mirror-image of the options in (i)-(v) applies, given
as (vi)-(x).

Cessation of voicing
(vi) [ap] = no vibration at all;

(vii) [a^p] = vibration stops before the lips are closed;

(viii) [ap] = vibration stops as the lips are closed;

(ix) [abj = vibration stops after the lips are closed, but before they are opened;

(x) [ab] = vibration stops as the lips are opened.

The symbolization of each of these is different, so the detail of the interaction
can be given in a transcription. Whereas I have given five possibilities at each
end of the syllable, if we want to know exactly when voicing stops or starts,
it can be measured in milliseconds from the start of the utterance without
reference to any of the five types. This is a matter of gradient (timing in
milliseconds) versus categorical (classification according to one of the five
possibilities) interpretation of the phenomena. On their own the symbols [p b]
can give no indication of these more subtle differences. It is possible to repre-
sent these timing relations without using letter-shape symbols; I shall discuss
this in section 3.8. Different types of detail in transcription are dealt with in
Chapter Four, and we discuss the issue of segmentation with reference to these
possibilities of onset and cessation of voicing in section 5.3.

The above possibilities relate to a change from voicelessness to voice, or
voice to voicelessness, but we also noted that there could be different kinds
of phonatory change, such as closed glottis to voice, or creak to glottal closure.
In many northern English varieties the glottal stop is used as the definite
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article, so an utterance-initial stop may start with glottal closure and change to
being voiceless or voiced before release, as we saw in the following examples
from section 2.2.1: [?pub] the pub, [?tie:n] the train, [^kuks] the cooker, [?bus]
the bus, [?die:n] the drain, [?ge:m] the game. In these cases the glottal and
supraglottal closures are simultaneous, but the glottal release precedes the
oral one. Similarly, some speakers of English have creaky voice on a vowel pre-
ceding glottally reinforced stops, as a slow transition from full voicing to glot-

tal closure, as in [ka^p"1] caP> [kaeV], cat, [kit] kick. Details of the interplay
between the articulators will be considered further in Chapter Seven; for the
time being we just remind ourselves of the simplification of the symboliza-
tions of combined mechanisms, and continue our present survey.

3.4 Non-obstruents
The presentation of the approximants, laterals, taps and trills can be done
along the same lines as the obstruent articulations above. Table 3.5 gives
a selection of approximants. Again, add as many more possibilities as you can.
(The bilabial lateral approximant cells are meant to be empty.)

We should note that in the IPA conventions the sound usually transcribed
[w] is described as a voiced, oral, labial-velar approximant. The feature [labial-
velar] is used to refer to the lip-rounding (see below, towards the end of
section 3.5); similarly, [q] is a labial-palatal approximant. The voiceless [AY] may
or may not have friction; if it has, it can equally well be transcribed as [$w].

The lateral fricatives are restricted to just dental and alveolar places of
articulation. Table 3.6 gives the alveolar options; the dental ones would be
the same except for the added diacritic [J.

Table 3.5 Extended IPA chart (iii)

Manner: ap

Place:

Manner:

proximant

bilabial

$

f

P

?

alveolar

j

j

j
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j
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X
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X
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Table 3.6 Lateral fricatives

Manner: lateral fricative

*
*

b
b

Table 3.7 Taps and trills

Manner: ta

Place:

Manner:

P
bilabial

trill

I

1

B

B

alveolar

f

f

f

f

of

f

r

f

retroflex

I

I

I

I

uvular

R

1

R

R

R

R

R

R

The representation of the taps and trills works on the same principles, as in
Table 3.7.

The nasal trills are quite awkward to produce because the open nasal cavi-
ties divert air away from the trill mechanism.

3.5 Vocoids and lip-position
The vocoids do not have a point of contact to use under the heading of place
of articulation. Instead the place descriptor is replaced by the three other types
of feature discussed in section 2.9.4. Two describe the orientation of the main
body of the tongue, one on the high-low axis, the other on the front-back axis;
the other is the position of the lips. I reproduce the IPA vowel chart again here
as Figure 3.1 for convenience.

In Table 3.8 I give a sample of all the possible combinations of the different
parameters for vocoids. Do not confuse [central] that is used in vocoid descrip-
tions with the term we referred to above meaning non-lateral; the latter is not
normally used in descriptions, anyway. As pointed out in Chapter Two, in the
IPA conventions the terms close and open are used where I have used high and
low, respectively. Note that there are no symbols to denote neutral lip-position.
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Where symbols appear in pairs', the one
to the right represents a rounded vowel.

Figure 3.1 The IPA vowel chart.

Table 3.8 Sample vocoid descriptions

[i]: voiced, oral, high, front, spread vocoid

[e]: voiceless, oral, high-mid, front, spread vocoid

[e]: voiced, nasal, low-mid, front, spread vocoid

[0]: voiced, nasal, high-mid, front, rounded vocoid

[a]: voiceless, nasal, low, front, spread vocoid

[«]: voiced, oral, high, central, rounded vocoid

[o]: murmured, oral, high-mid, back, rounded vocoid

[o]: creaky, oral, low-mid, back, rounded vocoid

[a]: voiced, nasal, low, back, spread vocoid

[ifi]: voiced, nasal, high, back, spread vocoid

[e]: voiceless, oral, high-mid, central, rounded vocoid

[y]: voiced, oral, high, front, rounded vocoid.

It is possible to represent it by using, say, the symbol for a rounded vocoid
and put the diacritic that indicates less rounded underneath it, for example,

[?], [yl, [?].
We have still only given symbols for the cardinal vowels and a few interme-

diate positions, but we have already noted that vocoid articulations can be
made anywhere within the vowel area. So how do we describe and symbolize

these other intermediate positions? If a vocoid is produced with the tongue
pulled away from the extreme front of the vowel area towards the centre, it
is referred to as retracted and symbolized with a subscript diacritic [_]. If a

vocoid is produced with the tongue away from the extreme back of the vowel

area, it is advanced symbolized [J. (Don't get these terms the wrong way

round: advanced front vocoids and retracted back ones are somewhat tricky!)

If the bulk of the tongue approaches the edge of the central area, some pho-
neticians describe such articulations as centralized, and denote it with the
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Figure 3.2 Sample vocoid positions.

Table 3.9 Descriptions

1 [i]: voiced, oral, high, retracted, spread vocoid

2 [e]: voiced, oral, high-mid, centralized, spread vocoid

3 [9]: voiced, oral, high-mid, advanced, rounded vocoid

4 [tiS]: voiced, oral, low-mid, retracted, rounded vocoid

5 [A]: voiced, oral, low-mid, centralized, spread vocoid

6 [a]: voiced, oral, low, centralized, spread vocoid

diacritic ["]. Figure 3.2 gives a sample of positions with a reference number
and the descriptions and symbols follow in Table 3.9. Number 6 is often sym-
bolized [B], the nearest symbol on the IPA chart.

Then there is the matter of raising and lowering the tongue from the lines
of the cardinal vowels: such articulations are raised [J and lowered [J,
respectively. Figure 3.3 gives further sample intermediate positions, with sym-
bols and descriptions in Table 3.10. Where two subscript diacritics are required,
one, the plus or minus sign, has been placed after the symbol instead.

Figure 3.3 Sample vocoid positions.
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Table 3.10 Descriptions

7 [i-]: voiced, oral, high, lowered, retracted, spread vocoid

8 [e]: voiced, oral, high-mid, lowered, centralized, spread vocoid

9 [o+]: voiced, oral, high-mid, lowered, advanced, rounded vocoid

10 [e-]: voiced, oral, low-mid, lowered, retracted, spread vocoid

11 [g+]: voiced, oral, low, raised, advanced, spread vocoid

Some of the intermediate positions can equally well be described as raised
rather than lowered; for example, 8 could be [low-mid, raised] and 10 could be
[low, raised]. Some of the intermediate positions have their own symbol,
reflecting common occurrence in several languages (originally European
ones), for example, [i Y u ae], which we will return to in Chapter Four.

I now want to look at the matter of lip-position in a little more detail. We
have already mentioned above that the variability of lip-position is not
restricted to vocoid articulations. In fact, in many languages whole syllables
have either spread or rounded lips throughout, for example, in German Tier
'animal' exemplifies a spread syllable, whereas Tur 'door' is a rounded syllable.
(For some speakers the syllable coda may involve a slackening of the lips to
neutral.) Similarly, the stressed syllables in Biene 'bee' and Buhne 'stage' are
spread and rounded, respectively, with the lips moving to neutral during
the nasal and the unstressed schwa. Also, some sounds other than vocoids
have rounded lips all the time. For many speakers of English [J 3] and
sometimes [j] have rounded lips in all positions, so [Juut] shoot will have lip-
rounding throughout, whereas [Jiit] sheet will only have lip-rounding in the
onset. For a discussion of lip-rounding in the Turkish harmony system, see
section 7.2.1.

When lip-rounding occurs with contoid articulations, it is often referred to
as labialization, and is represented by [w] after the main symbol, for example,
[<j)w bw 0W]. Spread or neutral lips is not usually indicated in these circum-
stances, so English two can be transcribed [twhuu] and tea [thii]. The former
stop can be described as a voiceless, oral, rounded (or labialized), alveolar
(aspirated) stop. Note that there is an assumption here that rounded lips are in
some way unusual (marked is the term phonologists often use), since there is
no diacritic for spread, but this is misleading. The position of rest is neutral,
and both rounding and spreading represent divergence from this position.

One final aspect of vocoid articulation requires further discussion. In Table
3.8 I gave some examples of voiceless vocoids. These are represented with a
subscript circle [J. These occur in English as a voiceless onset to a following
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vowel, for example, [lid] hid, [eed] head, [gad] hard, [sad] heard. In most tran-
scriptions of English these are all transcribed as [h]. This is simply a broad
transcription based on a phonological analysis. The quality of the voiceless
vocoid is always the same as the voiced phase, and so each quality is predict-
able. For this reason they are interpreted phonologically as variants of the
same sound [h]. This is another good reason for keeping separate the terms
contoid/vocoid and consonant/vowel, referred to in section 2.9.3. The fact that
a vocoid articulation occurs in the syllable margins does not prevent it on
phonetic grounds from being a consonant. Just as in the case of the French
'semivowels', it is patterns of behaviour that determine what is a consonant and
what is a vowel in English. In English the forms of the definite and indefinite
articles determine the classes of consonants and vowels: [69] / [9] + consonant,
[6i]/[sn] + vowel, so it's [69/9 maen] the/a man, [Si/an eg] the/an egg, and,
importantly, [69/9 haet] the/a hat. (In case you are wondering how to accom-
modate those few speakers who insist on pronouncing an historical with
[on hi . . .] rather than [on i . . .], consider them confused clever Dicks who
think spelling has some kind of magical powers. They would not say * [61 h i . . . ],
by the way.) Because many phonologists want consonantal-like terms for
phonological consonants, the description glottal fricative' is used for [h], but
any friction produced during such an articulation is usually what can be
termed cavity friction, the slight amount of friction caused by air flowing over
any object, in this case all the clutter' in the mouth. (See also the discussion in
Ladefoged[2006],p.265.)

The voiceless vocoid does not have to be the same as the voiced one from
an articulatory point of view, though in all languages that I know of which
have a phonological /h/ this is the case, but it is possible to change the vocoid
quality as the phonation changes, for example, [oa], [iy], [su]. It is also the
case that in some languages a voiceless vocoid can be a vowel; for example, in
Japanese high vowels are voiceless between or, in final position, following
vocieless obstruents: [kisen] 'steamship', [katsiu] cwiri (see Tsujimura [1996]).
In the suggested broad transcription for English presented in Chapter Four
I will use [h].

3.6 Types of resonance
In section 2.9.4.2 we discussed the parameter of resonance and noted that it,
too, could be syllable-length. In fact, it can extend even further than one sylla-
ble in some languages, including English (see the discussion in Kelly and Local
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[1986] of frontness and backness in III and /r/ in a number of English accents).
The part of the tongue that is not being used to produce an obstruction can
be bunched into a number of positions to produce variation in the resonant
quality of a contoid or approximant articulation. Three are differentiated by the
IPA symbols: [irf bY 0?]. The first represents frontness or palatalization;
the second backness or velarization; and the third pharyngealization, where
the root of the tongue is pulled back into the pharynx, thereby narrowing it.
There is further possible shaping of the tongue; for instance, in many Arabic
dialects the so-called emphatic stops (which are usually simply referred to
as pharyngealized) are produced with the tip of the tongue on the back of the
top teeth and gums, the blade on the alveolar ridge and the rest of the tongue
flattened and extended sideways between the side teeth. The root is pulled
back into the pharynx. The point of contact for the fricatives varies from
dental to alveolar. (This detailed description was given to me in a private dis-
cussion many years ago at Leeds University by T.F. Mitchell, one of J.R. Firths
former colleagues.) A description of [d?] using the conventional labels would
be a voiced, oral, pharyngealized, denti-alveolar stop.

In Irish and Scots Gaelic front and back resonance variation is quite marked,
sometimes extending over whole words, for example, [n^ac^] meaig 'magpie,
[mYa:dY9rY9] madra 'dog5, sometimes affecting just the rhyme of the final sylla-
ble, with a grammatical function, as in [kilja:nY] coiledn 'pup' (nominative) and
[kiFa:^] coiledin (genitive). (For further details, see Gussmann [2002],
p. 7-11.)

3.7i
All the previous sections have dealt with sounds made with an egressive pul-
monic airstream. We now have to consider the possible combinations for
implosives, ejectives and clicks. We noted in chapter two that these are much
more restricted than the egressive pulmonic sounds. To start with, the nasal/
oral option is not available to implosives and ejectives; if the velum were low-
ered in such cases, the air would simply escape through the nose. So, as the
velum has to be closed, we do not need to mention that parameter specifically.
Also, whereas implosives may be voiceless (rarely) or voiced, ejectives are
neither. As the larynx is raised in a piston-like action to compress the trapped
air, the vocal cords remain shut, so the term [ejective] covers the phonation
type. The clicks can be combined with velar stops, as was described in section
2.10.3. The feature choices [voiceless/voiced] and [oral/nasal] refer to the

Non-pulmonoic air
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Table 3.11 Sample descriptions of non-pulmonic sounds

[6]: voiced, bilabial implosive

[£]: voiceless, velar implosive

[t']: alveolar ejective stop

[s']: alveolar ejective fricative

[O]: bilabial click

[jk]: alveolar click with voiceless velar plosive

[Cg]: palatoalveolar click with voiced velar plosive

[irj]: lateral click with voiced nasal velar stop

velar stop mechanism, not the clicks themselves. Table 3.11 gives a selection of
descriptions of non-pulmonic sounds.

3.8 Parametric representations
If we want to indicate some of the timing relationships between the operation
of the individual articulators, as in the discussion of voice onset and voice
offset in section 3.3, we can use representations that do not rely simply on
letter-symbols. There is no standard form that parametric representations
take; the way in which individual articulatory mechanisms are represented
often depends on what features are being discussed. If we consider voice
onset time in relation to stop closure, hold and release, instead of the verbal
descriptions in (i) to (v) in section 3.3, we can use diagrams such as those
in Figures 3.4-3.8, respectively, with the symbol transcription added for
comparison. Phonation is represented simply as nothing for voicelessness and
a horizontal line for voicing; the lips are represented as closed with the line at
the top of the area marked 'lips' and open at the bottom.

gufre 3.4
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Figure 3.5

Figure 3.6

Figure 3.8

Voice offset time can be represented in a similar way; Figure 3.9 represents
[abj. Draw parametric representations for the other offset options given
above.

Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.9

I shall return to parametric representations in Chapters Five and Seven.

3.9 Further reading and exercises
There is an excellent introduction to parametric representations in Tench
(1978). Pike (1943) pp. 107-120, Laver (1994) pp. 101-118 and Ball and Lowry
(2001) pp. 81-89 also discuss parametric views of speech.

Take one parameter, for example, phonation or velic activity, and plot
it against a transcription of the English words satisfy [saetisfai], attention
[stenjn], mounting [mauntig]. Look at Tench (1978), as well as Figures 3.4-3.9
above, to get an idea of what your representations should look like. Then try
plotting two parameters against each other.
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Now that we have reviewed the basics of articulation and the possible combi-
nations of the various parameters, we need to consider further the issue of
transcription, which has been dealt with on a rather ad hoc basis so far, though
some kind of consistent system was presented in Chapter Three. We need to
consider the various reasons for transcribing speech and the influence each
has on the resulting form of the transcription. A fundamental question that
has been in the background so far, and it relates to some extent to the issue of
segmentation, is: how much detail do we want to indicate in our transcrip-
tions? The general answer is: it all depends on the transcribers reasons for
transcribing.

Let us start with various possible transcriptions of the English word cab
in (4.1).

(4.1) [keEb]

[kh*b]

4
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[khaeb]

[khae:b]

[khae:b;]

Each of these is slightly different and gives more information in each case,
though the last two may represent different types of articulation: the fourth
one may be used to indicate final (voiceless) release of the bilabial stop, whereas
the last one specifically indicates that the final stop is unreleased. We can do
the same thing with transcriptions of the word dart in (4.2).

(4.2) [dart]

[dat]

[odat]

[Oda?t]

[Oda?f]

The point I am trying to make here is that the transcriptions in (4.1) and
(4.2) are alternatives for representing the same phonetic event, not necessarily
variant pronunciations of the same word. This will be dealt with in detail in
Chapter Eight in relation to English. However, as an example of variant forms
of the same word by different speakers, consider variants of dart in (4.3) with
some of the details of (4.2) omitted.

(4.3) [dot]

[dart]

[dcqt]

[datf]

Wartl
[dai?f]

[dart]

[dart]

[da:?]

[da:?]

Such pronunciations could all be found in the British Isles.
So, to start with, we need to make a clear distinction between variant pro-

nunciations and variant transcriptions. For the purposes of this chapter we
will concentrate on the latter, and fix on a general purpose transcription
for standard British English and one for General American. (Don t forget, nei-
ther of these will necessarily be your accent. In this chapter, SBE refers to
standard British English pronunciation, and GA to General American.)
After a discussion of two standard varieties of English we will move on to
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a consideration of other European languages, and then consider aspects of
training in transcription with suggestions for appropriate exercises.

Within variant transcriptions there is a distinction to be made between
those that represent a lot of phonetic detail, called narrow transcriptions, and
those that give little detail, called broad transcriptions. Our general purpose
transcriptions will be relatively broad. The choice of transcription is usually
based on the transcribers needs and aims (and competence). If the focus is on
fine phonetic detail, as would be required in assessing speech production diffi-
culties or in the investigation of fine-grained sociolinguistic variation, then as
narrow a transcription as possible would be needed. For instance, in either
case, we might want to investigate the onset on voicing in word-initial stops.
(Of course, some of the fine distinctions are very difficult to represent in IPA
symbols, so a set of measurements of voice onset time in milliseconds would
be preferable to transcription.) On the other hand, if we want to represent
the spoken output in the context of some other discussion, say, a syntactic
analysis, or a general comparison of English and French in a language-learning
manual, then a broader transcription is usually adequate. It is also the case that
many phonologists are not interested in what they would consider 'low-level'
features of pronunciation, and therefore only use broad transcriptions, some-
times appearing to treat them as unanalysed data. Certainly, many of the
broadest transcriptions are determined by a desire to represent only phono-
logical contrasts rather than phonetic information beyond that. To take a sim-
ple example, let us consider the two types of lateral articulation in English,
one velarized, the other not (see section 2.9.4.2). If we wish to indicate the dif-
ference between the two, we use two different symbols: [litt] little, but since the
occurrence of the two varieties of lateral (its allophones, as they would be
called in phonological analysis; see, for instance, Davenport and Hannahs
[2005]) is predictable, it is only necessary to indicate the phonological unit
with one symbol: [litl]. If we know this is English, and we know the rules of the
allophonic distribution for this distinctive sound, then we know that the first
lateral is not velarized and the second one is.

One of the uses of broad transcription is in dictionaries, but consider how
unhelpful it would be for a foreign learner if details such as those given for the
English lateral above were ignored, and only the broadest transcription, [litl],
were given. An even more problematic transcriptional convention occurs
in German dictionaries. What is considered to be a phonological unit in
standard German, /r/ (to represent which we put the symbol between phono-
logical slant lines), is pronounced in some positions as a voiced, uvular trill
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or fricative, [R] or [K], However, in syllable codas, especially after long vowels,
it is pronounced as a centralized (sometimes lowered) low-mid vocoid, [X]
(also transcribed [B]). If a broad transcription is used, using [r], then a word
like Spur 'trace will appear as /Jpu:r/, whereas a foreign learner needs to know
that it is pronounced [jpu:A]. The Oxford Duden German Dictionary does
actually use the symbol [e] after long vowels, but uses slant lines, that is, pho-
nological representations, for the transcriptions. (It also transcribes little as
/litl/, without the detail for foreign learners.) So dictionary entries, especially
those aimed at non-native learners, need a suitable compromise between no
detail and too much detail for the learner.

The upshot of all this is that you will come across very many different types
of transcription, all claiming to represent the same accent. This may seem very
confusing to start with, but the trick is to learn the conventions of the tran-
scriber (sometimes these are made explicit) and treat each book you look at
afresh. If you find two or more books using the same transcriptional conven-
tions, then that is a bonus. To make matters worse, however, many American
linguistics books do not use the IPA system of transcription, but have their
own, sometimes called the American Phonetic Alphabet (APA). Odden (2005)
provides an excellent comparison of the two systems of symbols. Problems can
arise when the same symbol is used to represent different sounds, for example,
IPA [j ] = APA [y], whereas IPA [y] = APA [ii]. Also you must not forget that when
American linguists refer to English, they usually mean some kind of American
variety. So, don't say you haven't been warned - and keep your wits about you!

4.1 Transcribing Standard
British English (SBE)

In what follows we shall look at both narrow and broad transcriptions, and
settle on a broad one to practice with until you gain confidence. You may well
have come across the term 'received pronunciation (RP) referring to a stan-
dard British pronunciation. Firstly, we may note that the term originates in the
late Victorian period as a value-laden label for how one should speak in the
best ('received') social circles. To some extent this (unacceptable) evaluation is
avoided by the common practice of just using the initials £RP'. Secondly, we
may note that an estimate from the 1970s (Trudgill [1974]) suggested that
between 2 to 3 percent of the population of Britain used this type of pronunci-
ation. This means that in any phonetics class in Britain there are going to be
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very few such speakers, if any. In addition the accent has been disappearing
off the radio and television over the past twenty-five years, so the estimate of 2
to 3 percent is possibly on the high side. Thirdly, we may note that since the
standard textbooks on RP were published and widely used (e.g. Jones [1956],
Gimson [1962]), several changes have taken place in the pronunciation habits
of standard speakers, so that the kind of RP presented as a model to foreign
learners is often old-fashioned and dying out. Fourthly, we must note that
accents and dialects are not neatly and discretely cut off from one another;
they form a continuum that can be investigated by sociolinguists. So, it is
perfectly possible to find speakers who speak with most of the characteristics
of RP with a few local London features, or a speaker from the Midlands who
fluctuates between northern and southern forms. Taking all this into account,
I have chosen to refer somewhat vaguely to SEE in this book. My description
and suggested transcription will take into account the more recent develop-
ments in pronunciation that have taken place.

The consonants of most varieties of British English need the following sym-
bols in a broad transcription:

[ p t k b d g t f d 3 m n r ) f 0 s j v d z 3 w l j j h ] .

These will be exemplified in transcriptions below, after we have considered the
vowels. As we have seen in transcriptions of English I have used so far, we
could indicate more of the articulatory detail. So, we could use [ph th kh] in
onset position of a stressed syllable, or [?p ?t ?k] in coda position, or indicate
lack of release in final stops. And there is always the possibility of representing
both [1] and [t], as in [liti]. When learning to transcribe, it is probably better
to start with the broad transcription, and add details as and when you feel
confident. (I always encourage the students I teach to be as adventurous
as they feel able, but have to warn them that a wrong transcription is wrong.
We don't want glottally reinforced voiced stops in codas, e.g., *[li?d] lid,
or unreleased fricatives, e.g., *[sn], where the asterisk indicates a wrong
transcription.)

The representation of the vowel system of English needs a more detailed
discussion. This is because most English vowels are not in cardinal positions
or on the periphery of the vowel area at all. I shall deal with them in groups, so
that the accompanying vowel diagrams are not cluttered. Sections 4.1.1-4.1.5
deal with vowels in stressed syllables (see section 4.1.6). Sample transcriptions
of whole words are given in section 4.1.7.
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4.1.1 Monophthongs
As can be seen from the positions on the chart, most of these vowels are
either retracted or advanced, and even central. In narrow transcriptions in
which subtle differences of position are focussed on as important, for example,
sociolinguistic investigations, it would be possible to use the diacritics given
in section 3.5 (Tables 3.9 and 3.10), but in broader transcriptions the conven-
tion is to use the nearest cardinal vowel symbol or one of the distinctive inter-
mediate symbols [i ae u].

Figure 4.1 Vowel chart containing [i e ae D A u e 3 o a].

One symbol in particular needs further comment: [e] is the monophthong
used by most SEE speakers today in words like fair, bean bare, bared. In earlier
forms of RP these words would have had a centring diphthong [es] (see
section 4.1.4). Since the articulation is nearly always in the region of a front
low-mid vocoid, I have chosen to use the symbol [e] to represent it and use [e]
for the vowel in pen, said, friend, dead. (Compare this with transcriptions for
these vowels, Ladefoged [2006], p. 39, Table 2.2.)

Some variation is apparent even in SEE: [i e ae] may be relatively close, as
indicated by the positions in Figure 4.1, or relatively more open (so [ae] could
be transcribed [a]), and [u] may be centralized (along with [uu], as described in
section 4.1.3). [3] is slightly further forward and/or more open for some young
speakers: [e]. Note that the lip-rounding represented by the symbols for the
back vowels is often missing (except in [o]), speakers using neutral lip-position
instead for [u] and [D]. Note, too, that despite being a centralized vowel close to
[e] the vowel of SEE cup, come, is transcribed with its traditional symbol [A].
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4.1.2 Front-closing diphthongs
In the case of diphthongs the starting point and the direction of the movement
of the tongue is indicated. The end point may be quite varied, but in a broad
transcription it is not necessary to indicate more than the general direction;
thus, a movement such as [ae] can be transcribed as [ai], and [ei] as [ei]. Of
course, the starting point may also vary, quite considerably in the case of some
English vowels, so there is variation even in SEE between [ai] and [01], and [ei]
and [ei]. In a broad transcription I suggest using the symbols on Figure 4.2.
Note the change in lip-position in [01].

One of these diphthongs, [li], is often represented as a (long) monophthong,
with or without a length mark: [i(:)] (see, e.g., Gimson [1962], and Ladefoged
[2006]). Since most speakers of SEE, and many of the local varieties, use
a diphthongal movement, I choose to indicate that in the transcription. It is
a relatively small movement, but is very clear in spectrographic representa-
tions (see Chapter Nine) in comparison with true monophthongal high front
vocoid articulations. Incidentally, there are languages with such monophthon-
gal high front vowels, for example, French and German, so it is a visual reminder
to foreign learners of English that the English articulation is (and sounds) dif-
ferent from their own native one; for instance, the difference is clear, if one
compares a native pronunciation of the German word bieten 'to offer' with
English beaten.

Figure 4.2 Vowel chart containing [ii ei ai 01].
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4.1.3 Back-closing diphthongs
Again, the starting point of all these can vary, [au] varies with [au] in words
such as sound, cow, plough, the latter being rather conservative and less
common today; [ou] varies with [su] in words such as stone, folk, though, the
latter being less common now; the second transcriptions and articulations are
recommended by Gimson (1962) in each case, whereas Ladefoged (2006) uses
the first two of each alternative. The sequence [jttu], as in use, goes from front
to back, so the intermediate central position can be indicated, but in a broad
transcription [juu] is sufficient, [uu] is often transcribed [u(:)], and I have the
same reasons for my preferred transcription as I had for [li] above. At this
point a word of warning is necessary. Many speakers of SEE up to the age of
about 50, and in particular women, use a much more centralized articulation
for this English vowel, that is, [«:], sometimes monophthongal, sometimes
slightly diphthongal. This again can be clearly seen on a spectrogram. So,
whichever variety you use, take careful note of the other common articulations
and keep them distinct in your mental sound archive.

Figure 4.3 Vowel chart containing [au ou uu].

4.1.4 Centring diphthongs
This type of diphthong, where the tongue moves from a relatively peripheral
position towards the centre of the vowel area, is one that is on the decrease
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Figure 4.4 Centring diphthongs with just [is] and [us].

in modern SEE. Some speakers only have one: [is], as in [fis]fear, [bisd] beard,
[aidis] idea. The others, that are given in Gimson (1962), are [us] in poor, [os]
in board and [es] in bear and bare. The second of these was disappearing even
when Gimsoris book was first published, and now the other two have as well
in SEE (though not in some regional varieties). A few SEE speakers may still
differentiate between poor with [us], pore with [os] and paw with [o], but the
vast majority of British speakers today no longer use the diphthongal articula-
tions, but use [o] instead for all three words (and others like them, e.g., sure,
shore, Shaw). Of course, in terms of transcription from speech it depends what
the speaker actually says that determines whether you write [us] or [o] in any
given word. The final one, [es], is rarely heard now, having been replaced by
the monophthong [e], given in Figure 4.1.

4.1.5 Triphthongs
The diphthongs [ai au ei 01 ou] can all combine with schwa ([s]) to produce
triphthongs: [ais] as in fire, [aus] as in shower, [eis] as in player, [ois] as in coir
and [ous] as in mower, as in Figure 4.5.

However, some speakers may use diphthongs for some of these or even
monophthongs: [as] in fire, and [as] or [a] in shower. (In my own speech,
which is SEE with northern English features such as [as]/[a] in last, bath, mas-
ter, I make a distinction between [aus] hour and [a] our.)
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Figure 4.5 Triphthongs.

4.1.6 Unstressed vowels
We have not yet discussed stress as a feature of speech. It will be looked at in
more detail in Chapter Six along with its interactions with pitch, vocoid qual-
ity and duration, and in Chapter Seven in connected speech, but for now we
just need to note that in English a stressed syllable is produced with more mus-
cular energy, making it stand out from the unstressed ones around it. From the
hearer s point of view a stressed syllable will be more prominent than unstressed
ones. Many English words of more than one syllable have just one stress; say
the words father, about, festival elephant, astonish, photographer, and see if
you can pick out the stressed syllable in each one. On the other hand, some
words have more than one stress; do the same with the following: photograph,
elephantine, opportunistic, parliamentarian, referee. Even words with just two
syllables, if they are compounds, can have two stresses: blackbird, armchair,
dashboard. However, even when there is more than one stressed syllable, one
will stand out more than the others; this is referred to as the main stress of
the word.

In SEE there are vowels which only occur in unstressed syllables: [9] and [i].
The first list of words in the preceding paragraph can be transcribed as follows,
the stressed syllable being marked by a preceding [']: ['fads], [s'baut], ['festivl],
['elifnt], [s'stDmJ], [fo'togisfo]. The other vowel, [i], is found at the end of
words such as city, happy, calamity, photography. The pronunciation of this
final unstressed vowel is somewhat variable: older forms of SEE (and many
northern English varieties) have [i] and varieties from the South East and
recent forms of SEE have a brief diphthongal movement: [ii]. When listening
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to actual speech, see if you can detect which variant is being used; see also if
there is any kind of pattern or variation in the speaker s usage. Finally, see
which kind of articulation you use.

Besides [9], [i] is the other vocoid that is found in non-word-final unstressed
syllables and final syllables ending in a consonant, for example, in [di'zolv]
dissolve, [bi'fo] before, [I'ja^dikeit] eradicate, [ik'stsmmeit] exterminate,
['wontid] wanted, ['teikirj] taking, [I'laestik] elastic. Over the past fifty years or
so there has been a gradual increase in the use of [9] in syllables which once
had [i]. For example, words like before and enough may have schwa in the first
syllable, and maybe even words like dissolve and dissent. Some speakers make
no distinction between except and accept, pronouncing both as [sksept] rather
than [iksept] and [sksept], respectively. For some speakers the past tense
marker, written -ed, is [sd] rather than [id]. On the other hand, the present
participle marker, written -ing, always has [i], and the word-final syllables
spelled -y are never [9], (In any case English speakers need to distinguish, e.g.,
photography and photographer.) Forms such as [pjoblim] problem and [sistim]
system are probably no longer current except amongst the oldest RP speakers.

Some speakers use other vowels in unstressed initial syllables, for example,
[elek'tjissti] electricity, [kon'sidsjot] considerate, and may distinguish between
[ek'sept] except and [aek'sept] accept. These non-schwa vowels (often referred
to as unreduced, as opposed to the reduced vowel, schwa) are unstressed but
have vocoid qualities that are not those associated with the position of rest.
They may be considered to have a secondary stress like the words photograph
and elephantine above, but we should note the warning in Ladefoged ([2006],
pp. 111-114) regarding the difference between the stress and intonation pat-
tern of polysyllabic words spoken in isolation and the same words spoken in
whole sentences, which we shall discuss in section 6.2.

If you look at the transcriptions of festival and elephant, you will see that
there is no schwa symbol in their final syllables. This is because no vocoid
articulation occurs; the transition from one consonant to the next can take
place without moving the tongue into (roughly) the position of rest and back
again. Think about this in relation to the movements required to go from [v]
to [t] and [f] to [n]. The lateral and nasals in English can all act as syllable
nuclei, so we hear [botl] bottle, [kotn] cotton, [jidm] rhythm, [hidn] hidden.
Many dictionary entries put a schwa symbol in all such words, for example,
[hospital] hospital, [sasdsn] sadden, but this is misleading. However, many
young speakers from the South East of England are indeed using a schwa
in such words, which may be a regional London and south-eastern feature
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spreading into SEE. The syllabic laterals and nasals are, nevertheless, still
widespread. Even those speakers who regularly use syllabic laterals and nasals
may not use them in all words; if there is a consonant cluster or a nasal before
the final unstressed syllable ending in a nasal, then schwa may well occur,
for example, [Lvndan] London (though [Lvndn] is possible) and [psmansnt]
permanent. In a very few cases a lexical distinction can be made between, for
example, [bitn] bitten and [biten] bittern (a rare bird that breeds in East Anglia
- and, therefore, a rare word for anyone who is not an ornithologist). The syl-
labic consonants can be written with a subscript diacritic to indicate the syl-
labicity, for example, [t], [n]. In a broad transcription of English, however, it is
not necessary to do so in most cases, as the consonantal sequences involved,
such as [-tl], [-zn] can never belong to the same syllable as a coda.

4.1.7 Sample transcriptions
There now follows a list of SEE pronunciations of individual words in the
broad transcription I have proposed (Table 4.1). Once again I must emphasize
that these may well not represent your own pronunciation of these words. You
must also be aware of the difference between variation in the phonetic realiza-
tions of words (which may be regionally determined to some extent) and the
variation in what is known as lexical incidence in the same accent. In the first
case, one speaker may say [skn?bnd] Scotland and another [skotlsnd]. On the
other hand, lexical incidence is the technical term for which vowel is used in
which words (it usually deals with vowels in English, though it could be con-
sonantal distribution as well). So, it is a question of whether speakers of SEE
say [riksnomiks] or [eksnomiks] economics, [plaestik] or [plastik] plastic. The
former case would not need to be indicated in a broad transcription, but the
second case would. I give some alternative SEE pronunciations in what follows.
The rows across contain words which have the same stressed vowel. Alterna-
tive pronunciations are indicated with brackets around optional sounds, where
two alternatives are possible.

I have deliberately omitted the centring diphthongs other than [19] because
of their gradual disappearance. A speaker using the system of pronunciation
represented in Table 4.1 would use [e] in all the words given [es] in a dictionary,
e.g. [skweli] squarely, [debane] debonair, and [o] in words given [us], for
example, [pjo] pure, [po] pour, pore, poor (as well as paw, which has [o] for all
speakers), [sbskjo] obscure, [9zjo]/[93Jo] azure, [mjojabl] insurable.

In the case of the words which vary in terms of number of syllables or
occurrence of schwa, say the words in (4.4) and see how many syllables you
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Table 4.1 Standard British English (SBE)

[tin] tin

[ten] fen

[taen] fan

[kod] cod

[kAd] cud

[kud] could

[be] bear, bare

[fam] farm

[fan] fern

[ton] torn

[siin] seen, scene

[tiem] train

[dam] dine

[kom] co/n

[saund] sound

[gout] goaf

[fluut] f/ufe

[bisd] beard

[siti] c/fy

[meni] many

[hsemg] hammer

[holi] no//y

[0Ands] thunder

[puli] ptv//ey

[fell] fa/r/y

[pati] party

[savnt] servant

[not] naughty

[knitjb] creature

[feiljs] failure

[haitn] heighten

[bits] /o/fe/-

[auts] oufer

[sloun] a/one

[luum] looney

[ostia] austere

[Dstia]

[ldl9t] /Of/Of

[estimat] estimate

[s&tedi] Saturday

[konf(9)j9ns] conference

[pjgdAkjn] production

[pulmsmi] pulmonary
[pAlmsmi]

[keflnss] carefulness

[viiagou] virago

[ksnvsjn] conversion

[odibl] audible

[gseasntii] guarantee

[hjumem] humane

[haipgmakit] hypermarket

[indsoimsnt] enjoyment

[akaunt(9)nsi] accountancy

[foutsgjasf] photograph
[foutsgiafl

[kiuujl] crucial

[DkJ(9)ni9] auctioneer

[okj(9)ni9]

use in each case. You will probably find that you do not treat each word in the
same way, for example, [histji] with no schwa, [mizaii] with one. Note that
there are other possible stress patterns in some of the words, for example,
secretary may be pronounced ['sekia'teji] with two stresses rather than one.
If there are American and British speakers in your class, see what differences
there are in the words below.

(4.4) history

cutlery

seperate

miserable

every

pedalling

licorice

decimal

company

definite

reference

secretary

natural

misery

surgery

century

factory

marginal

chocolate

prisoner

personal

brightening

camera

boundary

desolate

finally

javelin

family

nursery

general

mystery

awfully

opener

laboratory

conservatory

especially

elaborate

temperature

comfortable

treasury

quandary

vegetable

national

parliamentary
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4.1.8 'Long'and'short'vowels

In the above description of SBE vowels I have not used the terms 'long' and
'short', which are often found in books on English phonetics and phonology.
This is because they are phonological terms, and, as far as English is concerned,
do not refer directly to duration. Whereas under some circumstances it may
well be that [i] is shorter than [li], or [o] is shorter than [o], when we look at
continuous speech we find that the duration of English vowels is determined
by the phonation of the following consonant and/or the stress pattern of the
sentence. For example, under the same stress conditions the [D] ofpot is shorter
than in pod. When a voiced consonant follows the vowel, the vocoid phase is
longer than before a voiceless sound. When nothing follows, there is greater
vocoid duration, too, for example, [sot] sort, [sod] sword, [so] saw. The stress
and rhythm of a sentence also has an effect on duration. If we call our friend
John by name using a high-fall + low-rise intonation pattern, the vocoid arti-
culation [D] would be far longer than a so-called long vowel in a longer utter-
ance, whether the word containing it carried the main stress or not, for example,
Joan ([dsoun]) went to the cinema yesterday. In other words the duration of
English vocoid articulations is very variable. So, why do linguists use long'
and 'short' when referring to English vowels? One reason is tradition: it is
assumed that in Middle English (c. 1100-1450) there were pairs of long and
short vowels, so their descendants (with a few changes of category) can be
considered in the same way. The other reason is that there is a phonological
distinction between the two sets, but it has nothing to do with duration. The
'short' vowels must be followed by a consonant in a stressed syllable, so [tin],
[taep] and [tAn] are good English words, but *[ti], *[tae] and *[tA] are not, and
never could be, unless the phonological structure of English words changes
dramatically in the future. The 'long' vowels, on the other hand, are not subject
to this restriction and can occur without a following consonant, so [sei] say,
[sii] see, [so] saw and [sai] sigh are fine. These sets could equally well be referred
to as checked and unchecked vowels, respectively, according to the syllable
type they occur in. Checked syllables are usually called closed, unchecked
ones open. (Do not confuse these terms with the alternative labels for vocoids,
close (high) and open (low).) We shall consider duration further in Chapters
Six and Seven, but the definition of vowel length in English is another good
example of phonological behaviour not being dependent on phonetics. So
strong is the desire on the part of phonologists to have a unitary feature to
describe somewhat disparate phonetic phenomena, that if one label proves
insufficient for some reason, other labels are found and applied to the same
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phonological phenomenon. Both 'tense' and 'lax' and £+ATR' and '-ATR' have
been applied to English vowels (see, for instance, Davenport and Hannahs
[2005], p. 112, and Kenstowicz [1994]).

42
There are two consonantal differences between SEE and GA that need to be
discussed: the alveolar tap [r] and the occurrence of coda [j]. Many speakers
of American English use a tap articulation in intervocalic position where
English speakers use [t d n]. (A few SEE speakers use this occasionally in
mimicry of the American norm, but it is lexically restricted, e.g., to commonly
occurring words such as got to [gors].) American examples are: [bed] Betty,
[nori] naughty, [kwatari] quality, [daeri] daddy, [habrei] holiday, [SATi] sunny,
[sejsmsfi] ceremony. The tap is not used if the position of the sound is before
a stressed vowel, as in [stem] attain, [adoj] adore, [anoi] annoy. Where British
speakers have [nt] in the same circumstances, many Americans have either just
a nasal stop [n] or a nasal tap [?]: [tweri] twenty.

The occurrence of [j] in the coda of English words, e.g., cart, card, car,
carter, is known as rhoticity, and is a major distinguishing feature of accents
of English (see Chapter Eight). General American is rhotic, SEE is non-rhotic.
So in GA the first three words can be transcribed [koit], [koid], [koi], respec-
tively. But it is not simply a question of putting [j] after all the vowels of the
system; it is only a restricted number of them that can occur before it. (For
surveys of various kinds of rhotic English accent, see Wells [1982] and Harris
[1994] and Chapter Eight.) The GA vowel + [j] sequences are included in
Table 4.3, after we have discussed the vowel system.

In GA there are two vocoid articulations that are often referred to as
rhotacized: [>] and [&], which occur in stressed and unstressed syllables,
respectively. Ladefoged (2006), pp. 224-226 describes three different tongue
positions for these, but since we are dealing with a broad transcription, we can
symbolize them all in the same way. The tongue positions are related to those
of the retroflex sounds discussed in section 2.8.5, and the approximant [$ can
be regarded as their consonantal equivalent, in the way that [j q w iq] were
paired with [i y u in], respectively. Table 4.2 gives a number of examples of
GA pronunciations with [3"] and [0"].

Note that the words with [&] could also be transcribed with [j(J instead,
and we could interpret it as a syllabic consonant along with the lateral and
nasals: [fa6^], [beqj, [f^get]. For many speakers the last word terrorist may

General American
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Table 4.2 General American (GA)

[bs^d] bird

[fada-] father

[bery] better

[foment] ferment

[k-ri] curl

\iiry] litre

[foamy] farmer

[p^sweid] persuade

[fjrrt] fertile

[senary] senator

[ir^vjuu] interview

[teiaMist] terrorist

have a relatively long phase of retroflex approximation: [te^CO-fist]; note, too,
that I have used two or three symbols to represent the long duration, but this
cannot be considered an accurate representation of any particular duration.

The GA vowels are different in certain respects from those of SEE, and their
distribution in the lexicon is also different. For instance, there is no distinction
between [o] as in SEE pot and [a] as in SEE father; in GA both words have [a],
which is usually shorter than the SEE articulation in roughly the same area of
the vowel diagram, and which is pronounced with either spread or neutral lips.
It is, however, a member of the unchecked ('long') set of vowels, since it can
occur without a following consonant, unlike English [D]. The diphthongs [ei]
and [ou] can vary with monophthongal variants [e] and [o], respectively. (Note
that if you are transcribing a speaker with monophthongal variants in these
two cases, it will be necessary to use [e] for words like ten, bed, leather, friend,
and so on, to keep the two front vowel symbols distinct.) The other vowels are
more or less the same, though there is a greater tendency for Americans to
nasalize all vowels before nasal consonants than is found in British speakers.
Table 4.3 gives a number of examples, including vowel + [j] sequences, some of
which indicate the different lexical incidence in GA from that found in SEE;
common alternatives are also indicated.

As we noted above, fewer vowels can occur before coda [j] than before any
of the other consonants. In phonological terms this means that there are fewer
vowel contrasts. A proper phonological analysis of this restriction is not our
concern here, but we need to note that, for example, [li] and [i] do not contrast
in this position. From a phonetic point of view it means that the articulatory
position within the high, front area is greater when there is no contrast, so
speakers vary in tongue height from [i] to [i], for instance, in words like beer.
It is certainly the case that many American speakers have the relatively lower
tongue position for the high and the mid vowels before [j], for example, [bu]
beer, [bej] bear, bare, [puj]poor, [foj]/owr, fore, for, and this even applies before
intervocalic [j] as well, so we may find [meji] merry, Mary or [maeji] marry,
Mary, and variation between [pejsnt] and [paejsnt] parent.
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Table 4.3 General American (GA)

[mi] near

[bae0] bath

[bea] bear

[koiri] corn

[lag] long
[lag]
[faW father

[bud] beard

[bsed] bad

[bai] bar

[boa] bore, boar*

[kb0] c/of/7

[baa] 6ra

[Attuia-] ulterior

[paejgf i] parity

[foim] farm

[pui] poor

[barm] bottom

[kjua] cure

*Some speakers make a distinction here and pronounce boar [boui].

It is now important to go beyond English, though we will return to a more
detailed investigation of varieties you may have come across which may or
may not be your own in Chapter Eight. I will look at three other European
languages, though not in the same detail as we considered English, and an
Asian language from a different language family, Malay.

4.3 French
To a native speaker of English, French sounds very different. This is not just
a question of not understanding it, because even for those who have learnt it,
its pronunciation still holds a challenge. The structure of the whole sound sys-
tem of French is quite different from that of English. (Many of the differences
may well relate to the fact that English is a Germanic language, whereas French
is a Romance language, that is one derived from Latin.)

If we start with the consonants and their symbols in a broad transcription,
the system can look very similar to English.

[ p t k b d g m n j i r ) f s j v z 3 w l j K]

However, the differences in the stops are obscured by the broadness of the
transcription, [t d] are, in fact, dental in French, so should be written [t d], and
the voiceless stops are unaspirated, that is, conform to option (iii) in the list in
section 3.3. (Do not forget, in onset position of stressed syllables in English
voiceless stops are aspirated and [t d] are alveolar.) [1] maybe alveolar or den-
tal, and there is no velarized lateral in codas: compare English [thei] tell with
French [tel] tel(le) 'such'. The extra nasal [ji] is palatal and [K] is a uvular frica-
tive. Although conventionally it is written as though it were always voiced in
broad transcriptions, it is voiceless, [%]> when it follows voiceless obstruents,
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for example, [Jxe] train 'train, [dKe] drain 'drain, [mefx] mettre 'to put', [pudtf]
poudre 'powder'.

The vowels of standard Parisian French are quite different from those of
English. They are nearly all peripheral to the vowel area. Figure 4.6 gives the
monophthongs.

The mid central vowel only occurs in unstressed syllables, like schwa in
English; in some phonological analyses it is treated as a variant of and tran-
scribed as [ce]. (It is also sometimes transcribed as [a] with no indication of the
lip-rounding; see section 2.9.4.) Most speakers of standard Parisian French no
longer distinguish between [a] as in la 'the (feminine)', patte 'paw', and [a] as
in las 'tired', pate 'paste' (often still prescribed for foreign learners); [a] is used
for both sets of words, making the pairs homophonous (= sound the same).

There are three nasal vowels, low-mid and low, as in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.6 French vowels.

Figure 4.7 French nasal vowels.

Again there is an older type of pronunciation which includes a rounded
counterpart of [e]: [tie], as in brun 'brown, un 'a (masculine), but today most
standard speakers say [btre], making it homophonous with brin 'blade (of
grass)', and [e], respectively.
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French has no falling diphthongs like those in English, but there are vowels
within one syllable where the more prominent, longer phase is the latter part,
that is, rising diphthongs. These include: [ua ie ie ie io ui ue yi]. Many
of these, which only occur word-internally, are interpreted as a sequence of
glide + vowel. This is a phonological analysis; use of the term glide' indicates
indecision between classifying the sound as a consonant or a vowel. Whatever
the arguments for and against any particular analysis may be, in a broad tran-
scription use of [w j q] to indicate the starting point of the movement has the
advantage of showing that these are rising diphthongs; the above transcrip-
tions would thus be replaced respectively by [wa je je je jo wi we qi].

Sample transcriptions are given in Table 4.4; each monophthong is in
(i) a monosyllable, (ii) a non-final syllable of a polysyllabic word, and (iii) the
final syllable of a polysyllabic word. I have omitted the dental diacritic for
simplicity.

Table 4.4 French

[li] lit (bed)

[Ie] les (the, plural)

[le]/a/f(milk)

[la] la (the)

[ly] lu (read)

[pe] peu (little)

[seel] seul (alone)

[lu] loup (wolf)

[po] peau (skin)

[kok] coque (shell)

[fe] fin (end)

[bo] bon (good)

[da] dans (in)

[sit/o] citron (lemon)

[CKO] hems (hero)

[lety] laitue (lettuce)

[savo] savon (soap)

[kyKJ0] curieux (curious)

[kx0ze] creuser (to excavate)

[flceKi] fleuri (flowery)

[guveKn] gouverne (guidance)

Ijbfas] chauffage (heating)

[solej]so/e/7(sun)

[SESEK] sincere (sincere)

[afose] en f oncer (to thrust)

[dase] dancer (to dance)

[vadKedi] vendredi (Friday)

[epe] epee (sword)

[ete] etait (was)

[matla] matelas (mattress)

[atady] entendu (heard)

[nev0] neveu (nephew)

[fymoeK] fumeur (smoker)

balujya/oux (jealous)

[motfso] morceau (bit)

[ekal] eco/e (school)

[afe] enfin (at last)

[ba!5] ballon (balloon)

[ofa] enfant (child)

Stress is always on the final syllable of polysyllabic words spoken in isola-
tion, which tends to lengthen the syllable. The quality of the mid vowels pre-
ceding the stressed syllable can vary from speaker to speaker, and not all
speakers distinguish between [e 0 o] on the one hand and [e oe o] on the other
in non-stressed syllables, [oe] and [o] have to be followed by a consonant in the
same syllable. Certain consonants, [v z 3 K] and for some speakers [1], lengthen
a preceding vowel, as in [pasais] passage 'passage', [OCIVK] ceuvre 'work', [KOIZ]
rose 'rose! The rhythm of French sentences will be discussed in section 6.5.
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4.4 German
The consonantal system of German is as follows:

[ p t k b d g p f t s m n r ) f s 9 j x v z 3 l J R h ] .

[9] and [x] are normally considered variants of the same sound, but for prac-
tising transcription can be used in the appropriate circumstances: [5] occurs
after front vowels and consonants, and at the beginning of morphemes, [x]
occurs after central and back vowels. [R], the uvular trill, is the prescribed
articulation in standard German, but many speakers use a fricative instead:
[K]. At the beginning of this chapter we noted that [R] or [K] only occur before
vowels within a word, whereas in codas we find a vocoid articulation [A] (for
simplicity I will omit the centralization diacritic), especially after long vowels.
(Many speakers today use [A] after all vowels.) [3] is only found in words
borrowed from other languages, especially French, and some speakers replace
it with [J], in particular in word-initial position.

There is a restriction in German on the occurrence of voiced obstruents:
they cannot occur in syllable-final position. Speakers of standard German
apply this restriction very rigorously, even in words borrowed from, for exam-
ple, English (even when the speaker can speak English well), so Trend is [tRent],
plural Trends [tRents], and Kid/Kids are [kit]/[kits]. (Compare these pronun-
ciations with SBE [tiend(z)] and [kid(z)].) Note that this restriction applies
within words, too, for example, [vekgesn] weggehen cto go away', [juplcute]
Schublade 'drawer'.

Unlike French, but like English, [t d] are alveolar, and [p t k] are aspirated
in the onset of stressed syllables. However, glottal reinforcement and no release
only occurs before another consonant, not utterance-finally; [haV gsmaxt]
hatgemacht 'has made' is possible, but the final [t] ofgemacht will be released.
Glottal reinforcement and no release are used less by German speakers than
English speakers use them in English, so the final [t] in hat could also be
released. (Interestingly, in another Germanic language, Swedish, it is normal
to release two (voiceless or voiced) stops in succession, e.g., in kopte 'bought'
and byggde 'built'; see Ringen and Helgason [2004].)

The vowels of standard German are different from both English and French.
Like French, several of them are peripheral; like English, there are also non-
peripheral articulations. There is also a distinction of length, which in most
cases accompanies a distinction in vocoid quality. The long vowels are accom-
panied by relatively short consonantal phases in the same syllable, and short
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vowels have relatively longer consonantal phases. We could represent this cor-
relation somewhat crudely by using the 'half-length' diacritic, as follows: CV'C
versus OVO, as in [ban] Bahn 'way' versus [ban] Bann 'spell' (see Chapter Six).
Note that in the broad transcription I propose below, there are no length marks,
but different vowel symbols. This is partly because the long vowels can occur
with less duration when they are in pre-stress position; this applies, in parti-
cular, to loanwords from Latin and Ancient Greek (see the examples that fol-
low). One vowel I have omitted: [e:], as is prescribed for the orthographic long
a(h), as in Kdse cheese', kdme come (subjunctive II)', Schddel 'skull', wahlen
'to choose'. This sound is artificially imposed by prescription and is not used
consistently by many German speakers (see Boase-Beier and Lodge [2003],
pp. 129-130, and references). Schwa occurs in unstressed syllables only.

I give the vowel diagram for the long monophthongs in Figure 4.8, for the
short monophthongs and schwa in Figure 4.9, and for the falling diphthongs
in Figure 4.10.

[a] may be articulated in the same place as [a] (see Figure 4.9), or slightly
further back, as indicated in Figure 4.8.

As in English, the short vowels only occur in closed stressed syllables, for
example, [man] Mann 'man, [dvn] dunn 'thin, [got] Gott god'; monosyllables
such as *[QY], *[fe], *[bu] are not possible.

The stress system in German is similar to that of English in that it has a
heavy stress not fixed to any one syllable in words (unlike French, where it is

Figure 4.8 German long vowels.

Figure 4.9 German short vowels.
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Figure 4.10 German diphthongs.

always word-final), and polysyllabic words can have more than one stress.
On the other hand, the range of vowels that can occur before the main stress
in polysyllabic words (pre-tonic position) is much greater than in English:
compare the two equivalents [fo'togasfi] photography and [fotogRa'fi] Foto-
grafie. In post-tonic position (after the main stress) [i a u 9] can occur, as
in ['hoflig] hoflich 'polite', ['fkomtjaft] Freundschft 'friendship', ['hofnurj]
Hoffnung'hope, ['ends] Ende end'.

Sample transcriptions are given in Table 4.5; each vowel is given in (i) an
initial stressed syllable or monosyllable, (ii) pre-tonic position in a polysyllabic
word, and (iii) in a final stressed syllable.

Table 4.5 German monophthongs

[bitn] bieten (to offer)

[vytn] wuten (to rage)

[bux] Buch (book)

[gebsn] geben (to give)

[J0n] schon (beautiful)

[zon] Sohn (son)

[ban] Bahn ((rail)way)

[bitn] bitten (to ask for)

[hYpJ] hubsch (pretty)

[munt] Mund (mouth)

[hel] hell (bright)

[heels] Holle (hell)

[zons] Sonne (sun)

[hat] hat (has)

[pi'kant] pikant (spicy)

[hy'bRit] hybrid (hybrid)

[tu'Rist] Tourist (tourist)

[le'gends] Legende (legend)

[fe'tol]/ota/(foetal)

[ko'bna] Kolonne (column)

[malaWi] Malerei (painting)

[kRis'tal] Kristall (crystal)

[hvste'Ri] Hysterie (hysteria)

[musku'los] muskulos (muscular)

[Resto'Rant] Restaurant (restaurant)

[oestRo'gen] Ostrogen (oestrogen)

[ko'legs] Kollege (colleague)

[a'le] Allee (avenue)

[se'ni] Genie (genius)

[paA'fym] Parfum (perfume)

[na'tuA] Natur (nature)

[gs'bet] Gebet (prayer)

[fki'z0A] Friseur (hairdresser)

[na'tsjon] Nation (nation)

[za'lat] Sa/at (salad)

[kompo'mst] Komponist (composer)

[no example]

[kata'pult] Katapult (catapult)

[do'tsent] Dozent (lecturer)

[paVfceij] Parfum (perfume)

[oAto'doks] orthodox (orthodox)

[muzi'kant] Musikant (musician)

The diphthongs do not pattern in the same way; sample words are [bam]
Bein 'leg', [baum] Baum 'tree', [bits] Leute 'people'. In Table 4.5 there are
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alternatives for 'perfume', both in spelling and in pronunciation in this case. It
is quite usual for loanwords to have a number of pronunciations (though not
always spellings as well). The word [ele'fant] Elefant elephant' can also be
pronounced [eb'fant], which is partly Germanized in having a schwa and
a different first vowel. Also words from French with nasal vowels have been
borrowed, and some speakers use (a version of) the French vowel, whereas
others use a vowel + [n] or vowel + [q], so Pension guest house' or 'pension can
be pronounced [pa'sjo] (more or less the French pronunciation, but probably
with an aspirated initial stop), [pa'zjon], [pen'zjon], and even [paqk'sjon];
similarly Restaurant may be [Resto'Ra], [Resto'Rant] or [Resto'Rarj].

4.5 Modern Greek
Next we can take a brief look at a European language which is much more
distantly related to English, French and German than they are to each other,
Modern Greek. The consonants are as follows.

[ p t k b d g m n r ) f 9 s 9 x v 6 z j j l r ]

[t d] are dental; the voiceless stops are not aspirated; [s] is usually lamino-
alveolar (though some speakers have [J] instead). [5] and [x] are considered
variants of the same phonological unit (as in German); some speakers do not
have the fricative [j], only []].

The vowel system is much smaller than that of English, French or German,
and there is no unstressed schwa-type articulation. There are just five vowels,
as in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 Modern Greek vowels.

There are no diphthongs either, though two vowels can occur in sequence,
interpreted as two syllables.

Sample transcriptions are given in Table 4.6; I have not given the Greek
orthography, just a gloss. Each consonant is given (i) in word-initial position,
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Table 4.6 Modern Greek

[piyame] we went

[ta'verna] tavern

[ka'fes] coffee

[bo'ro] / can

[du'lapi] cupboard

[gar1 son] waiter

I'filos] friend

['6elo] / want

[si'kono]///ft

[^eri] hand

['xorepses] you danced

['vurtsa] brush

['dipsasa] / got thirsty

[zo'i] life

[ya'lazjos] blue

[ji'rizo] / turn

['miti] nose

['naftis] sailor

[li'mani] harbour

['ruxa] clothes

[Vlepo] / see

f'spiti] house

['6eka] ten

[ka'bana] bell

[ado'§i] endurance

[a'gaGi] fnorn

[a'fu] since

[va'Gis] deep

['isos] perhaps

['69!] he has

['exun] fney have

[fo'vate] he fears

[di'dasko] / teach

[spu'dazo] / study

[ayo'ra] market

[pi'jeno] / go

['yrama] letter

fine] he/she/it is

[sfun'gari] sponge

[ro'loi] clock

fora] hour

[pso'mi] bread

['tsai] tea

['ksero] / know

[em'bros] in front

[dza'mi] mosque

[gri'njazo] / complain

I'ftano] / arrive

f'Olipsi] grief

[ste'nos] narrow

[s^e'don] almost

['xronos] year

[Vyazo] / take out

['drama] play

['zvino] / extinguish

['ydinome] / get undressed

[Vjeno] / go out

['mnimi] memory

['njata] youth

['pleno] / wasn

[Vradi] evening

(ii) word-internally and (iii) as the first member of a consonant cluster. Option
(iii) is only possible with the obstruents and nasals; [rj] only occurs before
velar obstruents, and [5 j/j] only occur after other consonants, not before
them. [1 r] in clusters, too, only occur after consonants.

Note that the possible combinations of the obstruents are quite different
from those of English, French and German (though the last two have imported
some of them in loans from Ancient Greek). Loanwords typically have various
possible pronunciations and have rarer occurrences of some sounds, for
example, intervocalic voiced stops; for instance, the word for 'champagne', a
loanword from French into Greek, has the possible pronunciations: [jam'panja]
(the most like French), [sam'panja], [sam'banja] and [sa'banja], which is the
most nativized.

4.6 Malay
Finally, we can consider a language unrelated to any European language, Malay,
a member of the Malayo-Polynesian family. The variety described here is that
of Petaling Jaya, Kuala Lumpur, and is based on a description in Hashim and
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Lodge (1988). The consonants are as follows; [t d] are dental [n] varies between

dental and alveolar.

[ p t k b d g t f d 3 m n j i r j s y r l j w h ? ]

However, in a country which is essentially Muslim, Malay has borrowed a lot

of vocabulary from Arabic and with it some of the Arabic consonants. Not all

speakers use these imported consonants and they are often replaced by the

nearest equivalent from the native Malay system. The borrowed consonants
are: [f v 0 6 z J x y]. Examples of the replacements are given in Table 4.7; [z]

is not subject to replacement in standard Malay.

Table 4.7 Loan and replacement consonants in Malay

[fitnah]

[junivssiti]

[Gabet]

[reda]

[Jabas]

[baxel]

[ya?ep]

[pitnah]

[junibssiti]

[sabet]

[reda]

[sabas]

[bakel]

[ga?ep]

fo slander

university

to prove

willing

excellent

mean

to vanish

[s] alternates with [h] in final position in some common words, for exam-
ple, [kipas] Tan may also be [kipah], but [wayas] 'healthy' is considered for-

mal and does not have an alternative form, [r] and [y] are alternatives except
in word-final position. Note that this [y] is never replaced by [g] in the way the
loan consonant is in Table 4.7.

(4.5) [rasa] [yass] to feel

[p3re?sa] [pgyeTsa] to examine

[ssrbo?] [saybo?] powder

In syllable-final position [r] can alternate with zero, as in (4.6).

(4.6) [bssar]

[subor]

[kartas]

[?arnap]

[ssrbo?]

[bssa]

[subo]

[ksytas]

[?aynap]

[saybo?]

[katas]

[?anap]

[sabo?]

big
fertile
paper
rabbit

The stops [p t k] are glottally reinforced morpheme-finally, even when a
vowel follows. When a consonant or nothing follows, they are unreleased
as well.
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(4.7) [hadaV] front

[hada?pan] to face

[maghadaVkan] to cause to place in front

[dihada?pi] to cause to be placed in front

[dapa?f] to get

[p9ndapa?tan] income

[gala?kan] encouragement

The consonants given at the start of this section are to be found in onset or
intervocalic position. In codas there is a much more restricted set:

[p t m n rj s r 1 h ?].

There are six monophthongs in the vowel system, as in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 Malay vowels.

Note that they may all be stressed or unstressed, even [9]. There is a restric-
tion on the vowels that occur in the final syllable: [i 9 u] occur in open sylla-
bles, [e a o] in closed syllables, as exemplified in (4.8). When no other
consonant occurs in the onset of a syllable, [?] occurs.

(4.8) [tari] dance [kames] Thursday

[?itu] that [lancfcot] detailed

[?aps] what? [?ana?] child

Some loanwords are exceptions to this regularity, for example, [kyiti?] critic
from English and [da?ip] weak from Arabic. [9] may alternate with zero pro-
vided it is not in the stressed syllable; a word like besar 'big' can, therefore, be
[bssar], [bssa], [bsar], or [bsa]. (Note that there is no assimilation of phona-
tion in the resultant sequence [bs-].)

Nasality is a feature of whole syllables in Malay. A nasal stop is followed by
a nasal vocoid and nasality continues through the word until an oral obstruent
occurs. Consider the examples in (4.9).
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(4.9) [nanti]

[med39]

[mahal]

[gunorj]

[ma?ap]

to wait

table

expensive

mountain

to forgive

There are three diphthongs: [ai au oi], which are never followed by a con-
sonant in the same syllable. There are also sequences of two such vowels but
they are separated by a glottal stop (as a default onset, see above) and are
counted as two separate syllables, for example, [disuka?i] cto cause to be liked'.
In many speakers the glottal onset to vowels is shorter than the coda glottal
stop, as in [gala?] 'to encourage', [payeTss], [?ana?].

Table 4.8 Malay

[pakai] to wear

[topeg] mask

[k9sa?t] to wipe

[bssar] big

[duka] sad

[gunorj]moi/nta/n

[tjmtjen] ring

[dsomlah] total

[ribo?t] storm

[yibo't]

[jaken] to believe

[waras] healthy

[hantu] ghost

[?itu] that

[dapa?t] to get

[batu] stone

[poko?] tree

[subor] fertile

[hidorj] nose

[msgah] proud

[kutjerj] cat

[med39] table

[bsras] rice

[bsyas]

[maja?t] corpse

[mawar] rose

[tahu] to know

[maia'p] to forgive

[hada?p] front

[ula?t] insect

[gala?kan] encouragement

[lamba?t] late

[mandi] to bathe

[marjgg] mango

[mantforj] high

[pand3a?t] fo climb

[gsmar] to like

[gsma]

[bu?ah] fruit

[smpo?] soft

In Table 4.8 I give relatively broad transcriptions with the consonants in
the positions they can occur in, and examples of all the vowels. I have not
included the loan consonants. Most roots, that is, basic morphemes, are disyl-
labic, but may take affixes of various kinds. The phonological analysis is not
straightforward because of a number of regular alternations, for example,
[gala?]/[gala?kan], so, although the transcriptions are broad, they do not nec-
essarily reflect phonological relationships. For instance, onset [?] and coda [?]
are not phonologically related to one another.
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4.7 Practice
The question now is: how should you practice transcription? To start with
practice writing down transcriptions of isolated words from English (SEE
or GA), and try reading transcriptions out loud, so you learn to use and
read them. I firmly believe that it is best to do this from actual spoken words
(phonetics teacher, tape, CD), but if this is not always possible, then use any
written material as a basis. Once you have gained confidence with English,
move on to French or German (or Modern Greek), if you know them, or any
other foreign language you know.

However, to make things a little more difficult, by taking away your ability
to recognize actual lexical items, you should move on to English nonsense
words, that is words that follow the phonological rules of English, but do not
happen to exist. Then move on to complete nonsense, that is sequences of any
sounds not just English ones, that do not belong to any language (as far as
I know). Below I give some examples of each type. Try reading them aloud,
but spread the practice out over a number of weeks. Don't expect to be able to
do all this at once. I have put all these exercises at the end of this chapter
because this is the one that deals primarily with transcription, but transcrip-
tion skills need continuous and incremental development over a period of
time, and so should be practised every week throughout your course - the lon-
ger, the better. Don't be put off by your mistakes; try to understand them and
why you make them.

(British) English nonsense:

I'glaba] ['pa0nli] [tieks'jeijn] [ms'skiil] [sougs'fmG] ['fraigbluustj

['stiand3ii0] ['bAdaiegk] [ks'pleizoufiizd] [putis'sklam] ['sspsdiggs]

[kejg'noufleds] [ha09'kaep9mou6] [fiis'tuuksnblaidd] ['jAntjbrjk]

Complete nonsense:

[ojat'e] [?afxitup1 [rjaoXy] [J3ifeo] [Yrskioe] [f03ne] [mek'y$] [kne6a]

[orjavui] [txole] [gmatio] [psuhfN] [yqDv^p] [iisbateoubra?]

4.8 Further reading
There are numerous book on the phonetics of English. Whenever you look at
books on the pronunciation details of a language, always remember that it
will be a description of an idealized speaker of the standard language, unless it
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specifically states otherwise. Also remember that the variety of English being
described (usually SEE or GA) will not be an exact guide to your own speech
or that of many of the people you know. Although the reference I have given to
Gimson (1962) is to the first edition of the work, it should be pointed out that
there are six editions altogether. The most recent, Cruttenden (2001), has been
revised in many places but the same basic approach in terms of segmental
phonetics and phonology is maintained.

For further details of French phonetics, see Tranel (1987). For a brief dis-
cussion of German phonetics, see Boase-Beier and Lodge (2003); for a much
more detailed account, see Kohler (1995). Introductory accounts of Modern
Greek are few and far between, but try Pring (1950). Malay is described by
Hashim and Lodge (1988) and Maris (1980).

For a discussion of how much phonetic detail is relevant to phonological
analysis, see Kelly and Local (1989); Docherty and Foulkes (2000); Scobbie
(2005); Silverman (2006).
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As suggested in section 1.5, the idea that words are made up of segments at
both the phonological and the phonetic levels needs to be discussed in some
detail. Now that I have introduced the basic descriptive apparatus of articu-
lation and presented techniques of broad transcription, this is a suitable point
at which to consider the issue. Standard textbooks often introduce the notion

of a phonetic segment ('phone') without any attempt to justify it; for instance,

Gussenhoven and Jacobs ([2005], p. 1) tell us, CA phonetic symbol stands for a
particular speech sound or segment, which is defined independently of any

language' (original emphasis), and there is no further discussion of the con-
cept. Segmental phonetics enables and justifies the establishment of segmental

phonology, but does not necessarily capture many of the interesting and cru-
cial aspects of real speech. In other words, the requirements of the segmental
phonologist determine how the phonetics is presented and described, but, for
instance, a speech therapist working with the real-world problems of poor

articulatory skills (developmental or acquired) may well have little need for such
an approach. Even phonologists might do well to examine their segmental

5
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assumptions, as suggested, for example, by Silverman (2006), especially Chap-
ter Seven, and Lodge (to appear).

Segmentation is also supported by the long tradition of alphabetic writing
in many languages, and indeed transcriptions in the IPA alphabet, which we
have introduced in the preceding chapters. It provides easily readable approxi-
mations of what the spoken language sounds like. However, in most cases a lot
of invaluable detail is missing and therefore lost to the reader/interpreter of
the transcriptions. So in this chapter I want to consider a number of instances
where an insistence on segmentation obscures the nature of articulation. In so
doing, I shall elaborate on some of the articulatory descriptions, which were
introduced in Chapters Two and Three, and I shall return to these issues in
later chapters, too, in particular Chapter Seven, where we shall look at continu-
ous speech in detail.

If we take a simple example, [bed], a representation of the English word bed,
looks as though it is made up of three 'things' strung together. We can describe
it in these terms by using the descriptive labels in the way we used them in
Chapter Three to describe individual sounds: a voiced, oral, bilabial plosive,
followed by a voiced, oral, front, mid, spread vocoid, followed by a voiced oral
alveolar stop. However, what such a transcription and verbal description fail to
indicate, amongst other things, is that (i) the position of the tongue for the
vowel [e] is taken up at the same time as the lips are put together for the [b], or
very slightly afterwards, but certainly before the lips part for the release of [b];
in other words [b] and [e] overlap to some extent; (ii) the vocal cords do not
start to vibrate for [b] until after the lips are put together; and (iii) the vocal
cords cease to vibrate before the tongue is taken away from the alveolar ridge in
the release of the [d]. We saw in Chapter Four that we can accommodate some
of this detail in letter-shape transcriptions, though some aspects, for example,
overlap, are much more difficult, if not impossible to represent with letters.

Whatever arguments there maybe for a phonological analysis of the speech
continuum in terms of concatenated segments (see the brief discussion and
the references given in Chapter One), we need to be clear from the outset that
in phonetic terms segmentation is at best only a convenient way of conceptual-
izing speech for further phonological analysis. Of course, it has to be stressed
that, in fact, a lot of what purports to be the representation of actual speech
forms is a preliminary analysis for further refinement (see Archangeli and
Pulleyblank [1994], pp. 159-161, for a discussion of this issue). In other words,
a lot of phonological analyses are carried out on already idealized data repre-
sented by relatively broad transcriptions.
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5.1 A parametric view of speech
How, then, should we view the phonetic structure of real speech? If we think of
speech as being rather like a piece of orchestral music, the individual organs of
speech (vocal cords, tongue, lips, etc.) can be seen to contribute to the overall
effect of utterances in the same way as the individual musical instruments con-
tribute to the performance of the music. The analogy is not entirely water-tight
in that each musical instrument can play its part on its own, whereas some of
the contributory articulators cannot operate without the others doing some-
thing. For example, it is not possible to extricate voicing and perform it on its
own without anything else. Of course, this is a consequence of the nature of the
human vocal apparatus: it is all part of one human being. Musical instruments
are all separate entities. However, it is possible to appreciate the contributions
each of the articulators makes in any given utterance. This non-segmental
view of speech focusses on the interplay, overlap and duration of the individual
components of articulation (often referred to as parameters) and I introduced
it in section 3.8. As was pointed out, there is no standard way of presenting
parametric analyses. Besides the relatively simple examples in section 3.8, they
can be represented visually in diagrams such as Figure 5.1 from Silverman
(2006, p. 54), a schematized and simplified representation of the word looney
without the initial consonant.

Each parameter is given on the left of the diagram, and the lines indicate the
change in configuration of the articulators as indicated on the right. Even in

Figure 5.1 A parameterized representation of [uni].
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this simplified representation the interplay of the lips, tongue and soft palate
can clearly be seen and any attempt to segment these movements by slicing
neatly across all the parameters with vertical cuts would not give us anything
resembling an equivalent to the three segments (of four) in the transcription
[uni]. (This is Silvermaris transcription of an American pronunciation; com-
pare this with my proposed transcription for a British English pronunciation
in Table 4.1.)

I have referred to the parametric approach as non-segmental, but, strictly
speaking, it involves cutting up the speech continuum just as much as the
cross-parametric slicing of an approach based on sequentially ordered discrete
segments. The important difference is the direction in which the slicing occurs.
In a parametric approach the slicing is along the temporal axis rather than
across it at particular points. Laver (1994, pp. 101-118) discusses these two
approaches in some detail. Despite stressing the importance of the parametric
view in phonetics (101-106), he still chooses a segmental view of phonology.
Parametric representations of speech and the discussion of the validity of seg-
mentation in phonetics are not new; Pike (1943, pp. 90-106) presents a num-
ber of parametric descriptions and representations in his discussion of various
articulatory mechanisms and their interaction. He then goes on to discuss seg-
mentation (Pike [1943], pp. 107-120) which he defines as being based on a
peak or a trough of constriction during the passage of air through the articula-
tors. These peaks and troughs are defined as the centres of segments, which
have indefinite borders. Such parametric analyses of speech have informed the
phonological theories of J. R. Firth and his colleagues (see, for instance, Palmer
[1970]), and Browman and Goldstein (1986, 1989).

The notion of vertical segmentation and its tenacity even in phonetics is
importantly related to our system of writing with the Roman or other related
alphabets (see Morais et al. [1979], Bertelson et al. [1985], Mann [1986],
Morais et al. [1986], Read et al. [1986] and Morais [1991] on segmentation and
literacy); its influence on phonological theory is discussed in Silverman (2006,
pp. 11-13, pp. 202-215) and Lodge (to appear). There is a crucial interplay
between phonetics and phonology and the status of the segment in that rela-
tionship is a focus of recent debate (Ogden [1999], Lodge [2003, 2007], Local
and Lodge [2004], Scobbie [2005], Silverman [2006]), but this is not the place
for an extended discussion of the issue. Let us simply note here that the focus
of the research of Morais and his associates listed above is the relationship
between a putative naturally developing ability to segment speech into pho-
neme-like units and the teaching and learning of reading and writing skills.
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Two important groups of people provide crucial information in this regard:
illiterates and those who have non-alphabetic writing systems, such as that
employed for Chinese. On the basis of an investigation of Portuguese literate
and illiterate adults Morais and his co-workers found that the latter did not
have the concept of initial consonant or onset, the term used in phonology
for all initial consonants in a syllable. (See section 6.4 for a discussion of the
syllable.) The results of the experiments reported on in Cognition 24 (1986,
referred to above) all point to the fact that it is only after alphabetic writing is
learned that people may develop their segmentation abilities. On the basis of
informal observations over 30 years of teaching phonetics and phonology, the
present author would suggest that even literates do not all develop the segmen-
tation skill to the same level. Many educated people have no sense of segments
in speech, even if they clearly do have in writing; whereas bed may be seen to
have three segments, rhythm produces a wide range of responses to the ques-
tion 'How many sounds are there in ?', some related to spelling, that is,
'six', some to syllable count, that is, 'two' (rhy - thm). Clearly, this is an area
deserving further careful investigation.

The assumption of segmentation in the earliest stages of acquisition (see,
e.g., Macken [1995], pp. 688-689) makes it a complicated matter to explain
some phenomena which are explicable in terms of timing of the individual
parameters of articulation. In Lodge (1983) I give an example from a 33//4-year-
old boy, represented as [-<H4-] for the adult target /Izs/ in Mrs NeaVs_selling her
house. Rather than attempt the difficult timing and overlap of the features of
laterality, friction and phonation involved in the adult realization as [-izos-],
the child simply uses the three features laterality, friction and voicelessness
(rather than alternating between voiced and voiceless) all together for the
duration of the consonantal phase, along with alveolar contact, which is
consistent over this phase in the adult version, too. If we take these four
parameters in the adult sequence, we can represent the feature durations as
in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3

In the case of the child's utterance, he has not attempted the articulatory
overlap and changes in what is at this stage a complex phonetic sequence
(I assume he has recognized it as three consonants), but gives the four
parameters equal duration. In the case of vocal cord activity he chooses
voicelessness, resulting in what I have transcribed as [-tti-], as represented
in Figure 5.3. The 'segment' that is of relevance here is the sequence of
three consonants, two in the coda of one syllable and one in the onset of the
next one.

5.2 Overlap and timing variation
Silverman (2006) gives a number of examples of the relative timing of phonetic
features in various different languages. For instance, in Trique, an Otomanguean
language from southern Mexico, there are voiceless-voiced stop pairs with
a three-way distinction of place. The velar stops have extended back resonance
and lip-rounding when a preceding lip-rounded vocoid articulation occurs,
for example, [nukwah] 'strong', [rugwi] 'peach'. This extended duration of these
features is not found with other consonants, for example, [rune] 'large black
beans', [uta] 'to gather'. This has led to a situation where in Trique there are no
sequences such as *[uka] or *[uga]. In these circumstances [w] can be inter-
preted not as a segment, as suggested by the transcription, but as an overlap
phenomenon; in historical terms lip-rounding has been extended vis-a-vis the
other parameters. (For details, see Silverman [2006], pp. 135-143.)

In a standard segmental view of phonetics and phonology there are many
cases of so-called deletion and insertion of sounds. In English (and many other
languages) such phenomena are often variable in connected speech, so, in
other words, a speaker may articulate the sequence of words in one way on one
occasion and in another in other circumstances. Examples would be 'reduced'
realizations of a word like hand-rail as [haemerr], where the [d] at the end of
hand appears to be missing. Such 'deletions' in English only affect the middle
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of three consonants under circumstances that will be demonstrated in section
7.2.4. It can occur in words \ikefind, old, post, lift, ask, when another consonant
follows, but not in words like sent, salt, milk under the same circumstances, so
it can occur in postman but not in milkman. This 'deletion is optional, so there
is variation in the actual pronunciation of words like hand-rail and postman.
But it is not just a question of deletion or non-deletion, since in many instances
of such sequences the duration of the articulation (= 3 consonants) is main-
tained, because the timing of the relevant articulatory movements varies. So in
a case such as [haendieii] hand-rail, the change from [n] to [d] is achieved
simply by raising the velum to shut off the nasal cavities, changing the articula-
tion from a nasal one to an oral one (see section 2.5). In other instances the
velum is often simply not raised, so the resultant articulation could be tran-
scribed [-nm], where the two [n]-symbols represent a longer period of nasal
articulation than in [haendzeil]. So hand-rail could be pronounced [haendieit],
[haemeit] or [haennjeil], depending on how long and in what timing relation
the velic articulation and the stop mechanism in the mouth happen to be. It is,
therefore, inappropriate to interpret lack of velic closure as segment deletion
in all cases.

It is equally inappropriate to interpret variation in the timing of velic
closure and the cessation of vocal cord vibration in words like dense as seg-
ment insertion in all cases. In the case of nasal-fricative sequences, such as
[-ns] in dense, a delayed onset of frication, caused by the slight opening of the
articulators at the alveolar ridge, gives a period of voiceless closure. Figure 5.4
is a representation of the timing differences in the manner parameter.

nasal

voiced

stop

oral

voiceless

fricative

alveolar

nasal

voiced

oral

voiceless

stop fricative

alveolar

Figure 5.4



Figure 5.5 (dens)

Fingure 5.6 (den's)
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(Manner, don t forget, refers to the type of obstruction in the oral cavity,
complete, close approxiation, and so on.) The vertical lines indicate the point
at which the articulator changes position, for example, the velum goes from
open to closed, so the top figure represents [dens] and the bottom one what is
often transcribed as [dents]. Even representations such as Figure 5.4 give a
somewhat incorrect impression in that the vertical lines suggest an abrupt
change rather than a gradual one.

This is often referred to as [t]-epenthesis or [t]-insertion (see, e.g.,
Gussenhoven and Jacobs [2005], pp. 119-120). The delay in the change of
manner of articulation causes a [t]-phase of variable duration in some
instances. If we want to transcribe this in letter-shape symbols, then we have
to use a [t], though it can be made a superscript so that its short duration is
indicated: [den^s]. But it is important to remember that it is only the transcrip-
tion which leads us to describe this phenomenon as insertion rather than a
delay in the change of articulatory position of the tongue vis-a-vis the other
articulators that are involved. Note too that because this is a matter of relative
timing, we might also describe it as an early change of velic and vocal cord
activity rather than a delay in the change from stop to fricative. In fact, we
would actually measure in milliseconds the change-over times of each para-
meter in relation to the start of the utterance of the whole word. This involves
an acoustic representation of the utterance (see Chapter Nine). Figure 5.5 and
Figure 5.6 are spectrograms of [dens] and [den's] respectively; the break in the
acoustic record in Figure 5.6 indicated by the arrow is the [t]-phase.

5.3 The timing of vocal cord activity
As an initial example of the duration of vocal cord activity over both a vowel
and a consonant, we can take glottal activity in Chong (Silverman [2006],
pp. 79-80). In root-final position there is a contrast between two types of stop
articulation. Both sets are unreleased, but one set has open vocal cords, for
example, [kskeip"1] 'to cut with scissors', [leik1] chicken, while the other set has
creak, caused by the slow, intermittent vibration of the vocal cords, indicated
by [ J below the vowel symbol, on the final part of the preceding vowel phase,
for example, [kssuuf ] 'to come off, [ksnoic*1] 'nipple'. So here, too, we have fea-
ture overlap; complete glottal closure cannot overlap the articulation of the
vowel, since it would totally obscure it, so glottal creak is used instead, main-
taining the appropriate quality of the vowel. Rather than a sudden transition
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from vibrating vocal cords to a complete glottal closure, we have a slow
transition causing a slow-down in the rate of vibration during the vocoid
phase. We noted in section 3.3 that some English speakers do this, too.

Similar timing phenomena relating to vocal cord activity, such as postaspi-
ration (= delay of voice onset time until after the obstruction in the mouth is
removed) and preaspiration (= the early onset of voicelessness during vocoid
articulations) are suitably considered under this heading.

What is usually referred to as aspiration is really one of a number of possible
onsets of voicing in a syllable. The vocal cords can start to vibrate at any time
after the start of the utterance. As we saw in section 3.3, if we take bilabial closure
and release followed by a vocoid, this gives (at least) the following possibilities:

(i) [pa] = no vibration at all;

(ii) [pha] = vibration starts after the lips are opened;

(iii) [pa] = vibration starts as the lips are opened;

(iv) [oba] = vibration starts after the lips are closed, but before they are opened;

(v) [ba] = vibration starts as the lips are closed.

(ii) is what is referred to as aspiration, indicated by the superscript [h]. Clearly
it is a matter of a timing relationship between no vibration of the vocal cords
and vibration. (Gussenhoven and Jacobs [2005], pp. 3-4, for instance, define
aspiration in terms of voice onset time.) With this definition there must be
voicelessness followed by voice to identify aspiration. The small circle under-
neath a symbol indicates that the sound represented is voiceless; option (i) is
not usually found as a syllable type. When the circle is placed before the sym-
bol as in (iv), it means that the sound represented by a symbol that would
otherwise indicate voicing, such as [b d g m n v z 1] is voiceless to start with.
This is typical of utterance-initial voice onset for English [b d g]; note that
utterance-initial means at the very start of an utterance; internal to an utter-
ance, such as the bed, where [b] is surrounded by voicing, it would be fully
voiced throughout, as indicated in (v).

At the end of a syllable a mirror-image of the options in (i)-(v) applies,
given as (vi) to (x).

(vi) [ap] = no vibration at all;

(vii) [ahp] = vibration stops before the lips are closed;

(viii) [ap] = vibration stops as the lips are closed;

(ix) [abj = vibration stops after the lips are closed, but before they are opened;

(x) [ab] = vibration stops as the lips are opened.
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(vii) is usually referred to as preaspiration; (viii) applies to most varieties of
English, though typically the glottis is closed at the same time, which gives
a different kind of phonation, glottal reinforcement, that we referred to in sec-
tion 2.2.1: [kae^p] cap, [kae^t], cat, [ki'k] kick. In English these stops are also
typically unreleased, like the Chong examples above, (ix) occurs in utterance-
final position in English (with or without release of a stop) and often before
a voiceless sound, as in cab-size, good food, big curtain. Before another vocied
sound (x) occurs, that is, voicing is maintained throughout, as in good dog,
goodnight.

Gimson ([1962], pp. 146-148) furnishes a good example of how a phonetic
description of this kind can be turned into a segmental interpretation without
any justification, specifically in relation to aspiration. We are told that /p t k/ in
the onset of a stressed syllable are 'usually accompanied by aspiration, i.e. there
is a voiceless interval consisting of strongly expelled breath between the release
of the plosive and the onset of the following vowel' ([1962], p. 146). As a
description of the interrelationships of the various articulatory parameters
involved, that we have just been looking at, this is already a misrepresentation:
to describe delayed onset time as an 'interval' that occurs 'between a consonant
and a vowel, as opposed to a voiceless onset to the articulation of the vowel,
sets the scene for segmentation whereby the aspiration is interpreted as part
of the stop segment; for example, in initial position of a stressed syllable [p]
is Voiceless fortis aspirated' ([1962], p. 148), so not only does delayed voice
onset time belong to the [p] segment, but the phonation is aligned exclusively
with bilabiality, full closure and orality (even though non-native learners
of English are warned 'to pay particular attention to the aspiration, ibid.).
Furthermore, if we treat aspiration as a transition from a consonant to a vowel,
its status is downgraded along with all other 'transitions' between 'segments'.
Thus, in connected speech there are 'segments', the focus of phonological ana-
lysis, and 'transitions' which glue the important bits together, but are not the
focus of attention. If such an approach is appropriate, it has to be argued for
and not taken for granted at the outset. On the other hand, Ohala (1992) argues
that it is the transitions that give speakers the cues to what is being said, and so
they should be focussed on equally.

A similar situation obtains with Gimson's treatment of the so-called voic-
ing contrast in English coda obstruents ([1962], pp. 90-91, p. 147). The dura-
tion of the preceding nuclear vowel goes together with differences in the
duration of voicing and yet 'length' is attached to the vowel segments and
'voicing' to the coda consonants. ('Nucleus' refers to the vowel of a syllable,
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considered to be its core component in phonology; see section 6.4.) It is
only an insistence on segments that forces analysts to make such arbitrary
decisions. So what we find is pairs of words that are distinguished by the
duration of the nuclear vowel and the duration of coda voicing, as in cat - cad;
cart - card; cot - cod; caught - cord. (Remember that, despite what the spelling
suggests, none of these words has a coda r-sound in most English English
accents; the situation is different in many American, Scottish and Irish accents,
along with those of the West Country in England. We shall consider varieties
of English and their transcription in Chapter Eight.)

One final example of anisomorphism, that is the lack of a one-to-one
relationship between vocal cord activity and other articulations is furnished
by the Liverpool accent. In word-final position what would be voiceless stops
in most accents of English are typically voiceless fricatives at the same place
of articulation, for example, [si$] sip, [sas] sat, [sax] sack. (Although I have
written [s] twice in sat, for many speakers they would not be articulated in
quite the same way, but that detail need not concern us here.) The coda voice-
lessness varies considerably in duration, so that it is possible for it to overhang'
the coda consonant, as in [kxahsh] cat. We can see from this example how
clumsily the IPA alphabet deals with relationships of the parameters involved.
The voicelessness can start part way through the preceding vocoid and con-
tinue to the end of the utterance; the contact for the alveolar friction is much
shorter than the voicelessness, as indicated in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7

5.4 Long-domain features
Many of the features we looked at in Chapters Two and Three can be seen as
extending through the speech chain: phonation types, nasality, lip-position,
resonance are all features that typically extend beyond the individual bits of
sound we have been looking at so far. But even other features, which are con-
ventionally associated with individual consonants or vowels, such as place or
manner, can extend over quite a long domain in any utterance, and this has
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consequences for our appreciation of how articulation works in connected
speech, as we shall see in Chapter Seven. We can see in Figure 5.2, for example,
that alveolar contact is maintained over the three consonants. Consider the
extent of alveolarity in [wonts stopirj] wants stopping. Many of the examples of
assimilation that we will discuss in detail in section 7.2.1 have long-domain
place and/or manner features, for example, velar contact in [kugq^kfget]
couldn't get, and alveolar friction in [kossssikspans] costs sixpence. Far from
being the exception, long-domain features are normal in connected speech.

In section 3.5 we noted that lip-position is very often a feature of a syllable
rather than just of a vowel or a consonant. In German, where lip-position is
phonologically distinctive and normally associated with the vowels, a form like
heben 'to raise', in broad transcription [hebsn], can be transcribed more nar-
rowly [eebsn] with lips changing from spread to neutral during the inter-
vocalic bilabial stop. On the other hand, hoben, a form from the subjunctive
II paradigm of the same verb, can be transcribed [00wbsn]. I have put the
lip-rounding superscript before the [b] to indicate that the stop starts with
rounded lips but the lips have changed to neutral by the time of its release. We
should note that many phonologists would consider this to be low-level detail
and an obvious5 transition, that is to say a natural consequence of the way
articulation works, but, in fact, the point at which lips change their position is
not preordained by universals of articulation. In a vowel-harmony language
like Turkish (see section 7.2.1) syllables are either rounded or spread and
transitions take place earlier than in the case of the intervocalic consonant(s)
in German. The word tutuncu 'tobacconist' is rounded throughout:
[twytwynwd3wy]; the final syllable of tutuncude 'at the tobacconists' is spread,
which I leave unmarked: [twytwynwd3wyde] with the lip-change at the closure
of the alveolar stop. Conventional segmentation ignores such fine distinctions.
They may, of course, turn out to be irrelevant to the phonological systems of
the languages concerned, but how do we know, if we cannot investigate them
and rule them out of account? Notice, too, how awkward the conventions of
the IPA alphabet are in writing down such long-domain features. It would be
better to have one superscript symbol and a line extending for the duration of
the feature over the top of the letters, for example, [^ytyndsy].

We will look at more examples in Chapter Seven. In particular, we will
look at resonance features (to be discussed further in our consideration of
variation in English) and nasality. In respect of nasality, in at least one lan-
guage, Terena, as described by Bendor-Samuel (1960), the feature has signifi-
cance as a grammatical marker of first person singular. The examples in (5.1)
are from Bendor-Samuel.
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(5.1) [emo?u] his word [emo?u] my word

[ajo] his brother [ajo] my brother

If we insist on cross-parametric slicing into discrete segments, consider the
difficulties involved in making grammatical statements of the regularity at
a phonetic level. This is largely a phonological issue, so don t spend too much
effort on it in a phonetics course.

5.5 Further reading
If you want to pursue the issue of segmentation further, look at Silverman
(2006, especially Chapter Seven). Kelly and Local (1989) present an approach
to phonology that does not take the segment as the basic unit of analysis. Lodge
([2007] and [to appear]) also discusses this particular issue.
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In this chapter we shall look at those features of speech that affect whole utter-
ances or large parts of them. In Chapter Five we looked at a number of features
that had a considerable duration in the articulation of whole words. These can
be referred to as prosodic features; they go syntagmatically through speech
and their function often determines the relationships between different parts
of an utterance. For instance, when we talk about stressed syllables in English,
we are referring to the fact that one syllable (or more) stands out in relation to
the surrounding ones, as in comfort, photographer, referee, as we noted in sec-
tion 4.1.6. The prosodic features I shall deal with in this chapter are pitch,
stress, duration, syllables and rhythm.

The aspects of speech listed above are called suprasegmental features by
those phoneticians and phonologists who consider segments to be the basic
unit of observation and interpretation. They are seen to be aspects of speech
which affect more than one segment in a particular utterance, or deal with the
relationship between one segment and another. But such a distinction between
what purport to be different characteristics of speech is at best misleading.
We looked at a few examples of the difficulties with a segmental approach to

6
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speech in Chapter Five; many more could have been added. To take just two
more, we can demonstrate that it is not just pitch, stress and duration that are
discerned over considerable stretches of the speech continuum. Kelly and

Local (1986) show that the phonetic feature of resonance associated with the

phonological elements III and /r/ in various accents of English stretch over

several syllables. They are clues speakers can use in identifying lexical III and
/r/, and they go from the stressed syllable immediately preceding the III or /r/

up to the next stressed syllable. The domains are marked with underlining in

the examples in (6.1) from Kelly and Local ([1986], p. 305).

(6.1) 'Terry'll 'do it.

'Terry'II be 'able to 'do it.

'Terry'll be a'bout to'morrow.

Each accent they study has a contrast of front versus back resonance which is

distributed phonetically as indicated by the underlining. The accents differ as

to which resonance goes with which other articulation; Stockport, for example,

has a front /r/ and a back /!/, Cullercoats a front III and a back /r/. In the con-
trastive pair in (6.2) the whole of the underlined word is front or back.

(6.2) It's 'Terry.

It's 'Telly.

I will return to a consideration of the details of these resonance features in
section 8.4.3.

The other example is nasality in Malay. In standard Malay a nasal stop trig-
gers nasality over the next few syllables unless and until an obstruent or [r]
intervenes. Thus the examples in (6.3) demonstrate that whole syllables, and
indeed whole words, are nasal (not just the nasal 'segments').

(6.3) [nanti] to wait [medss] table

[mafial] expensive [mawar] rose

[ma?ap] to forgive [gunon] mountain

[psrmai] pretty [marjga] mango

[manes], [maneh] sweet

The last example is given as two alternative forms of the word; note the differ-

ence between the extent of nasality in each case, depending on the occurrence
of a fricative [s] or a voiceless vocoid, in broad transcription [h]. Note too that
the glottal stop is not an oral stop.
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Given the proviso that they are not the only prosodic features, we will now
turn to the focus of this chapter: pitch, stress, duration, syllables and rhythm.

6.1 Pitch
Pitch is an auditory property of sounds; native speakers of different languages
can place sounds on a scale from high to low. Changes in pitch produce the
'tune' of the words being spoken. There are basically two ways in which pitch
is used in languages. It can be used to differentiate between individual words
of a language; such languages are called tone languages, for instance, Manda-
rin Chinese. On the other hand, the pitch changes may be made over whole
utterances and not be associated with particular words, as in English. Such pat-
terns of pitch changes are referred to as intonation, which we looked at in sec-
tion 1.3. We have already noted that it is the rate of vibration of the vocal cords
that determines these pitch changes. The movement of the vocal cords together
and apart during vibration produces a series of fluctuations in air pressure
with relatively regular peaks and troughs. If we measure the rate at which the
peaks occur in terms of numbers of complete opening and closing movements
(cycles) per second, this gives us an indication of the pitch. This is known as
the frequency of the sound and is measured in Hertz (Hz). (The older way of
expressing this measurement was 'cycles per second' [cps].) A sound with
200 cycles of pressure change per second is said to have a frequency of 200 Hz.
We shall return to how we can observe frequencies in Chapter Nine.

The frequencies used, whether in tone languages or intonation systems,
vary across speakers, or even for one and the same speaker on different
occasions. In other words, we cannot say that a high tone is always x Hz and
a low tone always y Hz. What is important linguistically is the relationship
between high and low, that is, they are relative terms. As observers, whether
we distinguish between two (high, low) or three (high mid low), or even
more levels of pitch, depends on how useful the resultant categories are in
describing and analyzing the language we are investigating. Pitch levels are a
continuum; the levels relevant to linguistic analysis are expected to be catego-
rical. (Remember our discussion of gradient versus categorical phenomena in
section 3.3.) As a clear indication of the relativity of pitch changes, consider
the different pitch ranges that men, women and children typically use. All Eng-
lish speakers of the same community will have the same system of intonation,
but the actual pitches at which it is realized will vary considerably. In general,
men can go deeper in pitch than women (about 150 Hz for men, about 230 Hz
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for women), and both have deeper ranges than young children. At the top of
the range the frequency is about 450 Hz for both men and women. However, it
is important to remember that in addition to the differences between men and
women in this regard caused by physiology, there is also an overlay of social
convention as to which pitch range is considered appropriate for particular
occasions. For instance, men in Britain often choose to use lower pitch ranges,
but also use high pitches in certain circumstances, for example, when talking
to their own young children, their pets or getting excited at a football match.
Equally, women in authority roles in the West may choose to use the lower
ranges of pitch; Margaret Thatcher was trained to lower her voice for some of
her functions as Prime Minister.

Tone languages use differences of pitch to differentiate between lexical
meanings. Mostly this is not a feature of European languages, but Ewe, Yoruba,
Igbo, Xhosa, Zulu and Kalenjin are all African examples, and Thai, Vietnamese,
Burmese, Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese are all Asian examples. As an exem-
plification of the kinds of tonal system that there are, we can take Mandarin
Chinese. The tones, which are associated with the whole syllable, and the
lexical meanings of the words are given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Mandarin Chinese tones

Tone word meaning

high level fma] mother

high rising ['ma] hemp

fall-rise Tma] horse

hightailing [ma] scold

There are many ways of symbolizing tonal differences; the above is just one
way, using the IPA symbols. (For further discussion and exemplification of
tone languages, see Ladefoged [2006], pp. 247-254.)

Most European languages use pitch changes in a different way. If we take
English as our example, we saw in section 1.3 some of the uses to which pitch
is put. Basically, there is syntactic information, for example, what constitutes
a noun phrase in any particular instance (cf. They are sailing ships in section
1.3), or what might be called non-lexical information. The different pitch pat-
terns of English, the components of which can be referred to as tones, without
implying that English is a tone language, signal what is termed by some lin-
guists information structure, conversational markers, and also the attitude or
feelings of the speaker at the time of utterance. All these aspects of sentence/
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utterance meaning are difficult to describe and are not fully understood.
For English there are some generalities that can be established, but the
more detailed implementation, such as in You might have told me discussed
in section 1.3, does not seem to be subject to clearly generalizable rules of
interpretation. The same intonation pattern may mean different things depend-
ing on the lexical items and syntactic structures chosen.

Information structure deals with the distribution of what the speaker
considers to be old (given) and new information for the hearer. (Note that the
speaker can get this wrong, and is usually corrected quite quickly by the hearer.)
The main sentence stress, which is accompanied by a marked change of pitch,
and is called the tonic stress, falls on the word of the sentence that is consid-
ered to be the focus of new information. If the word is a monosyllable, then the
pitch changes on that; if it is polysyllabic, then the pitch change runs over
the whole word (and sometimes over accompanying unstressed words as well),
though the tonic stress still falls on the stressed syllable of the word. The exam-
ples in (6.4) show how the focus of the utterance, which otherwise has the
same lexical content, can be moved to different lexical items. The tonic syllable
is given in bold. Try saying each one of the possibilities and say what you think
the difference in focus signifies. Note, too, that it is possible to split up what is
one syntactic whole into two or more groups of syllables, known as intonation
groups or tone groups, by having more than one tonic stress.

(6.4) There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

There's a new couple coming to live at the house next door but one.

(For a detailed introduction to information structure and the role of intona-
tion in English, see Halliday [1967] and Brazil, Coulthard and Johns [1980].)

The cues that people use in interchanges to judge what is going on, for
example, whose turn it is, what the communicative intentions of the speaker
are, the assumed relationships between the interlocutors, are varied and can-
not be discussed in detail in this book, but they include fairly simple markers
of endings of turns and hesitation phenomena. In general, English, like many
languages, uses a rising intonation to indicate a question or an intention to
continue speaking, whereas a low fall at the end of an utterance indicates
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finality. To take a simple example, consider a list of items to be bought in
a shop or at a market stall. That the list is continuing, even after a long silence,
is indicated by a high rise; the end of the list by a low fall, as in (6.5).

(6.5) I'd like some 'apples,'pears/oranges, ba'nanas and figs.

A hesitation indicating uncertainty but an intention to hold the floor may be
signalled by maintaining the articulation of a vowel or consonant much longer
than usual, as in (6.6), where the speaker is demonstrating his/her uncertainty
about the accuracy of the number of people involved. (The [m] in ten is an
instance of assimilation and will be dealt with in detail in Chapter Seven.)

(6.6) [te:m:::piipi] are coming to the party tomorrow night.

The attitudinal significance of pitch variations is even more difficult to pin
down, but in English the greater the gap between the highest and lowest pitch
levels in an utterance, the more emotionally involved the speaker is assumed to
be. Thus, a generally low pitch ending in a low fall tends to indicate lack of
interest and/or boredom.

(6.7) That was an .interesting evening.

On the other hand, a low rise followed by a jump in the pitch to high and then
a fall indicates enthusiasm.

(6.8) That was,really v interesting.

The emotional involvement may be of many different kinds, for instance,
anger, enthusiasm, nervousness, surprise, happiness. Just think of the different
ways you can Hello to someone you meet. If you use a high fall, that will indi-
cate pleasure at seeing the other person, but perhaps that you have no time/
reason/desire to talk at that moment. If, on the other hand, you use a fall-rise,
which goes from near the top of your range to the bottom and up again, then
it would be very odd to continue to walk past the addressee and not engage in
a conversation. The use of the extreme pitch ranges in English to indicate per-
sonal involvement either with the addressee(s) and/or the subject matter
explains why such tones are not used in, for example, news bulletins on the
radio or television. Again, consider the ways in which the sentence in (6.9)
could be delivered, and which you would expect to hear from a newsreader.

(6.9) The Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, has resigned.
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6.2 Stress
In section 4.1.6 we noted that a stressed syllable is produced with more mus-
cular energy, making it stand out from the unstressed ones around it, and that
from the hearer s point of view a stressed syllable will be more prominent than
unstressed ones. So stress is relative: syllable a is stressed in comparison with
syllables a, (3, y in (6.10), where C = consonant and V = vowel.

This may represent one word or many. It could, for example, represent the
English sentence See Dad at home [sii 'dasd at houm]. The syllable and its
structure will be discussed further in section 6.4; for now we only need to
know that part of the speech continuum stands out in comparison with the
surrounding sounds, and that the part is always identified as a syllable.

Ladefoged ([2006], p. 112) points out that there is a difference in English
between polysyllabic words spoken in isolation and the same words in a
sentence. So, the stress pattern for a word like pharmacologist is different in the
two circumstances. Try saying the word on its own and then in sentence (6.11)
with the tonic stress on boss. I have marked the stressed syllables simply with
an acute accent over the vowel.

(6.11) The pharmacologist went to see her boss.

You should be able to perceive that on its own the word is given an intonation
pattern similar to a full sentence of the syllabic pattern in (6.12).

(6.12) Carl was stopping it.

So both have the pattern indicated in (6.13).

(6.13) [,famaxkDbd3ist]

[,kaiw9z stopigit]

The reason for this is simple: when uttering any sequence of syllables, a native
speaker of English will automatically give them an intonation pattern. (British
readers of this book should consider the dehumanizing effect of having no
intonation pattern at all by listening to the Daleks speaking in the BBC science
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fiction programme Dr Who.) In the full sentence (6.11) pharmacologist is in
stressed, but pre-tonic position, so the levels of stress are more or less the
same. Some phoneticians distinguish varying degrees of stress, usually up to
four (see the discussion in Ladefoged [2006], p. 114), but in many cases in
English polysyllabic words or sentences it is very difficult to measure or per-
ceive relative degrees of stress. For instance, what are the relative stress levels
of the unstressed, but unreduced diphthongs in the third and fourth syllables
of a word like [in'dAStnalai'zeijn] industrialization? And is the first syllable
reduced or not, since [i] can occur in both stressed and reduced syllables in
most varieties of English?

The main point to note in all this is that stressed syllables can usually be
perceived by native speakers of languages that use different levels of stress in
their lexical items. In English a few words are differentiated only by their stress
pattern, for example, ['mtiiig], [m'tiiig] intrigue, ['dispjuut], [dis'pjuut] dis-
pute, fbilou] billow, [bi'lou] below. (In the last pair this is not the case for those
speakers who have schwa in the first syllable of below.) Mostly, however, differ-
ences in stress pattern, for example between nouns and verbs, is accompanied
by changes in vocoid quality Consider the pairs in Table 6.2, each member of
which belongs to a different syntactic category (though not always nouns and
verbs). Say each one, note the difference of stress pattern, and decide which
category each belongs to. Note that in the case of record in GA the second syl-
lable is reduced (as well as rhotacized): ['jeka^d].

Table 6.2 English stress patterns

['dezat]

fjebl]

['Dbdsikt]

['ogast]

['pamit]

['pjousiidz]

['pjougjes]

['aekod]

[di'zat]

[ji'bel]

[sb'dsekt]

[o'gAst]

[pa'mit]

[pjg'siidz]

[pjs'gaes]

[ji'kod]

In section 1.3 we looked briefly at a function of stress in English which dif-
ferentiates syntactic and/or lexical structure. In this case the distinctions drawn
are between two words in sequence which belong to two different syntactic
categories, for example, verb and noun, and a compound noun. The former
structure takes the main stress on the second word, the noun; in the latter case
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the main stress falls on the first word, indicating a compound. Consider the
two possible structures, and hence interpretations, of (6.14).

(6.14) They're playing cards.

Either this sentence refers to some people playing cards, or it refers to some
objects, which are playing cards. (Note that in the latter case some writers use
a hyphen: playing-cards.) Further examples involving other syntactic catego-
ries for the first word are given in (6.15). Say the pairs and decide which is
which. (Note the difference made in the orthography to indicate the structural
difference.)

(6.15) blackbird blackbird

black board blackboard

paste board pasteboard

green fly greenfly

high brow highbrow

cross words crosswords

four runners forerunners

blue bottle bluebottle

drawing pins drawing-pins

light house lighthouse

This could be extended to other cases where quite different lexical items are
involved, such as he'll support - heel support, we'll base - wheelbase-, wed kill her
- weedkiller.

There is a strange tendency amongst British radio and television newsread-
ers and reporters, who, of course, are reading out their texts, to stress the final
syllable of a sentence or clause, irrespective of its structure (and meaning).
This leads to very odd misinterpretations of what is said, in conflict with the
given context. For example, I once heard an item about a threatened petrol cri-
sis in East Anglia, which was soon going 'to hit the [fo'kots]'. This can only be
understood as/owr courts, which, of course, is nonsense in this context; fore-
courts can only be ['fokots] in line with the examples in (6.15). I assume that
this reflects poor training in reading aloud, and I would not expect the same
people to speak like this in ordinary conversation.

Whereas English does not restrict the main stress to any particular syllable
in all words, other languages do. We saw in Chapter Four that in French stress
falls on the last syllable of any polysyllabic word. (In connected speech this can
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Figure 6.1

be altered for certain specific effects of emphasis and argument.) Czech words,
on the other hand, take the main stress on the first syllable, and Polish on the
penultimate syllable. (Note that exceptions to these statements may be found
in loanwords or minor word types, such as nursery talk.) Speakers of languages
with fixed stress will usually divide up a sequence of beats at equal intervals of
time with a heavier beat placed on every fourth one according to their linguis-
tic stress rules. Figure 6.1 represents a sequence of beats (x) with the stressed
ones indicated by an acute accent; the vertical lines are where a Czech (C),
a Pole (P) and a French speaker (F) will normally hear a break in the sequence.

Other languages restrict the position of main stress in polysyllabic words or
phrases of more than one word, but not just to one syllable; in Modern Greek,
for example, the main stress has to fall on one of the last three syllables. (There
are some sub-rules, which need not concern us here.) If a trisyllabic word is
stressed on the first syllable, but has an unstressed syllable (enclitic) added to
it, for example, an unstressed personal pronoun, then an extra stress has to be
added to break up the four unstressed syllables, as in the examples in (6.16).

(6.16) ['afise] let go ['afi'seme] let me go

['tonoma] the name ['tono'mamu] my name

The loss of the vowel of the definite article [to] is normal elision when two
vowels come together and one is unstressed.

6.3 Duration
So far we have used the terms long and short in a loose, relative way, or as a
description of different phonological categories in some languages. So, if we
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are talking about French phonology, we can say that it does not have a long-
short distinction, but we can also say that the vocalic nucleus of a stressed
syllable is typically longer than the others in a polysyllabic word, without con-
tradicting the former statement because the latter refers to one of the phonetic
exponents of stress, not a phonological distinction. We can also say that the
voiced fricatives in French lengthen any preceding vocoid articulation in a
word-final syllable. Whereas the terms long' and 'short' may be used as pho-
nological terms or as phonetic descriptions, it is preferable to distinguish
between phonological length and phonetic duration. The former, which may
or may not relate to duration (compare our discussion of the different defini-
tions of length in English and in German in Chapter Four), has to be estab-
lished in relation to the ways in which long and short partners behave in
the language concerned, for example, what kind of syllable they can occur in.
The latter is either based on an auditory judgment of relative duration, or is
measured in milliseconds. If we want to check the claim that German has long
consonants with short vowels and vice versa, then we record a number of
native speakers saying the different possibilities (as naturally as possible, given
the unnatural circumstances of recording) and measure each instance of them
from spectrograms (see Simpson [1998]). This will give us ranges of actual
duration in as many instances as we can get, so that we can see whether there
is a clear differentiation between the two categories or not. (That there might
be overlap between the categories is an issue beyond the scope of this book;
see, however, Silverman [2006].) In the conventions of the IPA the length
mark [:] gives the impression that there is some kind of absolute measure of
duration that can be captured by the presence or absence of the symbol. That
impression is underlined even more by the notion that there is such a thing as
'half-length1 [•]. The use of these marks in transcriptions may be impressioni-
stic in the narrow kind, but in broad transcriptions it is usually based on pho-
nological considerations. For instance, in the transcription for RP proposed
by Gimson (1962, and all later editions) the length mark is placed after all the
single symbols representing vowels that can occur in both open and closed
syllables (along with the diphthongs); the vowels that are restricted to closed
syllables, and unstressed [9] and [i], do not have the length mark.

From time to time in what we have discussed so far there has been a sugges-
tion that stressed vowels are longer than non-stressed ones. We shall consider
below the interplay of stress, pitch and duration in continuous speech when we
look at rhythm in the next section, but it is worth noting that so many factors
affect duration that we need to be cautious making any general statements
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about it. For instance, if we look at a sentence of English, as represented in the
spectrogram in Figure 6.2, it is clear that the stressed and unstressed full vow-
els are longer than schwa or unstressed [i] in the early part of the sentence. But
look at the relative duration of the final schwa.

If we examine similar instances with final schwa, we will find that in many
cases they can be longer than a stressed vowel. This has to do with how we fin-
ish our utterances: if they are vowel-final, they tend to be longer than those
that end in a consonant, voiceless ones ending the shortest syllables.

We can also demonstrate the claims I made in section 4.1.8 regarding the
duration of vocoids in English under different circumstances. The spectro-
grams in Figures 6.3-6.5 represent the sentences given below them in phonetic
transcription and orthography. The vocoid articulations are represented by the
dark horizontal bars between the paler or blank portions, the contoid articula-
tions. The horizontal axis of the spectrogram is the time-line, calibrated in
100 milliseconds. Measure each of the vowels and see if my claims hold true in
these cases. (Note that measuring the vocoids in three utterances is no guaran-
tee of generality, but you have to start somewhere.)

The [a] in heart is approximately 300 milliseconds, long; in hard 320; in
car, which is followed by a voiceless fricative, only 220. The [s] in surgery is
170 milliseconds; in surface and service 130. Now try measuring some of the
other vocoids. Also, record some simpler sentences yourself with similar vocoid
articulations as the nucleus of the utterance-final stressed syllable and mea-
sure those, too. If you use the examples in (6.17), compare the measurements
for these three vocoids with those of Figures 6.3-6.5.

(6.17) This is my cart.

This is my card.

This is my car.

6.4 Syllables
Another term we have used frequently in our discussions so far is syllable.
From a purely phonetic (articulatory, acoustic or auditory) point of view there
is no satisfactory definition of a syllable. (See Ladefoged [2006], pp. 237-242,
for a discussion of various attempts to define it.) For this reason we shall
consider phonological issues rather more than we have elsewhere in the
book. However, this does not mean that it is therefore of no use to us. It seems
as though it must be the basic unit of articulating linguistic meaning: any
utterance that has meaning is at least a syllable in length, even very short ones.



Figure 6.2 Spectrogram of The man in the hat looked like my father.

Figure 6.3 [69 hat 83039.11 W9z 9 bit skeji fg mai fcufo] The heart surgery was a bit scary for my father.



Figure 6.5 [69 ka ssvis wsz 9 gjeit sskses fs mai mouts] The car service was a great success for my motor.
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(I am not including here false starts, which may be a single elongated contoid
articulation, but they have no meaning.) In English we can utter a monosyl-
labic word in many contexts and convey an appropriate meaning: [ai] eye, /;
[li] E; [ou] oh, O; [gou] go; [lit] lit; [ten] ten. Any of these could be used as
answers to questions, or in one case as an imperative (Go!). Note that some of
them are just vowels. On the other hand, there are monosyllables that have
a much more complex structure in terms of possible consonants (C) and vow-
els (V) that can go together, such as [twais] twice (CCVC), [list] list (CVCC),
[stiikt] strict (CCCVCC), [twelfBs] twelfths (CCVCCCC). The last example,
with the maximum number of final consonants allowed in English, is morpho-
logically complex: twelve + th + s.

So, we might want to define it as an organizing structure for both arti-
culation and for the phonological system. Once again, we should be careful to
perceive a difference in these two interpretations of the syllable. The latter
interprets the speech continuum as discrete locations (onset, rhyme, nucleus,
coda; see further below) where phonological behaviour can be described. This
means that we assume native speakers process what they hear at the level of
syllables. The former may involve overlap between the components of the
syllable, for example, the delayed voice onset time from the initial consonant
into the following vowel phase, and we will see further examples of feature
overlap below.

The basic syllable structure from a phonological point of view is as in
Figure 6.6. Since this is a theoretical, abstract construct, there are other propos-
als that have been put forward, but I do not intend to discuss them in
this book.

Figure 6.6 Syllable structure.
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Not all the elements have to be realized in any particular syllable. In a previ-
ous paragraph we saw English examples with nucleus only; onset and nucleus;
onset, nucleus and coda. We could also have nucleus and coda, as in [ail] aisle,
I'll; [eim] aim; [il] ill. We saw, too, that onsets and codas can be complex, that
is, contain more than one consonant. (Whether diphthongs should be inter-
preted as V or VV I will not consider here.) It is assumed that usually all
stressed syllables have to have a vocalic nucleus; unstressed syllables may have
consonantal nuclei. We should note that these are phonological interpretations
of speech and do not always take the phonetic reality as the basis of the inter-
pretation. For instance, some phonologists will claim that all syllables have to
have a vocalic nucleus by definition; since consonants are defined as occuring
in the onset or coda, vowels occur only in the nucleus. So, a form such as [liti]
with a syllabic velarized lateral is interpreted phonologically as having a
CVCVC structure: /litel/. This is the origin of many transcriptions in diction-
aries - however misleading they may be from the point of view of actual pro-
nunciation by native speakers. The relationship between this phonological
representation and the pronunciations people use can be described in terms of
a combination of the vowel, realized as the velarization, and the consonant,
realized as the lateral articulation. In such a view two phonological segments
are realized as one phonetic 'segment'.

So, once again, we have to be quite clear about which aspect of speech we
are considering when describing syllabic structure, the phonological or the
phonetic. There are indeed languages that have contoid nuclei, even in stressed
syllables. We saw in section 2.9.6 that Czech has the word [prst] Tor', which has
no vocoid articulation in it. Even in English it is possible to have contoid real-
izations of a syllable nucleus even in stressed position. One of the possible
pronunciations of children besides ['tfiidm] is ['tfidm] with no vocoid articu-
lation at all. As we noted above in the interpretation of syllabic velarized later-
als in English, the resonance component is associated with vocoid articulations
in particular, so one can argue that both vowel and consonantal features over-
lap one another completely. It is also the case that the stressed lateral will be
longer than the unstressed one in little.

This brings us back to duration. Assumed syllabicity in contoid articula-
tions is also related to relative duration. This applies equally to unstressed syl-
lables. If we consider two possible pronunciations of can stain and can sustain,
we will find greater duration in the syllabic sibilant, as indicated in the tran-
scriptions in (6.18).
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(6.18) [kaz'stem] can stain

[kazs'stem] can sustain

(The occurrence of a nasalized fricative as the final consonant of can will be
explained in Chapter Seven.) Some people would differentiate between the
two in a broader transcription than those in (6.18) by using the syllabic mark
I ] in sustain, for example, ['stem] versus [s'stem]. Even in cases of contoid syl-
labic nuclei the type of resonance is relevant. In the case of sustain, which for
most native speakers will also have realizations with an unstressed vocoid
nucleus, for example, [system], the initial sibilant will have central resonance
even without a separately discernible vocoid phase. Compare the different reso-
nance in the initial sibilants in [sjiin] seen (front), [s9sv] serve (central) and
[SYD] saw (back). We can see the limitations of letter-shape transcriptions in
this particular instance: if we write [system], does it mean a long sibilant phase
starting with central resonance or does it mean a very short vocoid phase
between the two sibilants? In hand-written transcriptions (such as those
in Kelly and Local [1989]) it is possible to avoid this ambiguity by writing
the resonance symbols above the contoid symbols; this is more difficult in
computer-generated typescript.

Another instance of the correlation between syllabicity and duration in
unstressed syllables is furnished by English word pairs such as lightning and
lightening. Whilst both may be pronounced ['laitmrj], the latter can also be
pronounced ['laitmq], in which the alveolar nasal is longer than in the former
word. In the case of laterals it may depend both on duration and resonance.
A word like saddling may be ['sasdliq] or ['saedtiq] in SEE; the back resonance
in the second pronunciation indicates syllabicity.

Ladefoged ([2006], p. 238) also points out that stops can be syllabic in
English. This would apply in cases like [wijVbi'keft] we should be careful,
where the bilabial closure is held for longer than in cases like [wrfbi'twiin]
wish between. (The bilabial closure at the end of should is a case of assimilation,
to be discussed in Chapter Seven.) However, Ladefogeds example of today is
not quite the same. Since he indicates a release of the voiceless alveolar closure
([thldei]), this would be better interpreted as a (brief) voiceless nucleus of the
first syllable. This would be clearer, if we transcribed it as [te'dei]; consider also
[ps'teitou] potato. (Remember the voiceless vowels of Japanese in section 3.5.)
Note that we could write the schwa symbol smaller and as a superscript, but do
not forget that, as far as English is concerned at least, we cannot easily read
duration into the letter symbols that we use.
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The way stress is marked according to the conventions of the IPA poses
a few questions that are difficult to answer, or at best they are not as straight-
forward as the convention suggests. The question as to where syllable bound-
aries fall is one that is not always easy to answer. In section 4.1.6 I gave the
transcriptions [ik'stsmmeit] exterminate, [ek'sept] except and [aek'sept] accept.
with the boundary between the two syllables indicated by the stress mark
according to the IPA conventions. In the case of the first example it is not nec-
essarily in the right place. Why is it not [iks'tsmmeit]? Since the rules of Eng-
lish onsets and codas (phonotactics) allow both [st] and [t] onsets and [s] and
[ks] codas, it appears arbitrary to place the syllable before, or after, the [s].
There maybe clues for either interpretation. If there is aspiration of the first [t]
of exterminate, then it must be the sole onset consonant, because in the onsets
[sp-], [st-] and [sk-] the voiceless stops are unaspirated. If there is no aspiration
of the [t], then the onset of the second syllable must be [st-]. This does not give
us a once-and-for-all answer, but indicates that the syllable boundary is vari-
able depending on other aspects of articulation. However, even this categorical
distinction does not reflect syllable boundaries consistently. If we take two
contrasting combinations of words, a tall and at all, it is possible for speakers
to distinguish between them in connected speech, as in (6.19).

(6.19) [9't
hoi] a tall

[at'ofl at all

[at'Tol] at all

In the first of the last two possibilities it appears fairly arbitrary to indicate the
syllable boundary after the [t]. The only reason we do it is the phonological
claim that [t] as sole onset consonant of a stressed syllable must be aspirated.
But the argument is not really based on a detailed phonetic analysis of con-
nected speech (whatever that might turn out to be); rather it is based on what
happens when words are pronounced in isolation. One line of investigation
might revolve around the relative durations of the closure phase of the alveolar
stop. But whatever the outcome of our investigations, it is also the case that in
some instances many speakers of Standard British English do not actually
make the distinction. Another way of putting this would be that the realiza-
tions of the two lexically determined categories overlap. That is to say that both
can be pronounced [a't^oi], though this is more likely in English English than
in North America. The fact of the matter is that degrees of aspiration
in intervocalic voiceless stops in English are variable. In continuous speech
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there are even more problematical cases. Ladefoged ([2006], p. 199) gives the
spectrogram of an utterance of the sentence I should have thought spectro-
grams were unreadable. He points out that the whole phrase should have has no
vocoid articulations and is completely voiceless. The first stress falls on thought,
so Ladefoged transcribes the first part of the sentence up to and including the
first stressed syllable: [aijtf Got]. The question to be asked is why is the syllable
boundary assumed to be just before the [0]? It seems to be a completely arbi-
trary decision. It would be difficult to decide on any grounds where the bound-
ary comes, but [aiJt'fBot], [aiJ'tfBot] both seem possible, though [ai'JtfQot]
seems very unlikely with four contoid articulations in one onset. Reliance on
phonotactic criteria is of no help in forms of natural conversation such as this,
because none of the possible divisions into coda + onset occur in the lexical
storage forms of English.

In post-tonic, intervocalic position, as in reaper, letter, pocket, the variability
of aspiration can lead to a different view of syllable boundaries, namely ambi-
syllabicity. This means that the sound in question belongs to two syllables at
the same time. (Whether this should have a phonetic interpretation in terms of
dividing the duration of the contoid phase into two or an abstract phonologi-
cal interpretation of category overlap is not a question I wish to address here.)
We can say that stops have variable aspiration in ambisyllabic position, unlike
in onsets where they are always aspirated (even if the degree of aspiration var-
ies) or after [s] where they are not aspirated. There are also phonological argu-
ments that can be given to support such an analysis: in words where the first,
stressed syllable is 'short', such as pepper, better, kicker, we need to have a con-
sonantal coda for the first syllable, that is, [bet] is a good English syllable, *[be]
is not. However, a syllabic division: [beta], where the full stop indicates the
boundary, is not defensible either, because English vowels without an onset can
all begin with a glottal closure, even in unstressed syllables, yet no speaker of
SEE would say * [bet?a]. So the answer is that all single intervocalic consonants
are interpreted as ambisyllabic.

I have used the IPA convention for marking the main stress in this book,
because this is the near-universal convention in phonetics books and diction-
aries using the IPA (and even the APA) system of notation that I am aware of.
However, in my own teaching, in order to avoid questions of syllable boundar-
ies, I use an acute accent above the appropriate vowel symbol: for example,
[ftida], [abaut], [fetogjsfe]. Secondary stress can be marked by a similar mark
under the appropriate vowel symbol, or a grave accent over the symbol: for
example, [deklsjeijn] declaration, [fbutegjaefikl] photographical. As long as
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the transcription is consistent, it does not really matter which system you use,
though it is useful to recognize them both.

One final point to be made here about syllables is that no matter what
the phonetics may tell us, native speakers can usually perceive what constitutes
a syllable and what does not. Of course, literate people may be influenced
unduly by the spelling system of their language, but it is quite instructive to
ask people to syllabify other peoples languages. This gives us an insight into
their own language without any encumbrance from writing conventions.

I will take just a few examples of variation in syllable structure and its
perception: from English, Spanish, Arabic, Japanese and Scots Gaelic. If you
say English monosyllabic words beginning with [s] + C, a native speaker of
Spanish or Arabic will tell you you have spoken two syllables. This reflects the
fact that in Spanish and Arabic such onsets are not permitted, [s] + C have to
belong to two different syllables. Speakers of these languages have an [e] or an
[i] in front of the [s] to ensure this syllabic division. This applies to native and
loan vocabulary alike. So this is how Spanish and Arabic speakers hear English
monosyllables such as spike, stain, skin.

In Japanese the syllable structure is very limited: mostly CV ± C[nasai].
There is a complication in the case of Japanese in that many linguists consider
Japanese to be a morale language rather than one based on syllables (e.g.,
Tsujimura [1996]). The mora is a timing unit which can be made up of conso-
nants and/or vowels. However, for the purposes of this simple demonstration,
we do not need to engage with this particular issue, but I will return to it in
section 6.5; all we need to know for the moment is that Japanese does not allow
consonant clusters of the kind we find in English and many other languages.
So when a Japanese speaker hears the Czech word [prst], s/he hears it as four
syllables. If asked to say the word, the likely outcome is [pirisuito], which con-
forms to the requirements of Japanese syllable structure. (The late Professor
Willi Haas, a native speaker of Czech, told me that he had himself tried this
with a speaker of Japanese.)

The final example is from Scots Gaelic. There are quite a number of
words which seem to the non-native speaker to be disyllabic, but are in fact
monosyllabic. For instance, [marav] mairbh 'dead' behaves as a monosyllable;
for example, it cannot have an epenthetic glottal stop after the first vocoid,
*[ma?rov], which would be expected if the [a] was considered to be in a
stressed open syllable, as in /u/ egg5 = [u?]; and it is monosyllabic in Gaelic
metrics. It is not a matter of duration, which can be highly variable and longer
than a lexical schwa. Indeed, in many Scots Gaelic words the post-consonantal
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vocoid articulation is longer than the pre-consonantal one, for example,
[fataiv] falbh going', and compare this with the lexical unstressed schwa in
['fatev] falamh empty'. But nevertheless falbh is monosyllabic. Such words
have idiosyncratic tonal patterns and are the only words that have the duration
pattern given for falbh. The medial consonants involved are always [1 m n r],
which seem to be some kind of sonorant contoid 'interlude' overlaid onto the
vocoid articulation.

So, the syllable is problematical from the phonetic point of view, but is nev-
ertheless useful as a way of talking about stress and rhythm. We will continue
to use the term when we need it, bearing in mind its less than firm basis.

6.5 Rhythm
If we look at a combination of the effects of stress, duration, differences in
vocoid qualities and phonotactic constraints on syllable structure, we can
describe the rhythmic patterns of a language, often quite distinct from one
another. Let us start by looking at two languages which have very different
rhythms, English and French. Originally the difference was referred to as a dif-
ference between stress-timed and syllable-timed rhythms. This was an over-
simplification, based on stress patterns and syllable types. Even though the
facts are more complicated, it is possible to see the basic differences by consid-
ering two sentences, one from each language, with the same meaning. These
are given in phonetic transcription and orthographic form in (6.20) and (6.21).

(6.20) [hi 'went ta 69 ju'naitid 'steits]

He went to the United States.

(6.21) [iletaleozetazy'ni]

II est alle aux £tats-Unis.

In (6.21) I have not tried to separate the words in the phonetic transcription;
syllable structure and word-boundaries are often anisomorphic in French
because of the consonantal linking device known as liaison. In (6.20) there are
three main stresses, an unstressed full vowel and four unstressed syllables with
reduced vowels. Unless a speaker changes tempo in mid-utterance, the stresses
come at regular intervals in English and it does not matter how many syllables
there are in between. From the beginning of the utterance there is one syllable
before the first stress, three before the second and one before the last stress, yet
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the intervals will be more or less of the same duration; hence the term
stress-timed. In (6.21), on the other hand, there is only one main stress, but the
preceding syllables each take up the same amount of time. This is what is
meant by syllable-timed. Whereas in English there is an alternation between
different vocoid qualities and different durations, in French the vocoid articu-
lations are evenly timed and all have full vowel quality. It is possible to break
up French sentences into smaller tone groups and put breaks in various places
depending on the speaker s intentions and assumptions, as we saw for English
in section 6.1. The important point to note here, though, is the difference in
the time taken to utter each syllable: relatively constant in French, variable in
English. Quite an extreme, but perfectly natural example of English rhythm
with five reduced unstressed syllables between the two stresses is given by
Gimson ([1962], p. 278), which I reproduce in a slightly adapted form in (6.22).

(6.22) ['haummsvssilg'bii]

How many of us will there be?

(The [1] in there is another example of assimilation to be discussed in Chapter
Seven.) Note that one word is monosyllabic, which in other circumstances
would have two syllables: many. Even in short utterances monosyllabic words
can occur without syllabicity between two vowels, for example, [ai^k^'nask]
I can ask the word can has no vowel in this instance and its consonants are
distributed over two syllables. We can see that the word-initial [k] is, in fact,
in coda position because it is glottally reinforced and unreleased. So, just as
in French, word boundaries can be ignored in connected spoken English.

A further unit of rhythm is sometimes used, particularly for English but for
other languages, too, the foot. The term refers to the stretch of syllables from
one main stress up to, but not including the next, so feet differ in their make-
up depending on the number and type of syllables involved. In English, feet are
often stress-initial, but do not have to be. Example (6.23) has three feet, each
one starting with a stressed syllable; the boundary is marked by a vertical line.
(6.24) has two feet, the first with an unstressed syllable preceding the tonic
stress. (6.25) has a stress-final foot with three unstressed pretonic syllables.

(6.23) |J6hn was the |best of the |bunch.

(6.24) |He sent |money.

(6.25) |Hewasafan.
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I do not intend to go into the details in this book, but for introductory discus-
sions, see Abercrombie (1965, 1967), Clark and Yallop (1995), Davenport and
Hannahs (2005). Above the level of the foot is the tone group, that we intro-
duced in section 6.1. Various numbers of feet make up an intonational unit.
In the examples (6.20)-(6.22) there is only one tone group in each: (6.20) con-
tains three feet, (6.21) one, and (6.22) two. A single sentence may have more
than one tone group, if the speaker wishes to have more than one focus of
information, as we saw in many of the examples in (6.4).

Some languages have a mixture of both types of rhythm. German, like
English, is said to have a heavy stress, which typically falls on the first syllable
of the root morpheme in words of Germanic origin, and may have accompa-
nying unstressed syllables, for example,/a/zren 'to travel', Fdhrer 'driver, fdhrend
'itinerant', Fdhrerei 'driving around', erfdhren 'to experience', Erfdhrung experi-
ence', Fdhrkarte 'ticket'. However, modern German also has a large number of
loanwords from Latin and Ancient Greek (not all learned words with a
restricted distribution in the population), and their importation has brought
with them a different stress and rhythmic pattern. Most of these words are
stressed on the final syllable of the stem, and some have a penultimate stress +
schwa; the pre-tonic syllables have full vowels in them, as we saw in some
of the examples in section 4.4. In that sense these words are rhythmically
more like French words. See Table 4.5 for a number of examples in addition to
the following: [filozo'fi] Philosophic 'philosophy', [biblio'tek] Bibliothek
'library', [hypo'tek] Hypothek 'mortgage', [0kono'mi] Okonomie economies',
[filo'logs] Philologe 'philologist', [hypo'tezs] Hypothese 'hypothesis'. Even those
loanwords that have a stress earlier in the word than this, even on the initial
syllable, have full vowels in post-tonic positions, for example, [ko'legium]
Kollegium group', ['tvmpanon] Tympanon 'tympanum', and there are some
Germanic words with this pattern, too, for example, [Wbait] Arbeit 'work',
['haimat] Heimat 'home(land)', ['bijofj Bischof 'bishop'. (The last two maybe
pronounced with short vowels in the final syllable: ['haimat], ['bijbf].) So,
German has quite a variety of syllable patterning for different subsets of its
vocabulary.

Another factor in rhythmic patterns is whether or not the language has
a schwa-type vowel restricted to unstressed syllables, like English and German.
Some languages do not, for example, Italian, Modern Greek and Japanese.
Italian and Modern Greek have syllable-timed rhythm; note that there is
a difference between schwa-less syllable-timed languages and those that have
schwa as well, such as French. We have already said that Japanese is usually
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described as a morale language. Basically this means that the timing unit is of
relatively constant duration, just like the syllable in syllable-timed languages,
but the constituents in Japanese are CV, V or C not followed by a V. In (6.26)
I give examples of words with two, three and four moras; each mora is sepa-
rated by a full stop.

(6.26) [to.Ji] year

[a.ki]

[ka.t.ta]

[to.do.ke]

[ni.p.po.rj]

[ta.ke.za.o]

autumn

won
deliver

Japan

bamboo pole

There is an interesting correlation between rhythmic patterns of spoken lan-
guage and poetic and musical forms. This is a large area of investigation and
I can only give two brief pointers to the kinds of issue that are involved. If you
consider the rhythmic patterns of spoken English, it becomes clear that it fits
well with the syncopated rhythms of rock music, as it has developed after
World War II. Take the lyrics and music of the Beatles' song 'Sergeant Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club Band'. For copyright reasons I cannot reproduce even one
line of a published song, but the main beats in the first two lines fall on Sergeant,
Lonely, Hearts and Band', hope, enjoy and show. This may not be quite the same
rhythm as a spoken version of the same sentence; for example, in speech it
would be normal to say [jut] you'll, rather than [ju wit], but it does not seem
to be at odds with the rhythm of spoken English. If, on the other hand, we look
at 'Within You Without You' (from the LP Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band, Parlophone PCS 7027, side two, track one), which is set to a tune in an
Indian style, the words do not fit neatly with the rhythm. Nearly all the sylla-
bles are lengthened, whether stressed or not in the spoken version, so most of
the words are unnaturally drawn out. So we, were, the, a are all elongated and
disyllabic words such as between and people are given syllabic durations of
roughly equal length. I make no attempt to distinguish between the different
durations of each syllable, just give an indication of where lengthening occurs.
Listen to the song and consider the different rhythmic pattern from that of
spoken English; try saying some of the sentences in normal conversational
style for contrast. Of course, since music is based on sets of conventions, which
do not necessarily have to be followed, there is no requirement for lyrics to fit
the music according to the norms of colloquial English, but it is instructive to
see how often they do. Look at a number of recent popular songs and see what
stress patterns you find and how they relate to spoken English.
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6.6 Practice
Practice marking stresses on written sentences of English. This can be done
both on the orthographic form and as part of a phonetic transcription of them.
Try the following and find other examples of your own to practise on.

The whole world looked as though it had just stepped out of its bath.

Something has got to be done about this business before too long.

Are there a lot of them in Paris?

She'll get very cross, if you don't hurry up.
The captain was very particular about having all his buttons polished.
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What we have discussed so far rarely goes beyond the level of the individual
word, except for the discussion of rhythm at the end of Chapter Six. Many

phonologists use the word as a basis for discussions of phonological patterns,
so they give special status to the pronunciation of the word in isolation. This

is referred to as the citation form or the lexical entry form, the one that is
claimed to be stored by native speakers in their mental lexicon. But now it is
time to look beyond the word to connected speech and this will shed further
light on the issue of segmentation. To start with, however, I want to remain at
a fairly modest level in order to present the details of interaction between the
articulators in two syllables only. This will enable us to consider a way of rep-
resenting parametric interplay in a written description. For this exercise I will
restrict myself to English, but this is not to suggest that English is any different
from any other language in this respect.

7.1 Parametric interplay
in disyllabic words

In Chapter Five I pointed out that letter-shape transcriptions give the impres-
sion that connected speech is made up of discrete entities in a chain (concate-
nation is a technical term often used for this stringing together of linguistic

7
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units at any level). We now need to investigate the reality behind this impres-
sion a little more closely. Instead of considering the articulatory positions
for one 'phone' followed by those of another in a way that suggests some kind
of steady state for each individual 'phone' linked together by some rapid transi-
tions, we should be looking at speech as a continuous interplay of moving
articulators, which rarely take up a fixed position for anything more than a few
milliseconds.

We can begin by considering the articulatory movements involved in the
pronunciation of the English words corned beef. In the first instance I shall take
a rather careful (and probably rather unnatural) pronunciation: [khondnbiif].
Notice that for this exercise we need a fairly narrow transcription, but I am not
going to consider stress. It is best to take as a starting point the position of rest
(Figure 7.1), that is, the one we use for normal breathing.

Figure 7.1 The position of rest.

Note that the lips are closed and the velum lowered, to allow for normal
breathing through the nose. So our descriptions should start with a statement
of the position of rest, as in (7.1).

(7.1) Starting from the position of rest, with the lips closed and neutral, the velum

lowered and the tongue at rest,. . . .

This requires us to consider the movements any of these articulators will have
to make to start an utterance. The next statement to make has to refer to the
airstream, as in (7.2).

(7.2) Starting from the position of rest, with the lips closed and neutral, the velum

lowered and the tongue at rest, after an intake of air, a chest pulse initiates

an egressive pulmonic airstream.
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While describing the required articulatory movements, it is important to
keep in mind the different contributions of each of the main articulators: the
vocal cords, the velum, the body of the tongue and the lips. If we are to describe
a word beginning with [m], for example, the lips and the velum need to stay in
their position of rest. The tongue, on the other hand, will move to the position
required for whatever the following vowel will be during the bilabial closure;
similarly, the lips will move to a rounded position, if the following vowel is
rounded, or spread (or stay neutral), if it is not rounded. The vocal cords will
have to vibrate from the beginning of the utterance.

In our case we need to change the tongue position to a velar contact, close
the velum, and open and round the lips; at the same time the vocal cords will
be held apart. It is very important to get the temporal connectives right in
describing the sequence and overlap of movements, so we need to be precise
about whether movement x is carried out before, after or simultaneously with
another movement y or a hold phase. So we need to continue our description
with the movements for the initial stop articulation, as in (7.3).

(7.3) Starting from the position of rest, with the lips closed and neutral, the velum

lowered and the tongue at rest, after an intake of air, a chest pulse initiates

an egressive pulmonic airstream. The back of the tongue rises to make com-

plete contact with the velum, as the velum itself is raised closing off the

nasal cavities. At the same time the lips part and round slightly, and the

vocal cords are held apart.

Note that 'at the same time' indicates (approximate) simultaneity.
We now have to indicate the movement from the consonant to the vowel, as

in (7.4).

(7.4) There is a brief hold phase, during which the lips continue to become

rounder. Then the back of the tongue is moved away from the velum to the

position of a back, open-mid vocoid in the region of CV6. The vocal cords

then start to vibrate.

The hold phase is represented in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.3 is a vowel diagram
for the vocoid articulation [o]. In vocoid articulations the tip of the tongue is
(usually) behind the bottom teeth, so it is unnecessary to say this each time we
describe one. Note that there is a delay between the release of the velar closure
and the onset of vibration of the vocal cords; this is the aspiration indicated in
the transcription.
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Figure 7.2 Position for [k].

Figure 7.3 Vowel diagram for [o].

The next phase is nasal, so we have to refer to the lowering of the velum and
the movement to the next point of contact for the tongue, as in (7.5), with the
position represented in Figure 7.4.

(7.5) The tip of the tongue rises to form an alveolar closure, and the sides of the

tongue come into contact with the upper molars. At the same time the

velum is lowered, allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords

continue to vibrate and the lips are rounded.

It is very important to refer to the side contact of the tongue, since this pro-
duces a central rather than a lateral articulation. Although I have said 'at the
same time' for the lowering of the velum, speakers typically lower the velum
before the end of the vocoid articulation giving nasality to its final phase: [on].
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Figure 7.4 Position for [n].

The final sentence referring to the continuing vocal cord vibration and lip-
rounding is not necessary, if we stick to the convention that an articulation
continues until it is specifically referred to as ceasing, but it is quite helpful
when doing this kind of exercise to remind oneself of the position of all the
major articulators.

Next is the velic closure to stop the airflow escaping through the nose at the
end of the first syllable. (7.6) is (7.5) with the extra statement added.

(7.6) The tip of the tongue rises to form an alveolar closure, and the sides of

the tongue come into contact with the upper molars. At the same time the

velum is lowered, allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords

continue to vibrate. There is a hold phase during which the velum is closed,

shutting off the nasal cavities, and the lips move to a neutral position.

Note that what we, as linguists, interpret as two consonants is produced by the
closing of the velum part way through an alveolar stop hold phase. It is this
movement of only one articulator that signals the change from one consonant
to another, but movement of the articulators in itself is not a sufficient crite-
rion for segmental status, if we insist on a segmental approach. Articulators
move throughout vocoid articulations, whether they are monophthongs or
diphthongs, the vocal cords start vibration part way into a vocoid articulation,
and plosives have three phases produced by (at least) two movements, closure
and release, yet none of these is usually interpreted as a change from one seg-
ment to another. From a purely articulatory point of view it is very difficult to
pinpoint segment boundaries, and indeed steady states. The easiest steady state
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to discern is probably the hold phase of a stop, but even in this case there are
changes in muscular tension as the closure movement prepares to alter to the
release movement. (See, however, Pike [1943] for his peak and trough defini-
tion of a segment, referred to in section 5.1.)

The second oral stop phase of corned is unreleased, as is normal in con-
nected English, which means it is held in place until the bilabial closure has
been made. It is then released, and hence inaudible. The different possibilities
of overlap of gestures and loss of some of them will be considered below. What
is being described at the moment is a fairly careful, formal pronunciation
(which is not necessarily the one people use in everyday conversation). (Note
that when I use the word careful', there is no implication that such a pronunci-
ation is, therefore, 'better' than any other. Linguists and phoneticians generally
do not subscribe to the view that value judgments about what is and what is
not correct' in linguistic usage are entailed in their investigations and descrip-
tions.) (7.7) takes us into the beginning of the second syllable, and Figure 7.5
shows the overlap of the two stop positions.

(7.7) The tip of the tongue rises to form an alveolar closure, and the sides of

the tongue come into contact with the upper molars. At the same time the

velum is lowered, allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords

continue to vibrate. There is a hold phase during which the velum is closed,

shutting off the nasal cavities, and the lips move to a neutral position.

Towards the end of the hold phase the lips come together in a complete

closure.

Figure 7.5 Overlap of [d] and [b].
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The removal of the alveolar closure and side contact with the upper molars
means that the body of the tongue can move into the position needed for the
start of the next vocoid articulation [ii], (7.8) takes us into this next phase.

(7.8) Towards the end of the hold phase the lips come together in a complete

closure. The alveolar and side contact is released and the main body of the

tongue moves to the position of a front close-mid vocoid, considerably

retracted from CV2. The bilabial closure is then released, as a new chest

pulse initiates a new syllable, the lips spread and the tongue moves slightly

forwards and upwards in the direction of CV1.

The amount of lip-spreading, and rounding, for that matter, is very variable
in native speakers of English. The division into front and central with spread
lips on the one hand, and back with rounded lips on the other (e.g., Gimson
[1962]) is rather artificial and misleading. We may note that from a phonolo-
gical point of view in English lip-rounding does not have a discriminating
function of the kind we saw in French and German in Chapter Four.

Finally, we need to specify the articulation of [f], as in (7.9).

(7.9) As the tongue is finishing its trajectory in a front-closing direction, the

bottom lip is moved up towards the top teeth, which make light contact

with the inside surface of the lip. At the same time the vocal cords cease

vibrating. The air escapes with local audible friction. The articulators then

return to the position of rest.

The inclusion of the final sentence is a reminder that articulation has finished.
It is important to remember that in the case of utterance-final unreleased

Figure 7.6 Vowel diagram of [ii].
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stops, for example, the main articulators will return to the position of rest
after all the others have been relaxed at the end of the utterance. If we wish,
we can include a statement about the relative duraton of the vocoid phases of
each syllable; in this case the first vocoid is relatively longer than the second,
because the former has voicing in the following coda, whereas the latter does
not. Note that the fact that the second syllable takes the primary stress, that is,
corned beef, does not change the relative durations.

(7.10) is a complete description, combining all statements we made above.
The section in between the asterisks is the section to be replaced in the alterna-
tive pronunciations described in (7.11)-(7.13).

(7.10) Starting from the position of rest, with the lips closed and neutral, the

velum lowered and the tongue at rest, after an intake of air, a chest pulse

initiates an egressive pulmonic airstream. The back of the tongue rises to

make complete contact with the velum, as the velum itself is raised, closing

off the nasal cavities. At the same time the lips part and round slightly, and

the vocal cords are held apart. There is a brief hold phase, during which the

lips continue to become rounder. Then the back of the tongue is moved

away from the velum to the position of a back, open-mid vocoid in the

region of CV6. The vocal cords then start to vibrate. **The tip of the

tongue rises to form an alveolar closure, and the sides of the tongue come

into contact with the upper molars. At the same time the velum is lowered,

allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords continue to

vibrate. There is a hold phase during which the velum is closed, shutting off

the nasal cavities, and the lips move to a neutral position. Towards the end

of the hold phase the lips come together in a complete closure. The alveo-

lar and side contact is released and the main body of the tongue moves to

the position of a front close-mid vocoid, considerably retracted from CV2.

The bilabial closure is then released, as a new chest pulse initiates a new

syllable, the lips spread and the tongue moves slightly forwards and

upwards in the direction of CV1 .** As the tongue is finishing its trajectory

in a front-closing direction, the bottom lip is moved up towards the top

teeth, which make light contact with the inside surface of the lip. At the

same time the vocal cords cease vibrating. The air escapes with local audi-

ble friction. The articulators then return to the position of rest.

We can now consider alternative, more usual pronunications of this
sequence, with a particular focus on the coda+onset sequence: [nd'b]. The
following are all possible alternatives: [khDmbnbiif], [khommbiif], [khombiif],
and there will be varying degrees of nasality on the first vocoid. (I am not con-
cerned with which is/are the most common, and I am not sure anyone actually
knows.) The two phenomena displayed by these alternatives are usually
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referred to as assimilation and deletion, both of which we shall consider fur-
ther in the next section. For now just note the differences in the descriptions,
which I give as (7.11), (7.12) and (7.13), respectively. These only refer to the
medial contoid phases; the rest of the description remains the same as in (7.10)
in each case.

(7.11) The lips come together in a complete closure. At the same time the velum

is lowered, allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords con-

tinue to vibrate. There is a hold phase during which the velum is closed,

shutting off the nasal cavities, and the lips move to a neutral position. The

bilabial closure is maintained, as a new chest pulse initiates a new syllable.

During the bilabial closure the tongue moves from the back position to the

position of a front close-mid vocoid, considerably retracted from CV2. The

bilabial closure is then released, the lips spread and the tongue moves

slightly forwards and upwards in the direction of CV1.

(7.12) The lips come together in a complete closure. At the same time the velum

is lowered, allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords con-

tinue to vibrate. The bilabial closure is maintained, during which the velum

continues to allow air to pass through the nose, and the lips move to a

neutral position. The bilabial hold phase continues during which the velum

is closed, shutting off the nasal cavities, as a new chest pulse initiates a

new syllable. During the bilabial closure the tongue moves from the back

position to the position of a front close-mid vocoid, considerably retracted

from CV2. The bilabial closure is then released, the lips spread and the

tongue moves slightly forwards and upwards in the direction of CV1.

(7.13) The lips come together in a complete closure. At the same time the velum

is lowered, allowing air to escape through the nose. The vocal cords con-

tinue to vibrate. The bilabial closure is maintained, during which the velum

is closed, shutting off the nasal cavities, and the lips move to a neutral posi-

tion as a new chest pulse initiates a new syllable. During the bilabial closure

the tongue moves from the back position to the position of a front close-

mid vocoid, considerably retracted from CV2. The bilabial closure is then

released, the lips spread and the tongue moves slightly forwards and

upwards in the direction of CV1.

The first two have more or less the same duration for the bilablial closure and
the tongue movement from back to front. In the last version both the hold
phase and the tongue movement are shorter. Figure 7.7 gives the movement of
the tongue body during the bilabial hold phase in these cases.

This has been a deliberately extended consideration of articulatory move-
ments and their interrelationships, in order to emphasize the complexity of
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Figure 7.7 Tongue movement for [o] to [ii].

what our letter-shape and diacritic transcriptions represent. I now want to
consider one or two further examples of spoken English, covering phenomena
that did not occur in corned beef, before going on to consider in more detail
features of connected speech such as assimilation, that we have come across
once or twice so far.

To exemplify the remaining articulatory details I shall take three simple
monosyllables: [poMf] hot, [gadj guard (with a released final stop) and
[o gsteo ] girls. In each case I will omit the details of the starting position, which
is the same as in (7.10).

(7.14) [DD?f]

The velum is closed, the lips part and become rounded, and, as the jaw

lowers, the tongue takes up the position of a back, low vocoid, raised and

considerably advanced from CVS. The vocal cords are held apart, as the

egressive pulmonic air is expelled. The vocal cords then begin to vibrate,

but after a brief vocoid phase are shut tightly together. At the same time

as the glottal closure (or very slightly after it) the tip of the tongue rises

to make a complete closure at the alveolar ridge, with the sides making

contact with the upper molars. The articulators then return to the position

of rest.
• •

(7.15) [.god.]

The velum is closed and the back of the tongue is raised to make a com-

plete contact with it. The vocal cords start vibrating just before the release

of the velar stop. Then the tongue moves down to the position of a back,

low vocoid, raised and considerably advanced from CVS, as the jaw lowers.

The lips remain neutral or spread. The tip of the tongue then moves up to
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form a complete closure at the alveolar ridge, with the sides making

contact with the upper molars. The vocal cords cease to vibrate and then

the alveolar stop is released. The articulators then return to the position of

rest.

(7.16) Lgsfa]

The velum is closed and the back of the tongue is raised to make a com-

plete contact with it. The vocal cords start vibrating just before the release

of the velar stop. Then the tongue moves down to the position of a mid,

central vocoid, as the jaw lowers slightly. The tip of the tongue moves up

to make a complete contact on the median line of the oral cavity with no

side contact with the upper teeth, allowing the air to escape laterally. At

the same time the back of the tongue is raised in the direction of the

velum, hollowing out the centre of the tongue and giving back resonance

to the lateral. Then the sides of the tongue move up to make side contact

with the upper molar, as the tip is lowered slightly to form a narrow groove

through which the air escapes with local audible friction. During the fric-

tion the vocal cords cease to vibrate, and then the articulators return to the

position of rest.

7.2 Connected speech phenomena
The phenomena to be discussed in the following sections are usually described
in terms of some kind of process or change. (See, e.g., the definition of assi-
milation in Ladefoged [2006], p. 291.) In purely phonetic terms this is at best
a metaphor for certain kinds of phonological relationships, at worst it presents
a misleading picture. In any utterance a speaker uses a particular sequence of
movements of his or her articulators, but in no sense changes one articulation
into another during speech. The examples of assimilation of place of articula-
tion in (7.11)-(7.13) are mutually exclusive alternatives to one another, and
that is how I will present the phenomena we find in connected speech - as
alternative pronunciations of the same lexical items.

7.2.1 Assimilation
It is possible to find alternations in any of the parametric features, but perhaps
the most common is variation in the place of articulation. For instance, the
final nasal of the English word ten typically shares its place of articulation with
that of any obstruent in the onset of the following word, as in (7.17). (I have
separated the words in the transcription to highlight the variation.)
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(7.17) [tern men] ten men

[ten)frendz]ten friends

[ten 9inz] ten things

[ten tents] ten tents

[ten tfez] ten chairs

[teg gsi-z] ten girls

The minus sign under [n] indicates a palatoalveolar contact. If the following
word starts with a vowel, or is utterance-final, then the nasal is alveolar, for
example, [ten egz] ten eggs, [Ss ws ten] there were ten. Note that some
people, on occasion, especially as an indication of not wishing to continue
with a particular topic of conversation, will use utterance-final bilabiality, as
in (7.18).

(7.18) A: How many have you got?

B: [tern]

(Cf. also [noirp"1] nope for no, and [je'p"1] for yes.)
The alternations in (7.17) are not random, they are rule-governed. Firstly,

it is always the place of articulation of the onset consonant that is shared by
the coda nasal. Secondly, it is not just any nasal that is subject to assimilatory
variation. Thus, the coda [m] in same girls does not assimilate: *[seir) gsiz],
and nor does coda [g]: *[saem bou6] in she sang both songs. A further point
to note is that assimilation in English is not obligatory; it is optional, but
very common. There is also variation restricted to alternations between bila-
bial and labiodental points of contact, as in [fsm mAstz] firm muscles,
[fam kDntiaekt]/frm contract but [fsrq fiendz] firm friends. This is quite com-
mon amongst SEE speakers. (There are some English accents in which lexical
[m] in a limited number of words, especially some, does actually assimilate
to other places of articulation, e.g., [SAIJ gstz] some girls, but most [m]-final
words do not. I use the term 'lexical' of a sound to refer to the sound of the
lexical entry form spoken in isolation.)

It is not just the lexical alveolar nasal that is subject to assimilatory variation
in this way; the oral alveolar stops are, too. In (7.19) and (7.20) I give a range of
examples for each one. It is important to note that the coda stops must be unre-
leased, if they are assimilated; * [gub boi] for good boy with a release phase
between the two bilabial closures is not possible.

(7.19) [hoVpaizl hot pies

[hoV fuud] hot food
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[ho'Y 6ir)z] hot things

[hoV deiz] hot days

[hoV tjiiz] hot cheese

proV keiks] hot cakes

(7.20) [gubn paiz] good pies

[gubn fuud] good food

[gucT 0irjz] good things

[gud" deiz] good days

[gucT tfiiz] good cheese

[gixf keiks] good cakes

Assimilation of this type where a sound shares a feature or features with the
following one is referred to as regressive or anticipatory assimilation. (It is
also called right-to-left assimilation in segmental concatenation approaches.)
It can work the other way, however, as in the examples of syllabic nasals in
(7.21). This is called progressive or perseverative assimilation (left-to-right)
and is less common in English than the regressive type.

(7.21) [has?pm] happen

[ko^tn] cotton

[6i?kr)z] thickens

If the preceding stop is released into a vocoid (schwa), then no assimilation
takes place, for example, [haepsn], [9iksn].

Another kind of place assimilation occurs in English when one of [t d s z]
is followed by [j] or []"]. Phonologists often refer to this as 'palatalization, but in
fact the alternation is between alveolars and palatoalveolars. (No doubt the term
'palatoalveolarizatiori is rather off-putting.) In (7.22) I give examples with [j].

(7.22) [mis ju] [mifju] miss you

[wgz JArj] [w93 JArj] was young

[hitju] [hitf ju] hit you

[wud ju] [wud3 ju] would you

The extent to which there is a palatal approximant phase varies along with the
duration of the friction, so we find [mij Ju], [miju], [wudsu], for instance.
Again, this kind of assimilation is usually optional, though in my own speech
[hae3 Ji] has she, for instance, is obligatory. With more than two consonants the
extent of the assimilation is variable, too; consider the different possibilities
in (7.23) and try to decide which you do.
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(7.23) [stjuudnt] student

[stfjuudnt]

[ftjjuudnt]

[last jis] last year

[lostjra]

[loftjra]

Although I have transcribed the assimilated sounds as [f] and [3], they are not
always the same as lexical [f] and [3] in sheep and massage, respectively. Tongue
contact is not necessarily exactly the same, and lip-rounding may be absent
from the assimilated ones. Local (1992) investigated a number of instances of
assimilated and lexical palatoalveolars, as in sentences like This shop is a fish
shop, and showed that there were indeed differences between the two types.
Nolan, Hoist and Kiihnert (1996) have also investigated the range of possible
articulations for a [sj] sequence. This brings us once again to the issue of
letter-shape transcriptions. Since letters are discrete from one another, any
kind of blending of one articulation into another, such as a slow shift from
alveolar to palatoalveolar contact, is impossible to transcribe. Provided we
recognize the disparity between what actually occurs in instances of place
assimilation and how we represent it in our transcriptions, then our over-
simplified letter-representations will suffice. The same applies to the cases
of assimilation in (7.17), (7.19) and (7.20); it is not a question of assimilated or
not assimilated, but rather one of degrees of assimilation.

Yet another kind of place assimilation affects English [0] and [6], though
the alternations are different in each case. Both assimilate to an adjacent
(preceding or following) [s] or [z] in terms of place of articulation. Again there
is an oversimplification in the transcription of the alternants as alveolar, as
there are a number of slightly different points of contact. Consider the exam-
ples in (7.24).

(7.24) [liz sirjks] Liz thinks

[bous saidz] both sides

[6is sir)] this thing

[bous zuuz] both zoos

[louz zuuz] loathe zoos

[louz SAII] loathe sun

[mis zast] miss that

[waz zaet] was that

In the case of [6] there are other circumstances in which assimilation takes
place, but both place and manner of articulation are involved. When a lateral
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or a nasal precede lexical [6], it is very common to find assimilation to a
(dental) lateral approximant or a (dental) nasal stop, as in (7.25).

(7.25) [oib] all the

[from no] from the

[in ns] in the

[bug ns] bring the

Notice that in the case of the lateral the first one is velarized but the second
one is not. In the case of in the we see different features in different assimila-
tory relationships, that is, [nasal] and [stop] are progressive, while [dental] is
regressive. It is also interesting to note that there is a distinction of duration
of the nasal between in the and in a, which native speakers use as a cue to
which is being said. The duration of either one is very short, especially in
unstressed syllables, and the difference itself is very small, but it is of phono-
logical signifance to native speakers of English, and so is usually obvious' to
them. Try saying [in no] and [in a] any number of times in any order and see
if others can tell which you are saying. (Whether in the first example the nasal
is dental or alveolar, which it is for some speakers, does not matter for the pur-
poses of testing duration differences.)

As we have already said, in English the assimilation discussed above is
optional, but very common, and indeed normal for many speakers, but now we
can consider a language where assimilation is obligatory. It also involves both
progressive and regressive assimilation of different features at the same time.
Modern Greek has a number of unstressed forms that end in [n] when spoken
in isolation or before vowels, for example, some of the forms of the definite
article and the negative particle, [den]. So we find alternations between the
nominative (subject) form and the accusative (object) form of nouns begin-
ning with a voiceless stop in isolation, and similar alternations in verbs with
and without a preceding negative particle, as exemplified in (7.26) and (7.27),
respectively.

(7.26) [i porta] the door (nom)

[tim borta] the door (ace)

[i trapeza] the bank (nom)

[tin drapeza] the bank (ace)

[i kori] the girl (nom)

[tig gori] the girl (ace)

(7.27) [pirazi] it matters

[6em birazi] it doesn't matter
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[trayu6o] I sing

[6en drayu6o] I don't sing

[klinis] you close

[6eg glinis] you don't close

Voicing assimilation is progressive, and place assimilation is regressive.
We have now moved on to other features that assimilate. Phonation charac-

teristics can also be shared by sounds in contact. The voicing in the examples
of Modern Greek above furnishes examples of this. It also occurs in French,
especially in cases of common collocations, for example, [kogd0] coque d'ceuf
'egg-shell', whereas coque in other environments is [kok], and [JmetfeK]
chemin defer 'railway'. In French both voice and voicelessness can be shared by
two adjacent obstruents; the lexical phonation of the second consonant is the
one that is shared.

Nasality may also be shared by English consonants in some environments.
In section 7.1 one of the alternatives for corned beef was [khommbiif]. As well
as regressive place assimilation there is progressive nasal assimilation of the
final stop of corned. There are also limited examples of regressive nasal assimi-
lation in English, for example, [wunnt] wouldn't, though hidden would not be
*[hmn]. German has similar nasal assimilation in cases where a preposition
ending in a nasal immediately precedes the definite article, for example,
[in nen], in den, [in ni] in die 'into the' (the former masculine, the latter
feminine).

In the examples in (7.25) manner assimilation is also involved. In some vari-
eties of English, stops, especially those that are lexically alveolar, can alternate
with fricatives and approximants, depending on the manner of the following
consonant; the place of articulation also varies according to the following con-
sonant. So, in Stockport, for instance, the forms in (7.28) are common (see
Lodge [1984]). (The vocoid articulations are different from those of standard
British English (SEE), hence the different symbols; see Chapter Eight.)

(7.28) [deu uof] dead (= very) rough

[dej jogg] dead young

[tew wemen] ten women

[tei ladz] ten lads

Notice that in the last example the final lateral of ten is not velarized, any more
than a final [m] or [n] would be in this word. We will return to variation in
manner of articulation in section 7.2.2 on lenition.
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All these examples have dealt with adjacent sounds in one way or another.
However, some phonetic features seem to work over a greater distance. We have
already noted resonance in English laterals and r-variants (see section 3.6 and
the introduction to Chapter Six) as such a feature, and in a word in utterance-
final position velarization affects the whole of the final coda; for example,
[so!YtY] salt, [fii!YdY]//e/d are narrow representations of these words. But there
are vocoid features which also have this characteristic in some languages.
Languages which use this system of vocoid assimilation in lexical and mor-
phological discrimination are usually referred to as harmony languages. There
is a large literature on these languages, many of which are found in Africa, but
since a phonological description of the workings of the systems is complex, I
do not intend to go into details here. What we need to note, however, is that
vocoid articulations in particular over a number of syllables share one or more
features. There are a number of commonly cited examples (not from Africa),
for example, Finnish, Hungarian and Turkish. I will look briefly at Turkish.

In native Turkish words the vowels in each syllable have to agree with each
other in terms of frontness or backness. As in many languages, the low, central
vowel [a] patterns with the back vowels. (7.29) contains a number of examples
showing this harmony pattern. (In Turkish orthography the high, back, spread
vowel is written with an undotted /.)

(7.29) [tjbd3uk] goov^(boy)

[tytyn] tutun (tobacco)

[kibrit] kibrit (match)

[oda] oda (room)
[kutu] kutu (box)

[kuibnus] Kibris (Cyprus)

There is a further limitation on the possible sequence of vowels: spread vowels
go with spread vowels, but rounded ones can be followed by low, spread, as
in oda in (7.29), or high, rounded ones, as in focuk. Note that I am using
the features [high] and [low] relatively, that is, phonologically, as Turkish
only distinguishes two tongue heights. In phonetic terms there is considerable
variation within each of these categories, for example, what I transcribe broadly
as [e] maybe anything between [e] and [ae] in terms of lowness.

The resultant sequences of vowels in Turkish are summed up in Table 7.1.
One consequence of these limitations is that [o] and [0] can only occur
in the first syllable of a native Turkish word. There are a lot of loanwords
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Table 7.1 Turkish vowel harmony

[i] or [e] are followed by [i] or [e]

[ui] or [a] are followed by [ui] or [a]

[y] or [0] are followed by [y] or [e]
[u] or [o] are followed by [u] or [a]

in Turkish, which do not fit the pattern, for example, [otobys] otobus 'bus'
(from French); [dsami] cami 'mosque' (from Arabic). However, Turkish is a
language that uses a lot of suffixation to produce sets of related vocabulary,
and the vowels of the suffixes all have to harmonize with the final stem vowel,
whether the word is native or a loanword, as exemplified in (7.30).

(7.30) [tfod3uklar]

[kibritler]

[hatuirlamak]

[0ksyrmek]

[tytyndsy]

[tytyndsyde]

[kmbnusta]

[odada]

[odalar]

[hukukdsu]

[otobyste]

[otelde]

<;ocuklar

kibritler

hatirlamak

oksurmek

tutuncu

tutuncude

Kibrista

odada

odalar

hukukcu

otobuste

otelde

(boys)

(matches)

(to remember)

(to cough)

(tobacconist)

(at the tobacconist's)

(in Cyprus)

(in the room)

(rooms)

(lawyer)

(in the bus)

(in the hotel)

Try to work out each of the separate stems and suffixes, and check that they
follow the harmony pattern. There are consonantal alternations in some of the
suffixes; can you explain them from a phonetic point of view?

This presentation of the Turkish harmony system has been simplified. From
what we have said about resonance features it is very unlikely that the conso-
nants are not involved as well. For a more detailed discussion of the harmony
system, which discusses the consonants as well, see Waterson (1956). There are
even more complicated harmony systems such as that found in the group of
related dialects referred to as Kalenjin, a southern Nilotic language spoken in
Kenya, in which the phonetic relationships in the vowels and the consonants
are not so straightforward. A discussion of such systems would lead us into a
discussion of the relationship between phonetics and phonology, which would
go beyond the scope of this book. (See, however, Local and Lodge [2004],
Lodge, Local and Harlow [in prep.], Lodge [to appear].)
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Some languages display what we might call purely phonetic harmony, that
is, there is no associated grammatical meaning with the alternations of the
kind we saw in Turkish. Lass ([1984], p. 303) gives an example from East Fife
(Scotland), where the final unstressed vocoid articulation of the ending usu-
ally written -y varies according to the tongue-height of the preceding stressed
vocoid in disyllabic words, as in (7.31).

(7.31) [pyse] pussy

[ke?e] kitty

Some French speakers also use harmony in the pre-tonic unstressed mid
vowels, as in (7.32). In this case the tongue-height of the final (stressed) vowel
determines whether the preceding stem-vowel is high-mid or low-mid. (See
Dell [1980], p. 189.)

(7.32) [sede] ceder (to surrender)

[sedKa] cedera ((he/she) will surrender)

Interestingly, some French speakers spell cedera with a grave accent: cedera, no
doubt partly under the influence of the [e] in the stem and the related verb
form cede 'he/she surrenders' with the same vocoid [e].

7.2.2 Lenition and fortition
These are traditional terms, which are not phonetic terms. They mean
'weakening' and 'strengthening', respectively, and are used most often with
reference to historical developments in various languages. They do have
a phonetic basis, though. Lenition relates to the degree of obstruction in the
oral cavity between the articulators. Stops, that is, those with the greatest degree
of obstruction, are seen as the 'strongest' articulations and the low vocoids as
the 'weakest'. In many instances of historical development a sound can be lost
completely, and so loss is the 'weakest' stage of all. For instance, the bilabial stop
in Vulgar Latin (i.e., the spoken language, as opposed to the written, Classical
variety) parabolare 'to speak' (along with two syllables in this case) has been
lost in French purler and Italian parlare, both of which languages are descen-
dants of Latin. So we can establish a gradual development through slightly
different degrees of stricture, as in Figure 7.8. (Compare this with the schema
in Lass [1984], p. 178, in which he incorporates another dimension, that of
voicing, that need not concern us here.) So lenition, and fortition, which is a
change in the opposite direction, i.e. right to left in Figure 7.8, is related to the
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[stop] -> [affricate] -> [fricative] -> [approximant] -> [vocoid] -» 0

Figure 7.8 Lenition schema.

manner of articulation. As an example from historical linguistic development
I will take one instance of the so-called High German sound shift, which
affected the voiceless stops. It is assumed to have taken place between AD 400
and 700, and was one of the distinguishing characteristics which marked High
German, and subsequently modern standard German, from the other Ger-
manic dialects at the time, the modern descendants of which include Dutch
and English. If we compare some words of modern English with their equiva-
lents in modern German, we can see a pattern of stops, affricates and fricatives
that we can relate to part of the lenition schema in Figure 7.8.1 will take the
alveolars by way of exemplification in (7.33); the first row exemplifies word-
initial position, the second row intervocalic and the third word-final.

(7.33) [ten] ten [tsen]zenn

[woto] water [vasA] Wasser

[Saet] fnaf [das] das

Although lenition is seen as an essentially historical process, there are
examples in phonological alternations, too. The High German sound shift has
a very close parallel in the English spoken in Liverpool. Here most speakers
have affricates rather than stops in word-initial position and fricatives in inter-
vocalic and final position, so we find: [tsen], [woss] and [das] for the English
words in (7.33). There is variation in the exact type and place of contact, as
well as phonation variability, but the pattern is remarkably like that of High
German. (See also the discussion in section 5.3.) Even in SEE in continuous
speech speakers may use fricatives rather than stops in intervocalic position,
for example, [biys] bigger, [laezs] ladder. In Spanish, another descendant of
Latin, there are alternations between stops and approximants that reflect the
historical development, for example, [baqka] banca 'bank', but [la JJaqka] la
banca 'the bank'; the latter is intervocalic, as in [a]3er] haber 'to have.

Fortition seems to be less common than lenition, but can be exemplified
in the historical development of Vulgar Latin [majore] 'bigger' into French
[masoeK] with a fricative rather than an approximant, and Italian [maddsiore]
with an affricate.
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7.2.3 Dearticulation
We have seen a number of cases where the articulation involves features
additional to a single oral obstruction, such as two points of contact, glottal
reinforcement, velarization. These are often referred to as 'secondary' articula-
tions, but it is not at all clear why some aspects of articulation should be singled
out as primary' and others 'secondary', other than by an arbitrary convention.
And are there 'tertiary' articulations? It is possible in some of these cases to
remove one or more of the articulatory gestures and retain a different, but
similar sound. For instance, if we consider a velarized lateral [1], it has tongue
contact at the alveolar ridge and a raised back of the tongue. If the alveolar
contact is taken away, we have a vocoid articulation [o] or [Y], depending on
lip-position, and this is both a historical development that we find in, for
example, earlier forms of French and Portuguese, and an alternation in many
varieties of English, for example, London [fio]fill9 but [film] filling, where the
velarized lateral of other accents has been1 dearticulated, but still alternates
with the non-velarized lateral. It is clear from this development that the
so-called secondary feature of velarization is the important clue for syllable-
final III in many varieties of English. Dearticulation removes the 'primary'
articulation and leaves behind the 'secondary' one. It is often difficult to tell
whether an alveolar contact has been made when listening to colloquial speech,
but this makes no difference to comprehension. (For further comment on this,
see Carter [2003], p. 238.)

Another example is furnished by the alternations and developments involv-
ing glottally reinforced stops. In English glottally reinforced [?t], in particular,
but also to a lesser extent [?p] and [?k], can loose the oral contact, leaving
a simple glottal stop [?]. English is not the only language where this develop-
ment has taken place. Burmese has reduced the earlier contrasts in the final
stops to just [?]; and in Malay there are obligatory alternations between [?k]
and [?], for example, [gala?] : [gala^kan] encouragement'. In some Malay dia-
lects, for example, Kelantan and Trengganu, the only coda stop allowed is [?].

In a similar way voiceless obstruents alternate with [h]. If the oral articula-
tion is taken away, the position of the vocal cords remains the same and
a vocoid posture of some kind is taken up in the mouth. In Malay [s] and [h]
alternate, for example, [kipas] or [kipah] (= [kipaa])/an. In Liverpool, too, we
find examples such as [woh] what, and [sumhan] something.

Some phonologists refer to this as another kind of lenition, for example,
Harris (1994), but it is clearly not allied to the degree of obstruction schema
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that we established in Figure 7.8 from a phonetic point of view. The interpreta-
tion here is more in line with that offered by Lass ([1984], pp. 177-181), which
he presents as a different kind of lenition from the one based on manner of
articulation.

7.2.4 Timing variation, 'deletion' and 'insertion'
The phenomena I want to discuss in this section are usually handled as dele-
tion or insertion, or sometimes alternations with zero, but I have already
sounded a warning about this over-simplified interpretation in section 5.2.
What we find is variation in the relative timing of articulatory movements.
Nevertheless, there are cases where it is helpful from a phonological point of
view to see some of the alternant forms as alternants with zero in comparison
with other possibilities. So, in English we can hear both [last wiik] and
[las wiik] for last week. In the latter example we are indicating that there is no
stop phase, and that the consonantal phase [-stw-] is shorter than [-sw-]. From
a phonological perspective, like many of the phenomena we have considered
in this chapter, in English this alternation with zero is optional, but rule-
governed. There are only certain circumstances under which it can take place.
The three consonants of the longer variant have to be distributed as follows:
CC+C, where + indicates a morpheme boundary, and the second one must be
a stop. (7.34) has a range of possibilities, some of which involve assimilation of
place as well.

(7.34) [las tiem] last train

[lafjia] last year

[pousmsn] postman

[hfs] lifts

[ast] asked

[sen ten] send ten

[wimmil] windmill

[ftenz] friends

[hasr) kat] hand-cart

On the other hand, there are a number of other examples, which seem to fit the
environment for the alternation, but, in fact, are not subject to loss of the stop
articulation, as in (7.35).

(7.35) [milkman] milkman

[solt mam] salt mine

[sent mo] sent more

[semp mo] sent more
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Work out what is different between the examples in (7.34) and those in (7.35).
Your answer will involve at least one of the phonetic features you have learnt
about. Can you also find any examples that fit the environment template, which
will be more precise once you have found the answer to the above problem,
but which are not able to alternate with a stopless variant? If you find any, can
you think of any reason why they do not participate in such alternations?
So, we have an optional phonological rule of English with a partly phonetic
explanation of the circumstances in which it operates. ('Partly', because the
morpheme boundary stipulation is not a phonetic one.)

Examples of insertion would be instances of liaison in French and English.
In French, certain consonants alternate with zero depending on whether the
following sound is a vowel or a consonant. This occurs in the same circum-
stances that we discussed in section 2.9.3 in the phonological definition of
consonants and vowels in French; in the case of liaison a consonant, such as
the [z] of the plural definite article, occurs when a vowel follows, but not when
a consonant does, as in the examples in (7.36).

(7.36) [lezom]

[lezwazo]

[lefam]

[lewiski]

les hommes

les oiseaux

les femmes

les whiskeys

(the men)

(the birds)

(the women)

(the whiskies)

The [z] is a link between the two vowels.
In English a similar phenomenon occurs with [j], which is used as a link

between two non-high vowels, as in (7.37).

(7.37) [fa said] far side

[foi of] far off

[fo Jedz] four sheds

[foj egz] four eggs

[bigs boi] bigger boy

[biggj aiz] bigger eyes

[b suut] lawsuit

[bj gv] law of

[tfams tii] China tea

[tfamai sn] China and

Notice that it is not restricted to cases where there is orthographic (and, there-
fore, historical) r.

Both these phenomena can be viewed as alternations with zero, so why are
some cases called 'deletion and others 'insertion. The answer relates to what
the isolated, lexical form of the word is, its citation form. So, as [last] is the
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citation form of last, [las] is seen as losing its final stop, hence it is a case of
deletion; on the other hand, since the citation forms of French les and British
English far are [le] and [fa], the link is seen as being inserted. Whether or
not this view of the mechanisms of phonology is justified is not something we
can discuss here, but we can see that the names of these phenomena are not
phonetic in nature, but bring with them a whole theoretical package. Similarly,
the other phenomena discussed in section 7.2 are often treated as though they
were processes, as we noted at the beginning. In order to be able to assess the
validity of such an approach to phonology, we need to have a thorough under-
standing of the phonetic basis (or otherwise) of the phenomena we are dealing
with. (For an extended discussion of this issue, see Lodge [to appear].)

7.3 Transcription and practice
There are two books that deal with connected English speech: G. Brown (1977)
Listening to spoken English, which deals with RP speakers from radio and tele-
vision broadcasts, and L. Shockey (2003) Sound patterns of spoken English,
which deals with colloquial styles of pronunciation in a variety of accents
including American ones.

Besides transcribing from tape/CD it is quite useful to practise transcribing
written texts and to indicate various possible pronunciations of the same
words, taking into account the connected speech phenomena we have dis-
cussed in section 7.2. For example, always indicate where linking r could occur.
When transcribing sentences or longer texts, it is convenient to leave gaps
between words. This makes the transcription easier to read, but remember it is
a convention taken over from standard orthography. For reduced forms, for
example, Ym, you'd, he's, shell, it is more convenient not to break them up, as in
the spelling forms, but do not put in apostrophes. As a general rule regarding
punctuation, do not use it: no capital letters, no commas, question marks,
colons, etc.

Sample text 1

Transcribe and indicate in particular places where assimilation is likely to occur.

What about coming to our sale of work? It's being held in the village hall next Sat-

urday morning. It doesn't open 'til eleven but you'd better be there a bit before-

hand so as you can have a look round. The jumble stall always fascinates me and

we seem to have collected a rather superior lot this time. I've got my eye on a dear

little brass candlestick. At present it's as black as the ace of spades, but when

I've given it a good cleaning up, it'll look just right on top of the sideboard in the
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dining room. I hope no one else gets it first, while I'm on the ticket desk. Perhaps

you'll get it for me; now you'll simply have to come!

Sample text 2

Transcribe and indicate in particular the most likely instances of zero realizations.

Ernest could hardly be blamed for what happened next. The postman tripped over

the handbag and bumped his head on the wardrobe. A loud yell came from the

poor man, as Mrs Lamb rushed down the hall-way. 'Get out of the way, you use-

less boy!' she shouted at Ernest. 'Wait 'til your father gets home.' 'It's hardly my

fault; I didn't leave the bag down there', he protested. 'Nonsense, it is your fault.

You left the thing in the way. You could've moved it.' 'How you can come to that

conclusion is quite beyond my comprehension', said Ernest and banged the door

in their faces.

Sample text 3

Transcribe and indicate in particular the most likely instances of lenition.

At what time are you going to the exhibition? I thought I heard you tell your

brother this morning that you expected to meet him there at about two. Would

you like to join us? We've got to leave early to catch the four o'clock train, because

we don't live here now. We live in a bigger house out in the country and I want to

get home before it's dark, even though I won't be driving. But you could stay later,

especially if you've got plans for the evening with your brother. Anyway, think

about it and let me know what you decide.

As regards articulatory descriptions, follow the examples above and describe
any two (or more) syllable sequences from a language you know, for example,
Prince Charles, green peas, chemin defer, guten Morgen. To practise parametric
representations try to represent the word boundary contoid sequences in
corned beef as described above; follow the model of those in section 3.8, but
add a parameter for velic activity.
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We have only looked at standard British English (SEE) and General American

(GA) in any detail, when discussing English examples, but I have pointed out

that it is very likely that neither of these is your own accent or the accent of
people you know at home. Language varies from speaker to speaker and from
place to place; this is the object of study for sociolinguistics. So it is quite likely
in any group of people that no two of them speak alike. This is not just a matter
of voice quality, but of detailed phonetic differences, some of which are shared
with other speakers, some of which are not. To take a simple example: a person
from Manchester will pronounce the word cat [kha?], a person from Liverpool
[kxah], a person from London [khae?]. The Mancunian and the Liverpudlian

share the same vowel quality; the Mancunian and the Londoner share the same
onset and coda consonant articulations.

In this chapter I want to consider some of the phonetic details of accent

variation in the hope that at least some readers will be able to pinpoint similar

details in their own type of speech. I will divide the features up into similar

types and indicate areas where they can be found. However, it is important to
remember that individual speakers, even from the same geographical area, may
have finely graded differences in the phonetic details of their speech. The notion

Chapter outline

8
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of a uniform, homogenous 'Yorkshire accent', an 'Edinburgh accent' or a London
accent' is difficult to maintain. Speakers vary within these areas, though they
may have some characteristics in common, so to claim that X has a Yorkshire
accent makes sense, provided we recognize that a Yorkshire accent' does not
equate with cthe' Yorkshire accent; in other words, it is interpreted as one of
many similar accents found in Yorkshire. Whereas at one time the idea of sta-
ble rural dialects may have had some basis in reality in that people did not
necessarily move about much or have contact with speakers from other areas,
in the 21st century mobility and interaction with speakers from elsewhere is
now the norm. Just consider the number of clearly different accents you hear
in one day; this number will be greatly increased, if you watch television for
part of the time. Changes in lifestyle during the 20th century have meant that
people of all kinds interact with one another quite frequently in everyday life.

Two further points need to be made. There are, in fact, no clear-cut bound-
aries between dialect areas, except where, in former times, some impenetrable
geographical obstacle intervened. Since the development of improved modes
of transport, such obstacles have diminished in significance. For instance, the
Pennines down the centre of Northern England were once difficult to travel
through, but the trans-Pennine railways of the 19th century and more recently
the M62 motorway have changed that. The other point is that dialects and
accents do not follow the administrative local government boundaries of
towns, cities and counties. For example, the main features of a Norfolk accent
(or should we say accents?) are not found in the extreme west of the county
near the borders with Cambridgeshire in the Fens, but are found in the north-
east of Suffolk from Lowestoft down to Halesworth, Southwold and beyond.

So, let us first of all consider just two major distinguishing features of accents
of English, one restricted to England, the other applying much further afield.
It is important to note that I do not use the proposed broad transcription that
I introduced in Chapter Four for SEE, in particular the vowel symbols. If we
are comparing phonetic details, then we need to indicate differences in the
symbols we choose. This means that each accent I represent has its own set of
symbols, sometimes fairly narrow, other times more broad.

8.1 [u] versus [A]
In section 4.1.1 we looked at the six so-called short vowels in SEE: [leaeDAU ].
However, in many accents of English (in England), usually described as
'Northern, there are only five: [i e a o u]. Note that I have used two different
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Figure 8.1 Northern English vowels.

symbols [e] and [a]; this is to indicate the different qualities of these vowels in
northern accents. (Given the warning above, note that [e] is the vowel in bed
in northern accents; the vowel in fair would be given a length mark: [fe:] to
differentiate it, and to indicate that the rhythmic patterns are not the same as
for SBE.) Figure 8.1 gives the articulations on a vowel diagram.

Words which contain [A] in SBE have [u] in areas of England from the
Scottish border down to Shropshire, North Oxfordshire and the Wash. Since
there are no sharp boundaries, there are areas of fluctuation where both may
be heard, for example, the West Norfolk and Cambridgeshire Fens. So in this
northern area most speakers use [u] as the stressed vowel in the examples with
[A] in Table 4.1, as in (8.1).

(8.1) [kud] cud [Gunda] thunder [pjsdukfn] production

This produces a number of homophones, for example, could/cud, put/putt,
book/buck. In the West Midlands, around and in Birmingham, most speakers
have an unrounded articulation in these words: [r], but still no contrast.

There are also speakers who try to make the distinction, though not in a
consistent way, nor in line with the SBE lexical distribution of the sounds. Such
mixed, and to some extent artificial accents are referred to by sociolinguists as
hypercorrect (see, for instance, Trudgill [1986, 2000]), that is, such speakers
misunderstand the details of the phonological system of the accent they are
trying to adopt and so produce forms that neither their own original accent
nor the one they are trying to adopt would use. In relation to the case under
discussion some speakers attempt to produce the [A] vowel, often producing
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an articulation in the area of [ae] or [9], But typically they fluctuate between
this and [u], and they will use it in words which have [u] in SEE, for example,
[pst] put, [bstjb] butchery [bsk] book.

8.2 Rhoticity
The other example is rhoticity, that is, the occurrence of coda /r/, which we
discussed in Chapter Four in relation to differences between SBE and GA.
(Note that I use slant lines and an ordinary r-symbol to indicate a phonological
entity which has a variety of phonetic realizations.) Within the British Isles
rhoticity occurs, though it is on the decrease in some areas. For instance, in the
South-East of England, in the 1970s, when I was recording speakers for my
book on accent variation (Lodge [1984]), only speakers over about forty years
of age still used rhoticity. Today it is very difficult to find a local rhotic speaker
in Sussex, for example. On the other hand, there are areas, even in England,
where it is still quite widespread, for example, the West Country (including
urban Bristol) and parts of urban Lancashire (e.g., Bury). In addition, it is the
norm in Scotland and in both Northern Ireland and the Republic. The com-
monest articulations for /r/ in rhotic accents are an alveolar approximant [j] or
a retroflex approximant [^]. Retroflex articulation affects more than just the
approximant in the coda. All coda consonants involved in what we might call
an r-coda, that is, one containing an /r/, are retroflex, and in many cases the
articulation of the preceding nuclear vowel is affected, too. This is not surpris-
ing since the tip of the tongue is either curled back or retracted for the retro-
flexion, so this tongue posture is retained for the whole of the rhyme. Even in
speakers who omit the approximant posture, the retroflexion remains, so we
find realizations such as those in (8.2).

(8.2) [kcudJ IMJ card

[bs.jrje] [bsr\]e] Burnley (a town in Lancashire)

Some speakers in the rhotic areas of Lancashire do not have a coda approxi-
mant, that is, are non-rhotic, but the preceding vocoid articulation is short
before another consonant. (The received wisdom is that historical loss of
rhoticity from the 18th century onwards resulted in compensatory lengthen-
ing of the preceding vowel phase, i.e., the lengthening of the vowel phase com-
pensates for the loss of coda r; see, e.g., Beal [1999], p. 105-118.) So we find
forms such as [wak] work, [tjstj] church, [ssv] serve, with a vocoid duration no
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longer than for [set] set or [man] man. I should point out here that vocoid
duration in this accent is not the same as for SEE; there is a distinction between
short and long articulations which is consistent across different stressed
environments.

In the United States, where rhoticity is standard, by no means all speakers
use it. Many speakers from the Southern states and Eastern New England have
no rhoticity at all, e.g. [fam]/arm, [fads] father, [&s]four (New York), [fous]
four (Southern States) and some have no intervocalic [j] either, for example,
[kaei] (disyllabic) carry, [vei] very, [benrj] bearing (see Harris [1994], p. 234).
Most African American speakers were non-rhotic, though this is changing
to some extent. At one time black Americans not just from the South had
no rhoticity, though some used [&] in the appropriate words. Also a broad
New York accent has no rhoticity, but diphthongs occur in words which have
rhoticity in other accents, for example, [bsid] bird. Watch a number of American
films or TV programmes and see if you can find differences in the occurrence
of rhoticity.

As was pointed out in section 4.2, rhotic accents vary in the number of
vocoid articulations that they allow before coda /r/. Harris ([1994], pp. 230-265)
deals with variation in the occurrence of/r/ in a wide range of accents, mainly
from a phonological perspective, but a number of points can be made drawing
on his material. Only in a few rhotic accents, namely relatively broad Scottish
ones do we find a full set of vocoid articulations preceding coda /r/, giving
examples such as those in (8.3); I have given a trill for the articulation of/r/,
which it often is in such accents, and it may be voiceless before voiceless sounds
or utterance-finally. I discuss the vowel system of many Scottish accents fur-
ther in section 8.3.1.

(8.3) [fir] fear [pur] poor [wAir] wire [flAvr] flour

[per] pear [por] pour [her] her [for] for

[far] far [pAr] purr [fir] fir

In other rhotic accents centering diphthongs often occur before /r/ but not
elsewhere, as in [faiai]//re, and [puai] poor. This is the origin of the centring
diphthongs in non-rhotic accents in such words, for example, fire, poor, there,
hour. In yet other accents /r/ occurs in the syllable nucleus as a rhotacized
vocoid, as we noted in some American accents in section 4.2, Table 4.2, for
example, [b^d] bird, [ksl] curl, [fsrl] fertile. So, in most rhotic accents the
range of vocoid qualities is (i) different from before other contoid articula-
tions, and (ii) more limited.
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8.3 Variation in vowel systems
As we saw in section 8.1, northern English accents have one fewer vowel in the
short set. There are other systems, however, that have more or fewer distinc-
tions overall in comparison with SEE or GA. For instance, Californians and
Canadians usually have the same unrounded vocoid in both cot and caught,
[kXt], the lips being spread or neutral. I have used a narrow transcription to
indicate that it is not quite the same quality as either GA [a] or [o] with spread
or neutral lips. In fact, it is really the vowel systems that vary in particular
accents, though we will also consider some of the consonantal variation, too,
below.

I will take further examples of vocoid variation separately.

8.3.1 Scotland
In most accents from Lowland Scotland the vocoid articulations are rather dif-
ferent from those of other varieties. First, the articulations are more peripheral;
second, their duration does not vary much, except under certain specific
conditions. (We need not be concerned about the details of this phenomenon,
usually referred to as the Scottish Vowel Length Rule (SVLR), but see, e.g., Lass
[1984], pp. 32-34.) Third, there are far fewer diphthongal articulations than
in many varieties of English (see our description of SEE above in Chapter
Four). In Table 8.1 I give transcriptions of the monophthongal vocoids of an
Edinburgh accent, and Figure 8.2 gives them on a vowel diagram.

Notice that there are fewer distinctions than in SEE or GA: food and put
have the same vowel, so fool and full will be homophonous;/af and calm have
the same vowel, so cam will be pronounced the same as the latter example; pot
and thought have the same vowel, so cot and caught are homophonous. The [«]
articulation maybe even further forward, that is, [Y] or even [y]. Some speak-
ers have different lexical distributions, so [u] may occur in what would be
termed broad Scottish accents in words like house, mouse and trousers as well.
Note, too, that unlike the North of England, most Scottish accents have [A].

Table 8.1 Scottish monophthongs

[fit] feet [fad] food [fit] fit [pat] put

[fet]/ate [bot] boat [met] met [prt]pot

[fat] fat [kam] calm [kAt] cut [6ot] thought
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Figure 8.2 Scottish monophthongs.

The diphthongs are [01] in boy, [AI] in fine and [AY] in town. The last two
vary according to the SVLR, at least in some speakers (see, however, Lodge
[1984] and Agutter [1986]), with [ai] and [an], respectively. For the unstressed
vowels, see section 8.3.6.

8.3.2 EastAnglia
In East Anglia, especially in rural areas, there are more distinct vocoid arti-
culations than in many other English accents. This is because some of the
distinctions made in Middle English, which have disappeared in most variet-
ies, have been maintained by East Anglian speakers. On the other hand,
distinctions made elsewhere have been merged. In Table 8.2 I give the main
vocoid articulations found in Norwich; Figure 8.3 is a vowel diagram for the
monophthongs.

Table 8.2 Norwich vowels

[flit] feet

[fxiilfate

[fxilfat

[k:]fear

[fx]Jur

[boi] boy

[fad] food

[muun] moan

[ka:m] calm

[fe:]/flir

[p3i] pure

[fit] /if

[met] met

[kAt] cut

[mAun] mown

[fait] fight

[put] put

[pat] pot

[Got] thought

[pot] port

[taevn] town

In the speech of very old Norwich inhabitants and still in the rural areas
of Norfolk a further distinction is made between the vowel in rain [jasin] and
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Figure 8.3 Norwich monophthongs.

day [daei] on the one hand, and [me:k] make and [te:k] take on the other. (This
distinction is reflected in the spelling: ail ay and aCe, where C = any consonant
letter, respectively.) So gait and gate are not homophonous, as they are in SEE.
There are also variations in the lexical incidence of some of the vowels, but the
details need not concern us here. Note that there is no distinction between/ear
and fair, and that pure and purr are homophonous. [j] does not occur before
any vowel after another consonant, for example, [fe:] few, [hw.d^] huge, [Js:]
sure and [k«:t] cute, which is usually homophonous with coot.

Two particular characteristics of the Norwich vowel system are worth men-
tioning. Vowels, especially the low vowels [ae] and [a], are often lengthened.
Interestingly, this even occurs before glottal stops and glottally reinforced oral
stops, which is considered an environment where short duration of vocoids
occurs in most accents of English. For example, we find [kae:?] cat and [fa:?p]
shop. (The latter form to a speaker from elsewhere in the South-East sounds
like sharp.) However, this lengthening does not make them phonological long
vowels; they still have to have a following consonant. The other phenomenon
is found both within morphologically complex words and in connected speech;
it is often referred to as smoothing, which is really a non-phonetic term (like
lenition, for instance), to describe monophthongization. When a phonologi-
cally long vowel, including the diphthongs, combines with a schwa, the articu-
lation is a long monophthong, usually of a different quality from the long vowel
in isolation. The commonest combinations are V+ing and V+it, both these
morphemes in Norwich have an unstressed schwa, [-an], [9?], respectively;
and V+and. In (8.4) I give a few examples.
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(8.4) [d«:]do

[saei] say

[guu] go

[dsm] doing

[sasin] soymg

[go:n] going

[da:?] do if

[sae:?] say if

[go:n] go and

8.3.3 Jamaican Creole
In varieties of English that have developed in places where English was an
imposed, colonial language, we find very different vowel systems, with either
five or ten distinctions only. In the case often distinctions there are five short
and five long vocoids. Jamaican Creole (see, for instance, Wells [1967, 1973])
has such a system, plus two diphthongs. Clearly, with fewer vowel distinctions
the lexical incidence is very different from British and American English. In
Table 8.3 I give the stressed vowel distinctions; Figure 8.4 is a vowel diagram
for the monophthongs, both long and short.

The mid vowels vary from [e] to [e] and [o] to [o]. In some cases there is
no consistent pattern of correlation in the lexical incidence of the vowels.
Some words which have [A] in SEE have [a], whereas others have [o]. Of course,
it must be remembered that the origins of this Creole come from a variety
of Englishes anyway, reflecting the different origins of the native English

Table 8.3 Jamaican stressed vowels

[fi:i\ feet [foid] food

[fe:t]/ate [bo:t] boat
[fat] fat [ka:m] calm

[fast] fight [toun] town

[fit] fit [put] put
[met] met [pat] pot
[kat] cut [tait] thought

[tai] toy [son] son

Figure 8.4 Jamaican long and short monophthongs.
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speakers who came into contact with the black speakers. Rhoticity is variable,
especially in unstressed syllables, for example, [ja:p] sharp, [gorl] girl, [sistor]
or [sista] sister. As can be seen from these examples, full vowels occur in
unstressed syllables; there is no schwa. This gives a distinctive rhythm to the
language.

The main descendant of Jamaican Creole is London Jamaican, which has
retained most of the original features, but is not rhotic. (For a detailed account
of London Jamaican, see Sebba [1993]; note that some young white Londoners
have some features of this accent today.)

8.3.4 Kenyan English
Another reduced vowel system, in this case with only five vowels, three
diphthongs and no schwa, is that spoken in Kenya. In fact, many of the African
Englishes have simple vowel systems of this kind. It is also the case that in the
ex-colonial countries there is typically a continuum from what might be
termed a pidginized variety for minimal interactions at markets and shops
to a fully fledged standard variety for official purposes, for example, higher
education and international interaction. The accent associated with this stan-
dard variety is not SEE or even some older form of RP (as it, no doubt, was for
a few speakers, in the colonial period), but has its own regional characteristics.
This is true of black Africa, India and parts of South-East Asia. Note that,
for the most part, these local varieties are no-ones native language, though
a major exception to this are the many native speakers of Indian English.
Along this continuum all the varieties have features of the local languages, too.
This is how the regional standard accents of many countries in Africa have
developed. In certain circumstances, especially in instances of code-switching,
when English is used, it is often virtually incomprehensible to a native speaker
from Britain or the United States. For instance, in small townships in Kenya,
when interaction is undertaken in a mixture of English, Swahili and the local
language(s), English may take on features of a local language, for example,
syllabic features of Kalenjin, a language with so-called [ATR]-harmony. (For a
detailed account of such interactions, see Muthwii [1994].)

Lexical incidence is even more constrained than in Jamaican Creole with its
short and long pairs. In Table 8.4 I give some examples, with a vowel diagram
in Figure 8.5.

This means that there are many more homophones than in native-speaker
English, for example, bad, bard, bird and bud are all pronounced [bad].
Again there is variation in the mid vowels between [e] and [e], and [o] and [o],



Table 8.4 Kenyan vowels

[fit] feet [fud]food

[fet]fate [bot]boat

[fat] fat [kam] calm

[fait] fight [toun] town
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[fit] fit [put] put

[met] met [pot] pot

[kat] cut [8ot] thought

[boi] boy [san] son

Figure 8.5 Kenyan monophthongs.

and the duration of vocoid articulations is variable. Some of the variation (in
both vowels and consonants) can be accounted for by features from the local
languages, for instance, a Kikuyu speaker sounds different from a Kalenjin
speaker. Since this accent is based largely on non-rhotic British varieties, there
is no rhoticity, and final schwa is usually [a], for example, [fa&a] father, [brada]
brother, [foti] forty, though in pre-tonic positions and in some unstressed
words, other vowels can occur, sometimes, it would seem, influenced by the
spelling, for example, [ak'sept] accept, [pc^dikt] predict, [o'be] obey, [in 6e 'de]
in the day. Example (8.5) is an utterance from a Kikuyu speaker, adapted from
Muthwii(1994).

(8.5) [imad3in ju a futirj foti kiromitas tu tu 9iri des . . . . 6eris mifonari

dispensari 6ea 6e a putiq prenti oso]

Imagine you are footing (= walking) forty kilometers two to three d a y s . . . .

there is missionary dispensary there they are putting plenty also.

8.3.5 The legacy of Middle English/x/
In Middle English it is assumed that there was a distinctive voiceless fricative
[9] or [x] in codas, depending on the preceding vocoid articulation, front or
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back, respectively (remember the German pattern in section 4.4), which had
disappeared by the modern English period. It has left a trace in the spelling
system: most cases of gh in words like fight and enough indicate where it once
occurred. (Remember that I warned against using spelling as a guide for learn-
ing about phonetics. This warning relates to current written English; for earlier
periods written records are the only evidence we have, but they have to be
interpreted carefully.) However, it did not disappear at the same rate over
the whole of England and in the North it persisted much longer. (In some
broad Scottish accents it still persists, e.g., [regt] right.) Consequently, there
are a number of accents, in particular in Lancashire and Yorkshire, where there
are different vowel distinctions from in the southern accents and the lexical
incidence is different. This is not the place to go into the details of the histori-
cal developments that took place, but in Table 8.5 I give some examples of the
vocoid articulations involved and the distinctions maintained.

Table 8.5 Relics of Middle English M

[nit] right [ta:m] time [weit] weight [we:t] wait

[Gaevt] thought [po:t] port

The diphthongal vocoid in thought is the one that is more usual in
Lancashire; in Yorkshire it is more likely to be [Gout], and the vowel in right
may be [ei]. In some accents the [ou] diphthong will occur in words like saw
as well.

Although it is assumed that the voiceless fricative had all but disappeared by
the middle of the 19th century, it is amazing to see how long it takes for
earlier forms to completely disappear. In the Survey of English Dialects (Orton
and Halliday [1962-3]) one of the Lancashire informants, a woman of 72
recorded in 1954, still used a relic velar fricative in combination with a labio-
dental one in words like enough and laugh, and she even had a diphthong for
the ME [ax] sequence: [leuxf] (1962-3: 1000) for what today, and indeed
for most people at that time, would be pronounced [laf].

8.3.6 Unstressed vowel variation
In section 4.1.6 I briefly referred to variation between unstressed final [i] and
[i] in SEE. Although we have characterized English as a language with a stress-
timed rhythm and a lot of reduced syllables, there is variation in the vocoid
qualities in unstressed syllables. In some Midland and southern accents of
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England there is clear diphthongization in [li] or [li], e.g London [tevlii],
Birmingham [trvhi] lovely. Indeed, in broader accents from these areas, the
movement for the diphthong is even greater: [91], and this changes the rhyth-
mic pattern of such words in comparison with SEE. Further north, in Scotland
too, the unstressed quality is monophthongal and centralized, and may be
low-mid for some speakers: [tuvie], [iuvle]. (See also the Scottish examples of
vowel harmony in (7.31).)

Speakers from the North of England have a tendency to use non-reduced,
unstressed vocoid articulations more than their southern counterparts. We
noted a few such variants that even SBE speakers may use in section 4.1.6:1
give further examples with northern vocoid qualities in (8.6).

(8.6) [e'lektiik] electric [kora'plem] complain

[ak'sept] accept [sus'pekt] suspect (verb)

Note that it is not all words that have such vocoid qualities, for example, attend
would not be * [a'tend], only [s'tend].

The quality of what we have called schwa and transcribed [9] in our broad
transcriptions is also quite variable, especially in word-final position. A cen-
tralized low quality is to be heard in final position in a number of accents:
[paipB] (London), [pe:?p^] (Durham) paper, or, slightly higher, as in [ednbXf A]
Edinburgh (Edinburgh). Even in SBE there is a tendency for final schwa to be
lower than pre-tonic schwa.

In Norwich and Norfolk there are unstressed forms of words with schwa
which do not occur in most other accents, for example, they, by, and to does not
alternate between [te] + consonant and [tu] + vowel. Consequently, linking /r/
(see section 7.2.4) occurs in contexts where it would not in most other accents,
as in the examples in (8.7).

(8.7) tbaja:?] by heart

[to.(ppa:?i] to a party

[guu?ppa:?i] go to a party

Note that in the last example the [$ occurs without a preceding schwa.

8.3.7 Comparisons
It is quite instructive to compare pronunciations across accents by taking
a number of lexical items and giving the forms in a table. In Table 8.6 I give a
number of forms to show both rhotic and non-rhotic varieties of English; in
some cases I give alternatives for the same variant.
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Table 8.6

bird

serve

cart

more

sort

fair

SBE

[bad]

[S3V]

[kat]

[mo]

[sot]

[fe]

Lancashire

[b3^/[b3d]

[S3^V]/[S3V]

[kjqjj/tkait]

[mo^j/[mo9]

[so.U]/[so9t]

[faMfe:]

Norfolk

[te:d]

[se:v]

[ka:t]

[mo:]

[sort]

[fe:]

GA

[b*d]

[S3<-V]

[koit]

[moj]

[sojt]

[fell

Edinburgh

[bAid]

[seiv]

[kart]

[moj]

[sojt]

[fei]

Kenya

[bad]

[sav]

[kat]

[mo]

[sot]

[fea]

Table 8.7

last

man

book

come

boat

thought

take

SBE

[last]

[maen]

[buk]

[kAm]

[bout]

[&>t]

[teik]

Lancashire

[last]

[man]

[by:k]/[buk]

[kum]

[bo:t]

[0aut]

[te:k]/[tek]

Norfolk

[test]

[maen]

[buk]

[kAm]

[buut]/[but]

[0o:t]

[teik]/[te:k]

GA

[test]*
[m£n]*

[buk]

[kAm]

[bout]

[Oot]

[teik]

Edinburgh

[last]

[man]

[bYk]

[kAm]

[bot]

[6ot]

[tek]

Kenya

[last]

[man]

[buk]

[kam]/[kom]

[bot]

[Got]

[tek]

*The vocoid phases of these words are typically quite long.

In Table 8.7 I give a number of examples of vowel variation and differences of
lexical incidence. Try constructing your own tables of variation in the accents

you know.

8.3.8 Some recent developments
In many of the accents of young speakers from the South-East of England
there are two noticeable tendencies, in particular in female speakers. One is

the fronting with or without unrounding of SBE [uu] and [u]. So, good food

may be [gud fed] or [gid fi:d]. Unrounding of [D] usually with a neutral lip-

position rather than spread has been taking place over quite a long period,
and is quite widespread now, for example, [gat] got. In the transcription of

accents of this kind the vocoid articulation of last and farm will have to be

transcribed [a:]. See if you can work out what you do yourself in the pronunci-

ation of these vowels. The difference between central [u:] and back [uu] is

clearly visible on spectrograms (see Chapter Nine).
The other feature is nasalization of vocoids, even when there is no nasal

consonant in the word. This occurs mostly in non-high vocoids, so we find
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[we? weds] for wet weather, and London forms such as [faivu] father, [plai§]
player. Many American speakers have clearly nasalized vowels, but usually
only in the vicinity of nasal consonants, for example, [maen] man, [pen] pen,
[pleri] plenty.

Other more general variation in vocoid articulations includes the relative
height of the three short front vowels, [i e ae] in SEE. In many northern speak-
ers each is lower and could be transcribed [e e a] for some speakers (see Lodge
[1984]). Equally [u] can be as low as (centralized) [o]. On the other hand,
Australian accents typically have much higher versions: [i i e], respectively.
In fact, it is sometimes difficult for British hearers to tell which of pin or pen
is being uttered, if it is spoken in isolation with an Australian accent, or if the
context does not make it clear which is intended by the speaker.

The extent to which accents heard frequently in the media have an effect on
the accents used in everyday life is not clear; they may well have a fashionable
effect that lasts only for a short time. However, there are two features of young
peoples speech in Britain that possibly reflect Australian accents. The diph-
thong in stone (SBE [stoun]) can be articulated with a relatively longer and
greater tongue movement: [asi] or [asv] with lip-rounding towards the end.
I have used three symbols rather than the usual two for a diphthong to empha-
size the duration of the movement as a whole and the relative durations of the
position through which the tongue moves. It has a duration more like that of a
triphthong, but the trajectory of the tongue body is in one direction rather
than two. I give a vowel diagram of the vocoid in Figure 8.6. Some young speak-
ers, mainly from the South-East of England, use this articulation nowadays.

Figure 8.6 Vowel diagram for [aai].
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The other feature is intonational and we could call it Australian raising,
although it also occurs in some speakers from Canada, America and
New Zealand. Rather than letting the pitch fall at the end of a statement (see
section 6.1), some English and a lot of Australian speakers use a rising tone.
This can lead to communicative misunderstandings (not to mention irritation)
on the part of the English speakers who are not used to this tone pattern.

8.4 Consonants
In terms of phonological contrasts the English consonant system varies much
less than the vowels across different varieties. On the other hand, there are
quite a number of interesting phonetic differences, some of which I will dis-
cuss in this section.

The phonological variation is restricted largely to whether or not an accent
has /h/ and whether or not it has /AY/ as distinctive sounds. Many accents of
English English have no words containing [h] at all. Of course, some speakers
who are aware that the standard variety does have it may use it sporadically, if
not hypercorrectly, for example, [a heg] an egg. Lack of [h] is, in fact, a mark of
English from England; native varieties in Scotland, Ireland, America, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa all have [h]. In Wales it is variable. In England
the occurrence of [h] is restricted to the North-East, parts of the South-West
and Norfolk (but not urban Norwich).

Earlier periods of English maintained a distinction between [w] in wail and
[AY] in whale. By the late 18th century it was disappearing from large parts of
England, but it is maintained in Scotland, Ireland, by many speakers in Canada
and New Zealand, and by some in America.

In section 8.3.5 above we noted that a few broad, mostly rural Scottish
accents have retained another consonant /x/ with the variants [5] and [x]
depending on the preceding vocoid articulation, for example, [hig] high, [roxt]
wrought. Most non-broad speakers retain it in words of Gaelic origin, for
example, [dfAniJYg] Drumsheuch (name of a street in Edinburgh), [bx] loch.

The following variables are phonetic rather than phonological.

8.4.1 Glottal reinforcement
This is a widespread feature of many British accents; it is also on the increase
in America. As we saw in section 2.2.1, SBE and most other regional British
accents use glottal reinforcement in syllable-final position, usually without
any release, for example, [kA^p"1] cup, [kA?f ] cut, [kit] kick, [kA^p^keit]
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cup-cake, [A^fmoust] utmost, [sA1 nss] sickness. If there is a release, the glottal
closure is released first, then the oral one. Otherwise the result would be an
ejective. Indeed, ejectives are used by speakers in utterance-final position,
though whether this is just a timing adjustment of the vocal cord activity with
the oral closure, or there is some communicative meaning in their use in such
circumstances, for example, an indication of finishing one s utterance, is not
clear. So, a form like (8.8) is not unusual in a variety of accents (though this is
a north-west Midlands variety).

(8.8) [av kum am mi ba:k'] I've come on my bike.

In the North-East and East Anglia speakers also use glottal reinforcement
intervocalically, as in [pei^pe] paper, [le^te] letter, [aei^pi] happy, [pu^ka] poker.
In this case the timing of the releases is slightly different in that either they are
both released simultaneously, or the glottal closure may be released very
slightly after the oral one. (Recall our discussion of the timing of vocal cord
activity in section 5.3.)

8.4.2 Glottal stops
In terms of dearticulation that we discussed in section 7.2.3 a very likely devel-
opment of glottally reinforced stops is a simple glottal stop without an oral
gesture. (Note that we cannot predict future developments in language, but we
can suggest what is likely and what is not. For instance, a change from glottally
reinforced stops to homorganic nasals would be considered much less likely.)
It may be that, at least for a time, speakers use an incomplete gesture in the
direction of the point of contact, for example, the back of the tongue rises
towards the velum during the glottal closure in a form such as [lai?] like, but as
the development continues the partial gesture is omitted, so that both light and
like are articulated in the same way. In English accents, (non-initial) lexical [t]
is the most likely to vary with a glottal stop, then [k] and least likely [p]. In
some forms of London English (including what is usually referred to as Cock-
ney) all three oral stops alternate with [?], for example, [ke? 9 tssi] cup of tea,
[le?e] letter, [ki? da boo] kick the ball, and alternations with [p] are becoming
more common generally in the South-East, especially before [i], for example,
[pii?i] people, [kA?t] couple.

We also saw in section 2.2.1 that in many Lancashire and Yorkshire accents
the glottal stop is used as the definite article. This means that glottal reinforce-
ment can occur in word-initial position, too, and not just in the case of the
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voiceless stops. In (8.9) I give a selection of examples. Note again that the
glottal closure is released before any other closure; in the case of word-initial
voiceless stops in stressed syllables they are released with aspiration, just as
they would be without a preceding glottal stop.

(8.9) [?phubz kio:zd] the pubs closed

[inrphub] in the pub

[Vaps bust] the taps bust

[iir thseYn] in the town
r\

[rkkiks stapt] the clock's stopped
[ig?khitfm] in the kitchen

['bus iz khumm] the bus is coming
n

[anrbus] on the bus
9 9

[ dusbmz errrpti] the dustbins empty
o

[in dusbm] in the dustbin
<-)
[rge:mz fmijt] the game's finished

[wi wurj ge:m] we won the game

['fens iz dun] the fence is done
c\

[arn fens] on the fence

[*sunz aev?] the sun's out
r)

[nrsun] in the sun

[ jttuz 9 nj«u] the shoes are new
c\

[in J«u] in the shoe
pmrfz Jut] the mill's shut
[9?<|)mii] at the mill
[ ja?s gan] the yacht's gone
[an'ja?] on the yacht

Note that in the case of at the mill the glottal closure is longer, as reflected in
the transcription, than in, for example, [9? mantjests] at Manchester, where
there is no definite article. In parts of Lancashire the form of the definite arti-
cle before vowels is [?0], as in (8.10).

(8.10) [?98:ji3i] the aerial
r)

[phu? r9e:ji9i- up] the aerial up

[^Gospitfl the hospital

[9? ^0aspiti] at the hospital

8.4.3 Alternatives to [1] and [j]
The lateral and approximant articulations alternate with vocoids, and /r/ has
a number of non-approximant variants. These are the class of sounds that most
phonologists refer to as liquids'. Note that when talking about realizational
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variation of an equivalent sound in different accents, it is convenient to use
the phonological representation between slant lines; remember this has no
particular implications as to what the realization might be.

The distribution of [1] and [1] is that the former occurs in onsets and inter-
vocalically, and the latter in codas and as an unstressed syllable; thus: [liti]
little, [fit] fill, [fihq] filling. When a vowel-initial unstressed word follows
the lateral, the non-velarized variety is used in SBE, for example, [fil it] fill it,
just like [filit] fillet. (Note that this is the British pronunciation of this word;
Americans say [fi'lei].) This example shows that quite often word boundaries
are not relevant to phonetic realizations in connected speech, as in example
(6.18) in section 6.4, where we saw that at all and a tall can be pronounced
the same.

However, the representation of laterals by means of one of two symbols is,
in fact, an oversimplification, in rather the same way as it is an oversimplica-
tion to divide the roof of the mouth into just two areas of contact, palatal and
velar, as we saw in section 2.8.9. Basically the bunching of the free part of the
tongue in dental or alveolar lateral articulations can occur anywhere along the
front-back axis of the mouth, and it is often determined by the surrounding
vocoid articulations. There is certainly a third distinguishable possibility,
namely a central kind of resonance, which we can transcribe [I9]. So speakers
will vary as to which resonance they use under which circumstances. A com-
mon variation in syllable-initial position is between front resonance before
front vowels and central resonance before central and back vowels, giving the
following: [Pet] let, [FAV] love, [Fuk] look; back resonance will occur in sylla-
ble-final position after any vowel: [fit] fill, [fui] full. Other speakers vary
between central resonance in initial position and back resonance in final posi-
tion, for example, [Pet] let, [Fuk] look; [fit]////, [fui]/w//. Amongst old speak-
ers in rural Norfolk there is variation in syllable-final position: front resonance
after front vowels and central or back resonance after back vowels, for example,
[filj] fill [smeP] smell [fbP] full [fot] fall Try to work out what kind of reso-
nance you have for your lateral articulation in various contexts, for example,
in leave, luck, clear, clerk, fill, filling, salt, little, and whether you have alveolar
contact in syllable-final and syllabic positions (see section 7.2.3).

In 7.2.3 I discussed dearticulation of laterals in syllable-final position in
English (and in the history of other languages). Most London speakers have
no alveolar contact, so the tongue bunches in a back vocoid position, with or
without lip-rounding; the quality is usually an advanced [O/Y]. (In the tran-
scriptions I will use just [o] for simplicity, but don't forget the variability of
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the lip-position.) In some cases there is alternation in the same morpheme in
different phonological environments. I give a number of examples in (8.11).

(8.11) [fulfill
[pseo] pal

[foo]/fl//

[QAUO] goal

[film] fitting
[paelii] pally

[BO] hull
[gAulii] goalie

[teo] tell
[fvo]full

[faeio] fail

[fw1] fault

[telm] telling

[dDo] do//
[fuuo] fool

[bod] filled

The variability of /r/ has been referred to briefly in our discussion of
General American in section 4.2 and in section 8.2 under rhoticity. The main
variants are an alveolar approximant [j] or a retroflex one [^j, even in non-
rhotic accents. For example, speakers in Norwich, which is non-rhotic, vary
from individual to individual between the two, for example, [nonds] or
[naqids] Norwich. (The lengthening of the vocoid seems to be more likely
with the retroflex version.) We also noted in 2.9.6 that speakers in the West
Midlands use a tap in intervocalic and post-consonantal positions, for exam-
ple, [ferii] ferry > [0fii] three. Many Scottish speakers also use a tap in these
environments. Incidentally, the apical trill [r], which is supposedly typically
Scottish, is, in fact, rare in Scottish speakers today, the two main variants being
the alveolar approximant [j] and the tap [r]. One variant that is disappearing
is the uvular approximant [K], which was quite widespread fifty years ago in
the North-East of England. (Those readers who know the British comedy
series Last of the summer wine should watch episodes from the 1980s in which
Nora Batty s husband, Wally, appears. The actor, Joe Gladwin, uses a uvular
approximant. He also did voice-overs for the Hovis adverts of the time, e.g.,
[i W9K 9 QKC:? beiks WOK aus dad] He were a great baker, were our dad.)

A recent development of/r/ in non-rhotic accents is the increase in the use
of [u]. Since the Second World War this form of articulation has been on the
increase amongst adult speakers. It has long been recognized as a form used by
young children during the early stages of acquisition; after the age of about
seven or eight there is a replacement by [j], the adult target. However, there are
now far more adults using the labiodental approximant, so the transition to an
alveolar posture does not occur. So, this is yet another feature of speech in
modern Britain that you should listen out for and see whether, in fact, you use
the labiodental variant yourself. It seems that rhotic speakers do not use the
labiodental articulation, at least not before another consonant. Whether or not
linking r (see section 7.2.4) matches the labiodental articulation in all individ-
uals needs systematic investigation.
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One possible explanation for the almost universal occurrence of [u] in
young English children is that many adults use either slight lip-rounding or a
labiodental posture without any contact when articulating [j]. Since young
children use both their eyes and ears to observe their carers' speech produc-
tion, they can see any different position of the lips, and can replicate it much
more easily than try to work out the relatively difficult posture of the tongue
near to the alveolar ridge. Since, too, it is assumed that children know more of
the adult phonology than they can produce in the early stages, when motor
control is far from perfect, it is also assumed that they try to produce differ-
ences that they are aware of, even if it is in a non-adult way. So, in the first
attempts a child may produce [w] for adult [w] and [j], and then change the
articulation of the latter by mimicking the lip-position of the adult speakers,
producing [u]. How the later transition to [j] occurs (or not, as the case may
be) is more difficult to explain, as there is no obvious phonetic continuity
between [u] and [j]. It seems that working out the alveolar approximant pos-
ture is difficult for some speakers at least. Since future developments cannot be
predicted, it is impossible to say whether new generations of children with
parents who use [D] will also use [u], or whether interaction with [j]-users will
maintain [j]. Note, too, that metaphors of competition between forms are
sometimes used, but there is no evidence that one single form is the norm
or ideal to be aimed at; all the evidence suggests that variation is the norm, so
alternatives co-exist, but not necessarily as competitors.

Kelly and Local (1986) show that in their informants' speech the following
patterns of resonance, that is, frontness and backness, in III and /r/, as exempli-
fied in Table 8.8. Try to work out what kind of resonance you use in your
version of/r/, and see if what you do for both III and /r/ fits with the findings
of Kelly and Local.

Table 8.8 Resonance features of /I/ and /r/

1. [1] front [u] back

2. [j] front [l]back

3. [1] front [j] back

8.4.4 Lenition
We discussed this in section 7.2.2 as a phenomenon found in many languages,
both as a historical process of development and involved in alternating forms
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in some varieties of English. In English the commonest place for lenition to
occur is intervocalically. This can occur even in SEE, for example, [pei$s]
paper; [less] letter, [kigig] kicking, [jAJb] rubber, [laeza] ladder, [waeyig]
wagging. The British accent that has quite striking instances of lenition in
varying degrees is Liverpool. What are voiceless stops in other accents of Eng-
lish are affricated in initial position of a stressed syllable, for example, [tsen]
ten, [kxum] come-, in intervocalic or final position they may be fricatives, for
example, [beigs] baker, [bux] book.

8.5 Practice
Listen to as many varieties of English as you can, and practise transcribing
them. There are a number of recordings available, usually accompanying
books, that are a good starting point, for example, Hughes, Trudgill and Watt
(2005). For extra practice listening to less usual sounds being used in English,
watch cartoon films such as Deputy Dawg, Looney Tunes or Walt Disney's
Mickey Mouse. For instance, Deputy Dawg and Goofy use implosives rather
than egressive stops. Sample transcriptions of various British and American
English accents can be found in numerous studies, for example, Trudgill (1974),
Wells (1982), Lodge (1984), Sebba (1993) and Shockey (2003).
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Having looked at articulation in some detail, it is now time to consider the
acoustic analysis of speech. The imbalance in terms of chapters on each aspect
of speech is not intended to reflect relative importance. Although there is a
tendency these days to rely more on acoustic analysis than, say, impressionistic
transcription, I would suggest that both are equally important, as is an under-
standing of the relationship between the two, articulation and acoustics. Every

articulatory movement and posture has its own acoustic effects. However, in
a book of this nature it is probably only necessary to understand the basics of
acoustic analysis and leave the theoretical aspects to other publications. (It is
rather like learning to drive a car: it is not necessary to understand the theory

and workings of the internal combustion engine and the computational help it

gets in order to drive successfully.) So, sufficient useful information about

acoustic phonetics can be given in one chapter to provide a basis for analysis
and for checking our articulatory descriptions. Remember that in section 2.9.4

I said that the articulatory descriptions of the cardinal vowels were somewhat

9

chapter outline
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dubious, especially as regards the back ones; acoustic analysis helps us to
confirm (or otherwise) what we think we hear. Similarly, if we find it difficult
to determine whether an articulation is a stop or a fricative, or a fricative or
an approximant, then we can use acoustic clues to decide. It is not a question
of one form of description of speech being better or more reliable than the
other (despite the fact that one looks more 'scientific' because it is based on an
understanding of acoustics), rather they can support one another and are often
simply alternative ways of interpreting the facts of articulation. To take
a simple example, let us consider Silvermans discussion of nasal sounds
involved in nasal assimilation in languages like English and Dutch ([2006],
pp. 61-69). He emphasizes the acoustic cues that hearers can use to determine
the place of articulation of a nasal stop, which I list in Table 9.1. The technical
terms, formant and anti-formant, will be explained below. Each of these cues
has its articulatory correlate. I give these in Table 9.2. Silverman chooses to
discuss the issue he is concerned with in acoustic terms because he is empha-
sizing the role of the hearer (who is also a speaker) in phonological patterning.
But as phoneticians, don't forget we, too, are hearers - hearers with extra
training. The acoustic cues in Table 9.1 help us to confirm (or otherwise) what
we hear as linguists.

Table 9.1 Acoustic cues for place of nasals from Silverman ([2006], p. 62)

(1) the formant transitions out of the nasal;

(2) the formant transitions into the nasal consonant;

(3) the location of the nasal anti-formant during the oral closure;

(4) the duration of nasalization on the preceding vowel.

Table 9.2 Articulatory correlates of acoustic cues

(1) place of release of oral stop mechanism;

(2) place of closure for oral stop mechanism;

(3) lowered velum and place of contact of oral closure;

(4) time (from start of utterance) when the velum is lowered.

We must now turn to a consideration of the basics of acoustic phonetics.
The following sections will present a description of the nature of sound waves,
the acoustic correlates of the major sound types discussed in Chapters Two
and Three, and an introduction to the interpretation of spectrograms. One
particular point needs to be emphasized: no two utterances are ever exactly
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alike, even made by the same speaker. Human beings are not capable of pro-
ducing carbon copies of anything they utter. Add to this, that all human beings
are different from one another in physical terms, then you can begin to appre-
ciate that the acoustic qualities of any linguistic sounds are going to vary,
however slightly, from one speaker to the next, since acoustic qualities are
determined by the physical characteristics of the person making the sound
(or thing, if it is a non-linguistic sound). So, what linguists have to do is
look for generalities across speakers, but these are relative characteristics, not
absolute ones. For example, when we come to look at the acoustic qualities
of vocoid articulations, it is the relative differences of each vocoid for each
speaker that are important. Of course, we can also do the acoustic equivalent
of measuring articulation against a set of ideal articulations, as we did with the
Cardinal Vowels, and take the acoustic properties of the original recording as
a baseline. For the most part, however, this is unnecessary, and we can simply
plot the relative distances of the vocoid articulations of a speakers vowel
system from one another, and, if it is of relevance to the project in hand,
average the measurements across speakers.

9.1 Soundwaves
In Chapter One we noted that the molecules in the air are disturbed by sounds
(of any kind). These disturbances are known as pressure fluctuations, which,
when they reach the hearer, cause her/his eardrum to move. The molecules
of the air move together and then apart in various ways, producing a sound
wave. In order to investigate the nature of these fluctuations we need some
form of wave-analyzer in the form of an acoustic analysis computer program.
There are several available and some are downloadable from the Web (e.g.,
WaveSurfer or PRAAT). Different kinds of analysis are available from the pro-
gram menus, some of which I shall discuss in this chapter.

There are three aspects of sounds that can be distinguished: pitch, loudness
and quality. We have come across each of these in the previous chapters;
pitch changes were discussed in relation to tone and intonation systems
(section 6.1); loudness relates to energy variation as reflected in stress patterns
(section 6.2); and quality of individual sounds was discussed in detail in
Chapters Two and Three.

In order to demonstrate the variations in air pressure we can give a visual
representation of the waveform in Figure 9.1 of the two syllables shoe box,
pronounced with a SEE accent: [Juuboks].



Figure 9.1 Waveform of shoe box.
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We have already noted that it is the rate of vibration of the vocal cords that
determine these pitch changes. The movement of the vocal cords together and
apart during vibration produces a series of fluctuations in air pressure with
relatively regular peaks and troughs. If we measure the rate at which the peaks
occur in terms of numbers of complete opening and closing movements
(cycles) per second, this gives us an indication of the pitch. This is known
as the frequency of the sound and is measured in Hertz (Hz). (The older
way of expressing this measurement was cycles per second' (cps).) A sound
with 200 cycles of pressure change per second is said to have a frequency of
200 Hz.

During the vocoid articulations, [uu] and [D] in our example, the peaks and
troughs are indicated by the (near-)vertical lines on either side of the baseline,
which represents the ambient air pressure without any sound. The horizontal
axis of the waveform represents time measured in milliseconds (thousandths
of a second). The movement away from the baseline on the vertical axis indi-
cates the amplitude of the sound, which relates to its loudness. In Figure 9.1
we can see that the sounds with the greatest amplitude are the vocoids; during
the hold phase of a stop there is no airpressure disturbance, except for that
registered by the vibrating vocal cords, if the stop is voiced. Compare [b]
(voiced) with [k] (voiceless) in Figure 9.1. The fricatives have less amplitude
than the vocoids, but, of course, more than the stops. Waveforms of the kind in
Figure 9.1 are complex, and to appreciate fully just some of this complexity we
need to focus on smaller time-frames than the 920 milliseconds of the com-
plete utterance. For example, to determine the acoustic qualities of the vocoids
we need finer visual detail than is available in Figure 9.1. We shall also need
a different kind of visual representation, the spectrogram, to which we will
return in section 9.3 below.

However, we can start by considering the structure of simple (non-linguistic)
waves. Firstly, we need to distinguish between periodic and aperiodic waves.
The former have regularly recurring patterns in their acoustic make-up, such
as in vocoids in speech; the latter do not, they have a random or a non-repeat-
ing pattern, such as in the case of fricatives.

9.2 Periodic waves
Simple periodic waves are also called sine waves. They result from simple
propagators of sound, such as tuning forks, or electronic tones. If we bang a
tuning fork on a surface and then let it vibrate, the sound will fade over time,
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Figure 9.2 Fading sine wave.

as the movement of the prongs decreases. In Figure 9.2 I give a simple repre-
sentation of a fading sine wave, where the amplitude decreases over time. On
the other hand, if we produce an electronic tone, we can continue it for as long
as we like, without fading. This is represented in Figure 9.3. Here we can see the
three basic measurements we need: frequency (pitch), amplitude (loudness)
and phase, the time at which the wave starts relative to other waves. In speech
the timing of articulations is often made with reference to the start of utter-
ance. In Figure 9.4 I have indicated where we take the measurements for fre-
quency and amplitude.

A single cycle, which is marked by the horizontal arrow, is measured from
the position of rest through each extreme point of displacement back to the

Figure 9.3 Constant sine wave.
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Figure 9.4 Constant sine wave [Figure 1.3 from Johnson [1997], p. 8]

position of rest. As we pointed out in section 6.1, the number of cycles per
second of the wave is measured in Herz (Hz). Given the timescale along the
horizontal axis given in milliseconds, what is the frequency in Hz of the wave
in Figure 9.4? The amplitude is indicated by the vertical arrow, which gives
the maximum deviation from the position of rest. It is usually measured in
decibels (dB). This is a complex system of measurement and it is not necessary
to go into the details here. (If you wish to pursue the details of measuring loud-
ness, see Johnson [1997], pp. 51-54.)

Simple sine waves are really abstract constructs that rarely occur in actual
sounds. A number of sine waves of different frequencies can be superimposed
one on top of the other. Figure 9.5 gives examples of this. The closest sounds to
these regular wave formations are those produced by means of simple physical
structures, such as tubes. Brass instruments, such as the trumpet, or wood-
wind, such as the flute, are basically long tubes with a sound source, human lips
blowing air, at one end and mechanisms for changing the size and shape of the
tube, the valves of a trumpet and the slider of a trombone. Whereas a vibrating
tuning fork is not surrounded by any container to modify its sound, a blown
musical instrument has a tube which acts as a resonator to the sound source.
A resonator makes the sound more complex and in the case of speech, we have
seen that the sound source is the vocal cords vibrating in the glottis and the
tube is made up of the throat and the oral cavity with or without the nasal
cavities.
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Figure 9.5 Complex sine waves.

9.3 Frequencies and formants
We saw in Chapter One, Figures 1.1 and 1.2, the plots of the changes in pitch of
the fundamental frequency of two different English utterances. In Chapter Six,
Figures 6.2-6.5 were spectrographic representations of further English utterances.
In the case of the FO plots, only a small amount of information relating to
the frequencies involved is given, enough to demonstrate the intonation pat-
tern that was used. But if we want fuller information about the other frequen-
cies involved in the articulation, then we need the complete spectrogram.
Spectrograms can be generated by a number of different software packages,
such as those referred to above.

In the acoustic record of vowels we can see that there are patterns of hori-
zontal dark bands for their duration. Some of these, in fact, change frequency
during their articulation, but for the time being we will consider relatively
steady-state articulations, in which the bands are horizontal. The dark bands
represent the overtones of the fundamental frequency, also called formants.
These overtones are a result of the complex nature of the vocal apparatus,
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and vary according to the positioning of the tongue in relation to the rest of
the articulators in vocoid (and other) articulations. (The details of the relation-
ship between the configuration of the articulators and the formant structures
of linguistic sounds are complex and need not concern us here; for a proper
treatment, see Ladefoged [1996] or Johnson [1997].) The differences in for-
mant structure reflect the differences in quality of vocoid articulations.

If we take a simple monophthongal vocoid in the vicinity of CV1 [i] spoken
in isolation, we will generate a spectrogram as in Figure 9.6. The horizontal
axis represents time in milliseconds and the vertical axis the frequency (up to
7500 Hz). From this we can read the frequencies of the first, second and third
formants (from the bottom of the representation upwards). In order to take
a single measurement of the formant frequency we take roughly the median
line of the dark band, as indicated by the arrows, so in Figure 9.6 the first for-
mant (Fl) is at 250 Hz, F2 at 2100 Hz and F3 at 3200 Hz.

As an initial comparison we can look at the formant structure of the posi-
tion of rest, [9], which is usually assumed to be: Fl: 500; F2:1500; F3: 2500 (see
Ladefoged [2006], p. 182). Figure 9.7 is the spectrogram of an actual utterance
of [9], This instance has a formant structure: Fl: 550; F2:1400; F3:2750. For the
moment, just notice two things: Fl of [i] is lower than for [9], and F2 is higher.

In Figure 9.8 I give spectrograms of isolated [e], [e] and [a]. Notice how Fl
is progressively higher and F2 progressively lower. In Figure 9.9 we have [u],
[o], [o] and [a]. Again, Fl is lower, the higher the tongue position is; on the
other hand, F2 is relatively lower in the case of the back vowels compared to
the front ones. Look at the distance between F2 and F3 in each case. Write out
the formant structure for each of the vocoids in Figures 9.8 and 9.9.

The relationship between Fl and F2 determines the acoustic quality of
the vocoid articulations. In an idealized schema, as in Figure 9.10, the Fl mea-
surement correlates with the length of the pharyngeal cavity. The longer the
cavity, the lower Fl will be; the shorter it is, the higher Fl will be. This corre-
lates with tongue-height; the pharyngeal tube continues into the mouth and is
narrowed in varying degrees by the movement up and down of the tongue.
Similarly, F2 correlates with the length of the oral cavity in terms of frontness
and backness of the tongue body. The longer the front cavity, the lower F2 will
be (= back vowels); the shorter it is, the higher F2 will be (= front vowels).
Schwa, as a central vowel has Fl and F2 values roughly in between the two
extremes. For a more technical account of the acoustics of vocoids, see John-
son ([1997], pp. 91-109.)
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Figure 9.6 Spectrogram of [i].

Figure 9.7 Spectrogram of [9].



Figure 9.8 Spectrogram of [e], [e] and [a].
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Figure 9.9 Spectrograms of [u], [o], [o] and [a].

Figure 9.10 Stylized 'F; diagram of vocal tract marked with F1 & F2.
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The relationship between the formant structures and the articulatory
descriptions can be seen if we plot Fl against F2 on what is known as a for-
mant chart. The measurement of Fl in Hz is plotted against the vertical axis
(also known as the ordinate); the measurement of F2 is plotted against the
horizontal axis (also known as the abscissa). In order to allow a visual com-
parison between formant plots and the vowel diagrams we introduced in
Chapter Two, the lowest frequencies on each axis are placed in the top right-
hand corner of the chart. Figure 9.11 is a formant chart for the nine vocoid
articulations of Figures 9.6-9.9. Figure 9.12 is a blank chart for you to photo-
copy and use, as required.

Figure 9.11 Formant chart for the vocoids in Figures 9.6-9.9.
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Figure 9.12 Blank formant chart.

The above, then, are samples of monophthongal vocoid articulations. But,
we also saw that quite often the tongue is moved during vocoids, so I will dem-
onstrate the effect on the spectrogram of articulating diphthongs. Figure 9.13
contains the spectrograms of [ai], [ao] and [is], pronounced with relatively
equal positions. Notice how the movement of the tongue is clearly captured by
the movements of the formants. We can plot these, too, on a formant chart, as
in Figure 9.14.

By using the formant structures of Figures 9.6-9.9, and by making your
own spectrograms and using the readings from them, make formant charts for
the following diphthongs: [ei], [au], [09], [oi]. Note that if you use the formant



Figure 9.13 Spectrogram of [ai], [ao] and [is].
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Figure 9.14 Formant chart of [ai], [ao] and [is].

measurements in Figure 9.11, the results for the diphthongs will be conjec-
tural; using your own recordings will give you real readings. Compare the two
sets of measurements. Also compare the measurements of all the instances of
what I have transcribed [a], for example.

We have not yet said anything about the acoustic effects of lip-position or
nasality. Of the vocoids we have looked at so far, five are spread, three are
rounded. Rounding involves the lowering of F2 and F3, as can be seen in the
spectrograms of [iy] and [uiu] in Figure 9.15. The effect on the formant plots
can be seen in Figure 9.16. In [iy] F2 goes from 2250 Hz to 2050 Hz, and F3
from 3400 Hz to 2550 Hz.



Figure 9.15 Spectrograms of [iy] and [mu].
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With the addition of nasality, the pharyngeal tube is extended to the nostrils
by lowering the velum. This gives particular nasal formants in both contoid
and vocoid articulations. Since the tube is so long, the first formant is usually
low at c.250-300 Hz, and the nasal formants appear quite faint on spectro-
grams because of the loss of acoustic energy in the sound as it travels over
the surfaces of this long tube. Figure 9.16 gives the spectrogram of [ee] and
Figure 9.17 that of [oo]. They both show the loss of energy in the fainter nasal-
ized portions, though the nasal formants themselves are not evident.

We are now in a position to consider the acoustics of vocoid articulations
of a particular speaker speaking his/her native language, for our purposes
English. In Figure 9.18 I give the front vowels [i], [e] and [ae]; in Figure 9.19
the central and back vowels [u], [A] and [D]. Figure 9.20 is a formant chart
for all six. If you compare these with the vocoid articulations in Figures
9.6-9.9, you can see the relative positions of Fl and F2. For instance, Fl is
higher and F2 lower in [i], as compared to [i], so in articulatory terms [i]
is lower and more retracted than [i]. Note that the (phonologically) back
vowels have non-peripheral qualities, as indicated especially by F2; for exam-
ple, [D] is centralized compared to cardinal [a] in Figure 9.9 and English [a] in
Figure 9.21.

A word of warning is necessary regarding the traces on the spectrograms
that track the formants. These can vary during the vocoid articulation, so I
have usually used the mid-point of the phase to take measurements. However,
the software does not always track accurately, especially in the back vowels in
which F1 and F2 are very close together, so there may be apparent discrepancies
between the readings based on the actual formant positions and the position
of the traces.

Figure 9.21 contains spectrograms of the long vowels [3], [o] and [a].
Construct a formant chart for them. The diphthongs [ai], [au] and [ou] are
given in Figure 9.22. We can see from the spectrograms of [li] and [uu] in
Figure 9.23 their diphthongal nature as compared to [i] in Figure 9.6 and [u]
in Figure 9.9.

The vocoid articulations in Figures 9.18-9.19 and 9.21-9.23 were all said in
isolation rather than in words. This is because adding contoid articulations
makes the spectrograms more complex even for the vocoid phases, and I shall
discuss the details in section 9.4. Try recording the vowels of your own system
in isolation and produce spectrograms of them and formant charts.



Figure 9.16 Spectrograms of [ee].



Figure 9.17 Spectrograms of [oo].



Figure 9.18 Spectrograms of [i], [e] and [as].
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Figure 9.19 Spectrograms of [u], [A] and [o].

Figure 9.20 Formant chart of English short vowels.
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Figure 9.21 Spectrogram of [3], [o] and [a].

au ou

Figure 9.22 Spectrogram of [ai], [au] and [ou].

Figure 9.23 Spectrogram of [d] and [uu].
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9.4 Contoid articulations
If we add contoid articulations to the vocoids, as in Figure 9.24 [put] put, we
can see that the vocoid phase, which is still represented by the dark horizontal
bands, is no longer a simple steady state (compare this with [u] in Figure 9.19).
Why is this? At the very beginning of this chapter I pointed out that every
articulatory movement has its own acoustic effects. If you think of the details
of articulation that are involved in producing [put] (see Chapter Seven), then
we have a bilabial hold and release at one end of the vocoid and an alveolar
closure at the other. For the latter the tongue has to move from its relatively
back position for [u] to make apico-alveolar and lateral contacts. As the tongue
moves forward, the formant structure changes accordingly, so F2 curves
upwards and F3 downwards. If the vocoid is relatively low, as in [kot] caught in
Figure 9.25, Fl will lower slightly, as the tongue body rises towards the alveolar
ridge.

Figure 9.24 Spectrogram of [put].

Figure 9.25 Spectrogram of [kot].
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These changes in formant structure are usually referred to as transitions
(e.g. Ladefoged [2006], pp. 192,198). We should guard against seeing this term
as indicating anything subsidiary; if we insist on segments as the focus of ana-
lysis, this term could suggest a subsidiary role for them, which is unjustified,
given that they reflect the place of articulation. So, in using this term it is
important to remember that they are just as significant in interpreting an
acoustic record as the steady-state phases.

So, it is clear that we will find it much more difficult to fix on a steady state
from the acoustic point of view when speech is continuous, even in just one
CVC word. If you look at the spectrograms in Chapter Six, Figures 6.2-6.5, in
which the utterances are quite long, it is even more difficult to find steady
states. Of course, there are some, in particular, the hold phases of oral stops,
since no air is escaping. We shall also see below that fricatives, too, usually have
a stable phase. Nevertheless it is quite hard to determine exactly where the
steady state for vocoid articulations is. Ladefoged ([2006], pp. 197-202) seg-
ments the spectrograms he presents, but this seems to be on a visual basis
rather than an acoustic one. In order to demonstrate the difficulties involved
in segmentation from an acoustic point of view, make a spectrogram of an
English monosyllabic word with the structure: oral stop - vowel - oral stop,
such as put, caught or bed. Most software enables you to excise chunks of
the spectrogram by means of moving left and right cursors into appropriate
positions and then play the excised part through the speaker(s). Try to isolate
only the steady-state vocoid phase in your recording. Note that if you record,
say, bed, and isolate the complete vocoid phase with the transitions included,
you will still hear bed, with just parts of the stop phases removed. This is
because the transitions are the cues you use in identifying place of articulation
for the stops. When you have managed to isolate just the vocoid phase without
the transitions, you will probably find that it sounds very unlike a section of
human speech, largely because it is so short.

Whether or not we think it is appropriate at some level of linguistic analysis
to segment acoustic records of speech, we need to be able to appreciate and
interpret its non-vocoid aspects by considering their acoustic characteristics.

9.4.1 Stops
As we have already noted, there is no acoustic record for the hold phase
of a stop. There is one exception to this statement, namely that the vibration of
the vocal cords during the hold phase of voiced stops is evident as a series of
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striations along the baseline of the spectrogram, which, as in the case of the
much longer striations in the vocoid spectrograms, represent each vibration of
the vocal cords. The spectrogram in Figure 9.26 is the utterance [apabap] with
a final release, which demonstrates the difference between voiceless and voiced
bilabial stops.

The sharp spike that corresponds to the burst of noise at the release of a stop
is clearly marked by arrows. Even in final position, where the release is weak-
est, there is a similar spike, albeit fainter. The voicing striations during [b] are
absent during [p]. Recall the voice onset and cessation times presented
in sections 3.3 and 5.3; we can measure in milliseconds the period before voic-
ing begins in articulations that we transcribed [b] and when it ceases in [bo ].
If we take the spectrogram of the English word bed spoken in isolation in
Figure 9.27, we can see that the initial stop is not voiced at all and the final stop
is voiceless at the release.

9.4.2 Place of articulation
We can now return to the cues for place of articulation in stops. There are
different patterns of formant structure immediately after the burst of release,
and the particular pattern for a single place of articulation varies according to
the accompanying vocoid articulation. Equally, there are different patterns at
the closure phase of stops. In Figure 9.281 give the spectrograms of the follow-
ing nonsense monosyllables: [bib], [bub], [bab], [bob].

Note the different patterns of Fl, F2 and F3 as they move into and out of the
vocoid articulations. It is necessary to acknowledge that the different instances
in Figure 9.28 are not all equally readable. This is typical of acoustic records
and may reflect, in part, the amount of energy used in the individual articula-
tion, the particular vocoid quality involved, as well as the individual speaker s
voice quality. The example that is easiest to see is that of [bab]. F2 and F3 curve
upwards slightly at the release of the first stop; F2 curves downwards before
the closure of the second stop. Usually F3 also curves downwards at this point,
but it is not obvious in this particular spectrogram. An upward curve of a for-
mant indicates an increase in frequency, whereas a downward curve indicates
a decrease.

In 9.29 I give the spectrograms for [did], [dud], [dad], [dod] and in 9.30 for
[gig]> [gug], [gag], [gog].

In the case of alveolar contact F2 and F3 start relatively higher than with
bilabial contact at the point of release. F2 lowers in those cases where the



Figure 9.26 Spectrogram of [apabap].

Figure 9.27 Spectrogram of I bed].



Figure 9.28 Spectrograms of [bib], [bub], [bab], [bob].

Figure 9.29 Spectrograms of [did], [dud], [dad], [dod].



Figure 9.30 Spectrograms of [gig], [gug], [gag], [gog].



Figure 9.31 Spectrograms of [atata], [adacja], [agacta].
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vocoid phase requires a significant movement of the tongue, as in [dud], [dad],
and [dod]. On the other hand, this is not the case with [did], where the vocoid
is front and high and much closer to the alveolar ridge than the other instances
in Figure 9.29. F2 then rises again before the closure of the second stop.

Velar contact shows a decrease in F2 and F3 at release and a pincer move-
ment of those two formants at closure. The latter is most noticeable in [gig].

For a set of idealized representations of the release phases of [b], [d] and [g],
see Johnson ([1997], p. 135).

Retroflexion usually lowers F3 and F4; compare the transitions in the alveo-
lar and retroflex pairs and the velar-retroflex pair in Figure 9.31. The lowering
of F3 is particularly noticeable before the closure of the second stop.

We will consider the acoustic effects of other places in the following
sections.

9.4.3 Aperiodic sounds: fricatives
We have so far looked at periodic sound waves, and lack of acoustic energy.
Aperiodic waves have random patterns, which are a characteristic of noise.
This is what we find in the case of fricatives. The frequencies for fricatives
are much higher than for the other sound types and we need to look at the
frequency scale on spectrograms up to about 8000 Hz. In Figure 9.32 are
the spectrograms of [fij], [GaetJ], [sau0] and [jiif].

The sibilants [s] and [J] have the most energy, with the greatest intensity
between 4750 Hz and 5500 Hz for the former and lower for the latter at
between 1750 Hz and 2500 Hz. The other two fricatives have much less inten-
sity and are sometimes quite difficult to see on spectrograms, [f] and [0] are
also very similar to one another, even in the formant transitions, and are often
difficult for hearers to differentiate, even native speakers of English, most of
whom have a phonological contrast between them. This acoustic similarity
is usually given as the reason why young native acquirers of English do not
differentiate them until quite late, and some adults do not differentiate them
at all. (I have a recording of a bilingual English-Cypriot Greek speaker from
London who only uses [f ] in English and even uses it in Greek, e.g., [falasa] for
standard Greek [Galasa] 'sea'.)

Three further voiceless fricatives are represented in the spectrograms in
Figure 9.33: [aga], [axa], [a%a]. Compare the different displays of the fricatives
in Figures 9.32 and 9.33, and see if you can work out the details of the differ-
ences. Note that the second formants of the vocoid phases continue through



Figure 9.33 Spectrograms of [a9a], [axa], [a/a].

Figure 9.32 Spectrograms of [fif], [Gaetf], [sau9] and [fiif].
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Figure 9.34 Spectrograms of [voz], [diiz], [zuuz], [mess].

Figure 9.35 Spectrograms of [aja], [aya], [aKa].
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the friction giving an indication of the position of tongue contact on the front-
back axis.

As with the stops, the voiced fricatives have the voicing striations at the
baseline of the spectrogram, as in the examples in Figure 9.34: [voz], [6iiz],
[zuuz], [mess]. In Figure 9.35 are the spectrograms of [aja], [aya], [aira].
Compare the spectrograms of the voiced fricatives with those of their vocieless
partners and see if they match, except for the voicing striations. The greatest
intensity spread throughout the frequency range is associated with uvular
contact.

9.4.4 Nasal contoids
As we noted above in connection with nasal vocoids, the nasal cavity adds
specific nasal resonances to the spectra. These are usually at fixed locations
of about 250-300 Hz, 2000 Hz and 3000 Hz. So even in nasal stops there is
a formant structure on the spectrograms, because the air is escaping through
the nasal cavities and the sound has the resonances appropriate to the location
of the oral closure. Although there are distinctive formant transitions for
the different places of articulation, they do not always show up well on
spectrograms. Figure 9.36 has spectrograms of the sequences [abama],
[adana], [agana] to demonstrate the difference between oral and nasal voiced
stops at the same place of articulation.

In Table 9.1 from Silverman (2006) we came across the term 'anti-formant'.
This is of relevance to nasals, since it is the effect of the side chamber, the
mouth, in relation to the energy peaks in the larynx-to-nostrils cavity. The air
does not escape through the lips because of the oral closure, so the energy
that is diverted into the mouth 'bounces back', as it were, into the energy in the
main airstream. This produces an energy valley rather than an energy peak;
this valley is what we refer to as an anti-formant. Its frequency level varies
in accordance with the position of the oral stoppage; the longer the oral cavity
(as with a bilabial closure), the lower the anti-formant, so velar and uvular
nasal stops produce higher anti-formants than alveolar and bilabial ones.

9.5 Approximants
Since approximants have no close contact between articulators and some
of them are, in fact, brief vocoids, as we noted in section 2.9.3, it should be
no surprise to learn that they have formant structures similar to those we



Figure 9.36 Spectrograms of [abama], [adana], [agaga].
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discussed in section 9.3 above. In the case of the lateral approximant, this has
a formant structure dependent on its resonance. An initial lateral in English
typically has formants in the region of 250 Hz, 1200 Hz and 2400 Hz, but a
velarized one has a different structure. Consider the examples in Figure 9.37:
[let], [!AT], [litt]. Note that the higher formants often have lower intensity. In
the initial laterals of these examples F2 is in the region of 1600 Hz, indicating
relatively front resonance, as opposed to the relatively back resonance of the
velarized examples with F2 at around 1000 Hz. Compare this F2 measurement
with that of [u] in Figure 9.20.

The other approximants that occur in some varieties of English, [j], [w], [j]
and [4], all have formant structures similar to the vocoids they are related
to. Figure 9.38 gives spectrograms for [aja], [awa], [aja] and [aja]. [j] has a
similar structure to [i], [w] to [u] and both [j] and [^J have similarities with
[9]. Compare the shapes in Figure 9.38 with those in Figures 9.6, 9.7 and 9.9.

The other commonly occurring approximant in English is the labiodental
[u], which has a different structure, as in Figure 9.39. Here Fl and F3 dip
slightly during the approximation and F2 remains steady.

To demonstrate the tongue movements involved in words that only contain
vocoids and approximants, consider the examples in Figure 9.40: [jojai] your
eye; [juut] Yule; [eja] error and [wet] well. Follow the changes in the first three
formants and relate them to the discussion of vocoids and approximants above.
Try to relate the tongue movements to the movements of the formants.

For a comparison between fricatives and their related approximants, con-
sider the spectrograms in Figure 9.41: [ajaja], [ayaiqa] and [ayawa].

9.6 Narrow-band spectrograms
and harmonics

The spectrograms used so far in this chapter are what are called wide-band
spectrograms. These are good for showing the general acoustic shape of an
utterance, and produce smeared images of the formants. The software samples
the utterance using short windows for analysis and gives accurate representa-
tions on the temporal dimension. For most linguistic purposes wide-band
spectrograms are adequate. If, however, we wish to have more detail of the fre-
quency structure of an utterance, the sampling can occur using long analysis
windows, giving us narrow-band spectrograms. These can blur the edges of



Figure 9.37 Spectrograms of [let], [Ui], [lit!].

Figure 9.38 Spectrograms of [aja], [awa], [aia] and [a^a].
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Figure 9.39 Spectrogram of [aua].

Figure 9.40 Spectrograms of [wet], [jojai], [juui], and [eia].



Figure 9.41 Spectrograms of [ajaja], [ayatqa] and [ayawa].
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transitions between vocalic and consonantal phases on the temporal dimen-
sion, but give greater detail of the frequencies, including those that make up
the formants.

When the vocal cords vibrate, the shape of the resonator through which the
sound is travelling produces harmonics of the fundamental frequency. They
are whole-number multiples of the fundamantal frequency. So, if the funda-
mental frequency of a sound is 100 Hz, its second harmonic is at 200 Hz, its
third at 300 Hz and so on. If the fundamental frequency is 123 Hz, the second
harmonic is at 246 Hz, its third at 369 Hz. It is this detail that can be analyzed
on a narrow-band spectrogram. Greater intensity at particular harmonic levels
is what forms the formants we have been looking at throughout this chapter.
A wide-band spectrogram blurs the distinctions of the harmonics and repre-
sents the formants as relatively broad horizontal bands. Compare the two
spectrograms in Figure 9.42. The top one is wide-band, the bottom one nar-
row-band; both are of the utterance [69 'bed waz Veil 'had] The bed was very
hard. Notice in particular how the narrow-band spectrogram represents the
intonation pattern of the utterance quite clearly. The changes in fundamental
frequency that produce the pitch changes are mirrored all the way up through
the harmonics. For further discussion of the two types of spectrogram, see
Ladefoged ([2006], pp. 202-205). Note his warning about women's voices not
always producing good spectrograms, usually because of the height of their
fundamental frequency.

9.7 Practice and further reading
Practice as much as possible with a computer software package for acoustic
analysis. Record your own voice and those of others for comparison with the
examples provided in this chapter and in other books on acoustic analysis.
Remember that one drawback to all instrumental phonetic investigation is
that it can rarely deal with naturally occurring speech. Even the process of
recording puts speakers on their guard linguistically speaking. On the other
hand, natural speech occurs in adverse surroundings from the point of view of
the phonetician or phonologist interested in minute details. However, try using
both scripted and unscripted material in your acoustic analyses and see what
the results are like. Since I do not discuss the acoustic correlates of all the
sound types I discussed in Chapters Two and Three, try recording and analyz-
ing clicks, ejectives, voiceless vocoids and/or voiceless nasal stops, for example.
The important thing is to experiment and see what happens.



•[pDij, iraA, ZCAV p9q( CQ] p SLuej6ojpads pueq-MOJjeu pue pueq-apjAA ZV6 aJnBjj
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Besides the brief introduction to acoustic phonetics in Silverman (2006),
the following give a more detailed account: Ball and Rahilly (1999), Clark
and Yallop (1995), Ladefoged (2006). The most comprehensive and technical
books are Ladefoged (1996) and Johnson (1997). Hewlett and Beck (2006)
provide an excellent introduction to acoustic phonetics and other types of
instrumental phonetics, for example, laryngoscopy, ultrasound imaging and
electropalatography.



Glossary of Phonetic Terms

Cross-references within the glossary are given in bold.

acoustic phonetics the study of the physical nature of sound waves in
relation to human speech

advanced a vocoid articulation in which the body of the tongue is advanced
from the rear periphery of the vowel area

affrication (also delayed release) the parting of the articulators relatively
slowly following a stop causing a short phase of local audible friction

airstream any air used in the articulation of language

alveolar describes sounds in which the tip or blade of the tongue is placed
against the alveolar ridge, for example, [t d s z]

alveolar ridge (also teeth-ridge) the boney protuberance at the start of the
roof of the mouth into which the teeth are set

alveolo-palatal describes sounds in which more of the front of the tongue
is placed against the palate in comparison with palatoalveolar articulations

ambisyllabicity a phonological term referring to sounds that are interpreted
as being both the coda of one syllable and the onset of the next

amplitude the loudness of a sound

anticipatory assimilation (also regressive assimilation) assimilation where
a sound shares a feature or features with the following one(s)

anti-formant an energy trough rather than an energy peak produced in
nasal stops by the effect of the stoppage in the oral (side) chamber, which
causes the acoustic energy to reduce the energy levels in the larynx-to-nose
(main) chamber

aperiodic wave a sound wave that has no repeated cycle, such as those
produced by fricatives
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apical any articulation involving the use of the tip of the tongue

approximant (also frictionless continuant) a sound produced by narrow-
ing the opening through which the airstream passes by putting the articulators
together (approximating them) without any contact at the point of narrowing

articulator a part of the vocal apparatus that is used in the production of
linguistic sounds, for example, the teeth, the lips, the tongue

articulatory phonetics the study of the way in which human beings pro-
duce linguistic sounds

assimilation a term that refers to cases where there are alternative pronun-
ciations of the same lexical item and where a phonetic feature is shared by
a number of contiguous syllable places, for example, place of articulation,
nasality

auditory phonetics the study of the ways in which speech affects and is
interpreted by the hearer

back (of the tongue; also dorsum) the part of the tongue immediately below
the velum; see Figure 2.9

bilabial describes articulations in which both lips are used, for example,
[pbm]

blade (of the tongue; also lamina) the part of the tongue immediately behind
the tip; see Figure 2.9

breathy voice (see murmur)

cardinal vowels the set of idealized vocoid articulations proposed by the
British phonetician, Daniel Jones

cavity friction the slight amount of friction caused by air flowing over any
object in a cavity, in the case of phonetics all the clutter1 in the mouth

centralized a vocoid articulation in which the body of the tongue is in the
central part of the vowel area

click a sound produced with the back of the tongue against the velum and a
closure made somewhere in advance of this obstruction; the air from outside
can be drawn into the intervening space by first depressing the centre of the
tongue to reduce the air-pressure in the remaining cavity and then removing
the outer closure
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closure the initial phase of a stop during which the articulators are brought
together

coda the final position of a syllable; it may be simple or complex, and may
not occur in all syllables

contoid a sound whose articulation depends on some contact between the
articulators

creak (also creaky voice) the type of phonation in which vocal cords are
only open at one end and are vibrated very slowly

degree of occlusion (also manner of articulation) the extent to which the
articulators obstruct the airstream

delayed release (see affrication)

dental describes sounds in which the tip or blade of the tongue is placed on
the back surface of the top teeth or between the teeth, for example, [0 6]

diacritic mark situated above, below or to the side of a main symbol, for
example, [,.._"]

diphthong a vocoid articulation that involves a movement of the tongue
from one position to another, for example, [ai au ou is]; see Figure 2.19

dorsal any sound articulated with the back of the tongue

duration the period of time any phonetic feature lasts in the speech
continuum

egressive pulmonic air air expelled from the lungs for linguistic purposes

ejective a sound produced by trapping air between a closed glottis and an
oral closure, with the nasal cavities shut off, raising the larynx, thereby increas-
ing the air pressure in the oral cavity; on release of the oral stop air is expelled
out of the mouth

epiglottis the small upward-pointing flap at the extreme base of the tongue;
see Figure 2.9

faucal opening the opening between the tonsils at the back of the oral
cavity

flap a sound produced by the rapid forward movement of an articulator
(usually the tongue tip) striking another articulator as it passes
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foot the stretch of syllables from one main stress up to, but not including
the next, so feet differ in their make-up depending on the number and type of
syllables involved

formant an overtone of a sound wave at a resonating frequency caused by
a structure in the vocal tract, for example, the position of the tongue; vocoids
are characterized by their formant structure

formant chart a chart on which the measurements of the first formant of
a vocoid is plotted against the second formant

formant transitions changes in the formant structure of a section of
speech

frequency the rate at which the peaks of pressure fluctuations occur in
terms of numbers of complete opening and closing movements of the vocal
cords; it is measured in cycles per second or Hertz

fricative a sound produced by holding the articulators almost together but
with a very small gap between them to allow the airstream to escape; when the
air passes through the narrow gap, it is subject to turbulence, which produces
local audible friction

frictionless continuant (see approximant)

front (of the tongue) the part of the tongue immediately below the hard
palate; see Figure 2.9

fundamental frequency the level of frequency produced by the rate of
vibration of the vocal cords

glottalic airstream air trapped between the glottis and some oral closure;
it can be compressed by raising the glottis or reduced by lowering the glottis;
it is used in the production of implosives and ejectives

glottal reinforcement a glottal closure produced at the same time as a
supraglottal one; if glottally reinforced stops are released, the glottal closure
is released slightly before the oral one

glottal stop the complete closure of the vocal cords, completely obstructing
the flow of air through the glottis

glottis the part of the windpipe that goes through the larynx

hard palate (also just palate) the bony part of the roof of the mouth back
from the alveolar ridge
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harmonic whole-number multiple of the fundamental frequency

Hertz the unit of measurement of cycles per second

hold the defining and essential phase of a stop during which the articulators
are held together

homophony the situation in which two or more words sound the same

homorganic made at the same place of articulation, for example, [mb ts]

implosive a sound produced by trapping air between a closed glottis and
an oral closure, with the nasal cavities shut off, lowering the larynx, thereby
lowering the air pressure in the oral cavity; on release of the oral stop air is
drawn into the mouth

information structure the distribution of what the speaker considers to be
old (given) and new information for the hearer in a sentence

interdental describes a sound produced with the tip of the tongue between
the teeth

intervocalic adjective meaning occurring between vowels

intonation pitch changes within an utterance which have a variety of func-
tions, for example, the speaker s attitude, the indication of a particular type of
communication such as a question or a warning

labialization lip-rounding

labiodental describes sounds produced by placing the top teeth just inside
the bottom lip, for example, [f v]

laminal made with the blade of the tongue

larynx the casing made of cartilage and muscle around the windpipe; see
Figure 2.2

lateral a sound in which the airstream escapes along the side(s) of the tongue,
for example, [1 t]

lateral release release of a stop by lowering the sides of the tongue away
from the upper molars

manner of articulation (see degree of occlusion)

monophthong a steady-state vocoid articulation
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mora a timing unit of relatively constant duration, which can be made up of
consonants and/or vowels; Japanese is a morale language

murmur (also breathy voice) the type of phonation in which the vocal
cords are kept apart, but closer together than for voicelessness; the force of
the airflow causes vibration of a different kind from voice

nasal release the release of a stop mechanism through the nasal cavities (but
see section 2.9.1)

nasopharynx the upper part of the pharynx (throat) near the entrance to
the nasal cavities

nucleus the core element of a syllable; typically, but not exclusively, a vocoid
articulation

obstruent one of the class of stops and fricatives, the sounds produced with
a major obstruction in the mouth

onset the initial position of a syllable; it may be simple or complex, and may
not occur in all syllables

palate (see hard palate)

palatal describes sounds in which the front of the tongue is used to articu-
late sounds by raising it into contact with the palate, for example, [5 ji]

palatalization front resonance caused by raising the front of the tongue

palatoalveolar describes sounds in which the tip of the tongue is placed on
the back of the alveolar ridge and the blade on the front of the palate, for
example, [J 3 tj d$]

parameter an individual component of articulation relating to one particu-
lar mechanism, for example, phonation

periodic wave a sound wave that has a repeating cycle such as those pro-
duced by vocoids

peripheral vowel a vocoid articulation produced on the peripheries of the
vowel diagram, for example, the cardinal vowels

perseverative assimilation (see progressive assimilation)

pharyngeal describes sounds in which the root of the tongue is retracted to
enable the extreme back of it to touch the pharynx wall
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pharyngealization back resonance produced by a back tongue position and
retraction of the tongue root, causing pharyngeal narrowing

pharynx the throat

phonation the resultant effects that the different positions of the vocal cords
have on speech, including voice and voicelessness

phoneme not a phonetic term; the minimal distinctive unit of segmental
phonology, established by means of meaningful contrasts

phonotactics a phonological term referring to the possible combinations
of sounds in a syllable in a particular language

pitch the relative level at which the hearer places a sound on a scale; acousti-
cally it is related to the level of the fundamental frequency

place of articulation the general term for the different combinations of the
oral active and passive articulators

plosive a stop which is released

pressure fluctuations disturbance of the molecules in the air caused by
sounds (of any kind); when the fluctuations reach the hearer, they cause her/
his eardrum to move

progressive assimilation (also perseverative assimilation) assimilation
where a sound shares a feature or features with the preceding one(s)

proprioceptive observation the technique of learning to observe and be
aware of what you, as a speaker, are doing while speaking

prosodic features phonetic features of speech which occur over a consider-
able stretch of the speech continuum, for example, intonation

pulmonic relating to the lungs

regressive assimilation (see anticipatory assimilation)

release the final phase of a plosive, which may be absent from other types
of stop

resonance a feature of sounds determined by the positioning of the body of
the tongue on the front-back dimension, involving the bulk of the tongue
being positioned under the palate or the velum; see also palatalization, velari-
zation and pharyngealization
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resonator any container used to modify a sound source; it makes the sound
more complex and in the case of speech the sound source is the vibrating
vocal cords and the resonator is made up of the throat and the oral cavity with
or without the nasal cavities

retracted a vocoid articulation in which the body of the tongue is retracted
from the front periphery of the vowel area

retroflex describes sounds in which the tongue tip is flexed backwards
so that the under surface is towards the roof of the mouth. Contact is
made with the area just behind the alveolar ridge or just in front of the
palate

rhyme the nucleus of a syllable + its coda

root (of the tongue; also radix) the base of the tongue at the back of the oral
cavity that forms part of the wall of the pharynx

sibilant a fricative with strong turbulent noise at a pitch range between
2500 Hz and 8000 Hz, for example, [s z J 3]

sine wave a simple periodic wave with energy at a single frequency

soft palate (see velum)

sound wave movement of the molecules of the air together and then apart in
various ways

spirant (see fricative)

stop a complete stoppage of the air in the oral cavity

stress an auditory property that enables the hearer to pick out a syllable
which has been produced with greater articulatory effort

subglottal adjective meaning situated or occurring beneath the vocal cords

supraglottal adjective referring to any articulation or air above the glottis
in the oral cavity

syllable there is no satisfactory purely phonetic definition of the syllable,
although it is clearly an organizational unit of both phonetic and phonological
relevance

tap a sound produced usually by the rapid upward movement of the tip of
the tongue to strike against the roof of the mouth following by its rapid return
downwards; the uvula can be struck on the back of the tongue in a similar
fashion
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teeth-ridge (see alveolar ridge)

tip (of the tongue; also apex) the extreme front part of the tongue; see
Figure 2.9

tone a pitch that is used to convey meaning in a word or a sentence

tonic stress the main sentence stress, accompanied by a marked change
of pitch

trachea the windpipe

trill a sound made up of a series of strikes by an articulator against another
one; in alveolar trills the tongue tip is put in a position behind the teeth-ridge
so that it bangs repeatedly against it in the egressive airstream

triphthong a vocoid articulation that involves two movements in different
directions, for example, [aia aua]; see Figure 2.20

uvula the small soft part that hangs down into the faucal opening as
a continuation of the velum

uvular describes sounds in which the uvula is brought into contact with the
extreme back part of the tongue

velar used to describe sounds in which there is contact between the back of
the tongue and the velum, for example, [k g x n]

velaric airstream air trapped between a velar closure and a closure in
advance of this; it is used to produce clicks

velarization back resonance caused by raising the back of the tongue

velic closure the closure of the velum against the back wall of the pharynx
in order to shut off the nasal cavities

velum (also soft palate) the soft section of the roof of the mouth towards the
back of the oral cavity

vocal cords (also vocal folds) two muscular flaps within the larynx which
can be moved into various positions to interfere with the air flowing through
the glottis

vocal tract the air passages above the larynx

vocoid a generic term which includes the approximants as well as what
are typically referred to as vowels; none of the members of this set have any
contact between the articulators
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voice the feature of phonation produced by holding the vocal cords close
together to produce their vibration in the airstream

voicelessness the feature of phonation produced by having the vocal cords
wide apart, allowing the air to flow freely through the glottis

vowel diagram a conventionalized trapezoidal representation of the area in
the mouth in which non-approximant vocoids are produced
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phonological length 120
phonotactics 127
Piraha labio-lingual flick 51
pitch 19,112-15,185-9
place assimilation 147-50
place of articulation 26, 52,208,213
plosive 34
Polish, stress in 119
post-alveolar sounds 29
postaspiration 105
post-tonic position in German 88
PRAAT (computer program) 185
preaspiration 105,106
pre-palatal sounds 29
pressure fluctuations 2,185
pre-tonic position 88
prognathous jaw 27
progressive assimilation 147-9
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proprioceptive observation 23
prosodic features 110-34
pseudo-phonetic terms 48-9

radix 21,25
raised positions 60,61
'received pronunciation' (RP) 70-1

speakers, radio and television 158
transcription for 120

regional accents 162
regressive assimilation 147-9
release 34-5
resonance 44-5, 111, 126,179,218-19

types of 62-3
resonator 189
retracted tongue root (RTR) 24-5,49
retro flex sounds 29,45,213
rhotacized vocoid articulations 81
rhoticity 81,164-5
rhyme 9,124
rhythm 112,130-3
rising diphthongs 43
rising intonation 114,115
rock music rhythms 133
Roman alphabet 11
root of tongue (radix) 21,25
rounded position of lips 25,26,61,

198-9

schwa 75-7,173,191-2
absence of 77-9
British English examples 41
French examples 41
German 87

Scotland, vowel systems in 166-7
Scots Gaelic 44,129-30
Scots, East Fife 153
Scottish Vowel Length Rule

(SVLR) 166
segmentation 11-12,98-109,139
Semitic languages 49
semivowel 37,49
sibilants 36,126,213
Sindhi 48

sine wave
complex 190
constant 188,189
fading (diagram) 188

singing 12
smoothing 168
soundwaves 2,185-7

aperiodic 187
periodic 187-90

sounds, deletion and insertion 101-2
Spanish, syllables 129
spectrograms 128,190-4,196-212,

213-16,217-22
speech

continous 135-59
objective description of 1,2
transience of 2
versus writing 2-8

speech therapy 12
spoken language 3,4, 5
spread vowels in Turkish 151
Standard British English (SBE) 70-81
steady states 207
stops 33-8,207-8
stress 112,116-19

in English compound words 118
on final syllable 85

stressed syllables 76-7
subglottal 18
suffixation in Turkish 152
supraglottal 18
supraglottal closure 16,47
Swedish 86
syllabic consonants 78
syllable boundaries 127,128
syllable structure 124-25
syllables 112,121-30

taps and trills 45-6,58
teeth 27
tense/lax 49
thyroid cartilage 15
tone group 114-15,131-2
tone languages 112,113
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tongue 23-5,27
tongue tip 25
tonic stress 114
trachea 15
transcription 67-94

broad 69
exercises 158-9
narrow 69
samples

in English 78-9
in French 85
in German 88
in Malay 91-3
Modern Greek 90

transitions, changes in formant
structure 207

trills 45-6
triphthong 42,43,44, 75, 76
Tr ique, Otomanguean language 101
Turkish 43

vowel harmony 108,151,152

ultrasound images 50
uvula 32
uvular approximant 180
uvular fricative 83
uvular trill in German 86

velaric airstream 15,47-8
velarization 44,63,155
velar nasal stop 48
velar sounds 31-2
velic activity 52
velum 13-15,22,23,27

velar, velic and velaric 32
vibration of vocal cords 19,105,112,187
vocal cord activity 56

timing 104-7
vocal cords 13,56

closed and open 18
glottis and 15-21
vibrating 18-19

vocal tract closure 34
vocoid articulation 39,40,44,125,151
vocoid phase 206
vocoid positions, sample 59-61
vocoids 37-8

close (high) 80
lip position and 58, 59
open (low) 80
resonance and 44
voiceless 41, 59,62

voice assimilation in French 150
voiced sounds 18-19
voiced obstruents, German restriction

on 86
voiced uvular trill 69-70
voiceless nasals 54-5
voicelessness 17,18, 56
voiceless vocoids 61-2
vowels

checked and unchecked 80-1
close or high 39,40
diagram 138
differences between GA and

SEE 80,81
duration 80
front, back, and central 32
German long and short 87
long'and'short' 80-1
Modern Greek 89
moving 43-4

Wavesurfer (computer program) 185
Welsh 45
whisper 21
wide-band and narrow-band

spectrograms 218,222,223
word boundaries 131
writing systems, non-alphabetic 100
written language 2-4

Yorkshire 17,177-8
young speakers of English 174-5
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